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1 Introduction 

Certain members of the highly conserved chloride channel regulator, calcium-activated (CLCA) 

family have been considered to modulate mucus-based inflammatory conditions of the 

respiratory tract, such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) or cystic 

fibrosis (CF, also termed mucoviscidosis). This potential modulatory function pertains 

particularly to CLCA1, the most intensively investigated family member to date. The CLCA1 

protein is highly expressed in these respiratory diseases and has been discussed as a 

therapeutic target. 

Previous work has mainly focused on human, murine, and, to a lesser extent, porcine CLCA 

members. It not only revealed certain similarities in the gene locus organization and expression 

pattern – particularly of CLCA1 – but also distinct species-specific differences in numbers, 

expression patterns or functions of other CLCA orthologs. Furthermore, based on mouse 

models, putative redundancies or compensatory effects of homologous CLCA members have 

been hypothesized. Therefore, the interspecies diversity must be carefully considered 

regarding the translation of results from one species to another.  

The CLCA family has been systematically characterized in humans, mice, and pigs. Mucus-

based diseases such as asthma, COPD or CF either occur naturally in these mammals or may 

be experimentally induced in animal species to model the respective human disease. 

Nevertheless, asthma is a highly relevant and naturally occurring condition also in cats with 

many parallels to the human disease. The feline CLCA family is, however, unknown to date. 

Hence, this study aimed at characterizing the expression profile of the CLCA family in healthy 

cats for the first time. It particularly focused on the airways regarding a potential role of CLCA1 

in feline asthma.  

1.1 CLCA History and Nomenclature 

The first two members of the CLCA family were discovered simultaneously and independently 

by two working groups in 1991 (Ran and Benos 1991; Zhu et al. 1991). The first founding 

member, which was isolated from bovine apical tracheal membranes, mediated calcium-

dependent chloride currents in vitro (Ran and Benos 1991; 1992) and was, hence, termed 

bovine tracheal calcium-activated chloride channel (CaCC) (Cunningham et al. 1995). The 

second founding member was discovered in bovine endothelial cells of distinct pulmonary 

blood vessels, which was shown to promote selective attachment of lung-metastatic melanoma 

cells in vitro and in vivo (Zhu et al. 1991). It was therefore termed bovine lung endothelial cell 

adhesion molecule-1 (Lu-ECAM-1) (Zhu et al. 1991). The nucleotide and amino acid (aa) 
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sequence conformity of both members was of 92 % and consecutive molecular cloning 

confirmed their homology (Elble et al. 1997) by which a novel protein family was established. 

The initial observation of bovine tracheal CaCC evoking calcium-dependent chloride currents 

in vitro (Ran and Benos 1991; 1992) was also shown for other CLCA members across different 

species (Gruber et al. 1998a; Loewen and Forsyth 2005; Winpenny et al. 2002; Yamazaki et 

al. 2005). A first attempt towards nomenclature standardization defined the family members as 

chloride channels, calcium activated, termed these according to the respective species (e.g. 

h = human, m = murine, p = porcine), and numbered them in chronological order of discovery. 

Hence, bovine CaCC and bovine Lu-ECAM-1 were designated bCLCA1 and bCLCA2, 

respectively (Gruber et al. 2000).  

Subsequently, state of the art in silico analyses revealed that CLCA proteins cannot form 

chloride channels per se since they lack multiple transmembrane domains (Gibson et al. 2005) 

and are either entirely or partially secreted into the extracellular environment (Anton et al. 2005; 

Bothe et al. 2008; Elble et al. 2006; Gibson et al. 2005; Huan et al. 2008; Mundhenk et al. 

2006). Nevertheless, human CLCA1 may modulate calcium-dependent chloride currents 

(Hamann et al. 2009). Therefore, the abbreviation was changed to chloride channel 
regulators, calcium-activated, which is now the present denotation. 

As up to eight members have been discovered in over 30 species with a species- and tissue-

specific expression pattern to date, the nomenclature became increasingly confusing and was 

not readily associable. Therefore, a third step towards harmonization was performed by the 

Mouse Gene Nomenclature Committee (MGNC) in accordance with the Human Gene 

Nomenclature Committee (HUGO) and the Rat Genome Database (RGD) (Erickson et al. 

2015). Herein, the individual members were renamed, allowing for systematic ortholog 

comparison. For example, the murine mucus cell protein gob-5, which had first been renamed 

to mCLCA3 (Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002), is now termed murine CLCA1 (Erickson et al. 

2015) due to its direct orthology to human CLCA1. Regardless, the database nomenclature is 

still complex and partially inconsistent. 

1.2 Genomic Organization of the CLCA-Family 

The CLCA genes are located in a single locus between the two flanking genes, outer dense 

fiber of sperm tails 2-like (ODF2L) and SH3-domain GRB2-like endophilin B1 (SH3GLB1) in 

all mammalian species and also chickens (see 2.1). This genomic organization preserves the 

same ordering of CLCA family members (Patel et al. 2009) which are grouped in four different 

clusters based on sequence homology (Plog et al. 2009). Despite this high conservation of the 

genomic CLCA locus organization (Patel et al. 2009), the CLCA family shows a high genetic 

interspecies diversity. Firstly, the numbers of CLCA genes differ between species, e.g. four 
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CLCA genes in man and horse (Mundhenk et al. 2018; Patel et al. 2009) but eight in mice 

(Patel et al. 2009), as shown in Table 1. Secondly, pseudogene formation and expressional 

silencing has occurred only in certain species (Gruber and Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009). 

Table 1. CLCA clusters and the according species-specific members 

CLUSTER HUMAN1 PIG2 
MOUSE3 

(former nomenclature) 
HORSE4 

Cluster 1 CLCA1 CLCA1 Clca1 (mClca3, gob-5) CLCA1 

Cluster 2 CLCA2 CLCA2 Clca2 (mClca5) CLCA2 

Cluster 3 CLCA3P CLCA3P 

Clca3a1 (mClca1) 

CLCA3 Clca3a2 (mClca2) 

Clca3b (mClca4) 

Cluster 4 CLCA4 

CLCA4a 
Clca4a (mClca6) 

CLCA4 Clca4b (mClca7) 

CLCA4b 
Clca4c (mClca8) 

Source: (Patel et al. 2009), 1(Agnel et al. 1999; Gruber et al. 1998a; Gruber and Pauli 1999; 

Gruber et al. 1999), 2(Plog et al. 2009; 2012a; 2012b), 3(Al-Jumaily et al. 2007; Elble et al. 

2002; Erickson et al. 2015; Evans et al. 2004; Gandhi et al. 1998; Komiya et al. 1999; Lee et 

al. 1999; Romio et al. 1999), 4(Mundhenk et al. 2018; Patel et al. 2009), P = pseudogene. 

In detail, only one member exists for clusters 1 and 2 in all mammalian species – including 

humans, mice, pigs, and horses – investigated so far, e.g. murine Clca1 (formerly mClca3 or 

gob-5) and Clca2 (formerly mClca5). For clusters 3 and 4, however, the number of CLCA 

members differs species-specifically.  

Mice exhibit three members each for clusters 3 and 4. In murine cluster 3, these three genes 

furthermore appear to be closely related as a product of two subsequent duplication events. 

Thereby, murine Clca3 is subdivided into Clca3a and -3b (formerly mClca4), whilst Clca3a is 

further subdivided into Clca3a1 and -3a2 (formerly mClca1 and -2, respectively), all of which 

are highly likely of expressing fully functional proteins (Patel et al. 2009). Similarly, murine 

cluster 4 also contains three homologs, Clca4a, -4b, and -4c (formerly mClca6, -7, and -8, 
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respectively). Nevertheless, latter also exhibits a premature stop codon (Patel et al. 2009), 

rendering the possibility of pseudogene formation also in the murine CLCA family. Porcine 

cluster 4 consists of two genes, CLCA4a and -4b, which are due to a single duplication event 

(Plog et al. 2012a). In contrast, in humans, both clusters are comprised of only one CLCA 

member, of which CLCA3 represents a silenced pseudogene due to the presence of premature 

stop codons (Gruber and Pauli 1999) which are also present in porcine CLCA3 (Plog et al. 

2009). Of note, in the horse, CLCA1 is the only family member experimentally characterized 

to date (Anton et al. 2005; Range et al. 2007).  

On the genomic level, clusters 1 and 2 are highly conserved, whereas clusters 3 and 4 feature 

conspicuous interspecies diversity. Species-specific homologies and differences are, however, 

not only genomically present but have also been investigated in detail on the protein level.  

1.3 CLCA Expression Patterns – An Interspecies Comparison 

Previous work has mainly focused on expression pattern and functional analysis of CLCA 

members relevant to respiratory diseases such as asthma, COPD, and CF in humans (Agnel 

et al. 1999; Brouillard et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998a; Gruber and Pauli 

1999; Gruber et al. 1999; Hauber et al. 2003; 2004; 2010; Hoshino et al. 2002; Kamada et al. 

2004; Mall et al. 2003; Patel et al. 2009; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 

2007; Zhou et al. 2001) and in model animal species, i.e. predominantly the mouse (Brouillard 

et al. 2005; Dietert et al. 2014; Long et al. 2006; Mei et al. 2013; Nakanishi et al. 2001; Patel 

et al. 2006; Robichaud et al. 2005; Song et al. 2013; Thai et al. 2005; Young et al. 2007; Zhang 

and He 2010). Herein, CLCA1 is the CLCA family member studied most intensively to date 

due to its potential as biomarker or therapeutic target in these respiratory diseases (Patel et 

al. 2009; Sala-Rabanal et al. 2017).  

Beside man and mouse, the expression pattern of all CLCA family members has also been 

systematically characterized in the pig (Plog et al. 2009; 2010; 2012a; 2012b; 2015) due to its 

high translational potential regarding human anatomy and physiology (Rogers et al. 2008a) 

and the recent establishment of porcine CF models (Meyerholz et al. 2010; Rogers et al. 

2008b; 2008c; Welsh et al. 2009). In horses, in which Severe Equine Asthma (SEA), formerly 

known as Recurrent Airway Obstruction (RAO) (Couetil et al. 2016), is considered a model of 

human asthma and COPD (Bice et al. 2000; Snapper 1986), the first equine member of the 

CLCA gene family, CLCA1, has also been investigated (Anton et al. 2005; Range et al. 2007). 

Strikingly, CLCA1 shows an almost identical expression pattern in all aforementioned species 

whilst the cellular expression patterns of the CLCA2 and CLCA4 proteins differ between 

humans, mice, and pigs (Braun et al. 2010a; Connon et al. 2004; Dietert et al. 2015; Plog et 
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al. 2012b) and CLCA members of cluster 3 show the most complex and striking interspecies 

differences (Patel et al. 2009).  

1.3.1 CLCA1 – A Common Expression Pattern Not Only in the Respiratory Tract  

For every species investigated so far, the only member present in cluster 1 is CLCA1. It is 

expressed in mucus-producing cells predominantly of the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and 

reproductive tract with a virtually identical expression pattern of its human (Gruber et al. 

1998a), murine (Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002), porcine (Plog et al. 2009), and equine 

orthologs (Anton et al. 2005).  

Its most abundant expression is located in the colon (Anton et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998a; 

Johansson et al. 2008; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009), in which CLCA1 is 

secreted by mucus cells into the mucus layer lining the intestinal epithelium (Gibson et al. 

2005; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Plog et al. 2009; Range et al. 

2007).  

In the respiratory tract, CLCA1 is also exclusively expressed in mucus cells of the trachea and 

major bronchi, and to a lesser degree, in mucin-producing submucosal glands (SMGs) of the 

upper trachea and secreted into the extracellular mucus (Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; 

Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Plog et al. 2009) 

(also see 2.2, Figure 7). Smaller non-diseased airways or the lung parenchyma show less to 

no CLCA1 expression, corresponding to the decline of mucus cell numbers or their entire 

absence, respectively (Anton et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998a; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; 

Plog et al. 2009).  

Apart from this coinciding expression pattern for CLCA1, the pig and the horse show distinct 

species-specific differences. Firstly, porcine CLCA1 exhibits strong expression in mucus-

producing cells of the pancreatic and salivary ducts as well as the gall bladder and common 

bile duct (Plog et al. 2009), which are devoid of CLCA1 in man and mouse (Gruber et al. 1998a; 

Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Loewen and Forsyth 2005). In the horse, the pancreas and 

parotis gland were entirely negative for CLCA1 expression (Anton et al. 2005), whilst biliary 

ducts – which the horse does possess despite its lack of a gall bladder – have not been 

investigated (Anton et al. 2005). Secondly, human CLCA1 mRNA and murine CLCA1 protein 

have been detected in the uterus (Agnel et al. 1999; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002). In 

contrast, porcine and equine CLCA1 have not been discovered in the genital tract (Anton et al. 

2005; Plog et al. 2009).  

Furthermore, expression of equine CLCA1 was located in tubular non-mucinous sweat glands 

of the skin – in contrast to mouse (Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002) and pig (Plog et al. 2009) 

– and – in contrast also to humans – in mucus glands of the renal papilla (Anton et al. 2005).
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This particular expression profile can be explained by species-specific anatomical differences. 

On the one hand, horses exhibit tubular sweat glands throughout the entire skin like humans 

– in which the expression of CLCA1 has not been investigated to date – but in contrast to any

other domestic or laboratory animal species (Banks 1993; Talukdar et al. 1972). On the other

hand, renal mucus glands are exclusively found in equids but not in mice, humans or pigs

(Dellmann 1998).

In summary, concerning the respiratory tract, CLCA1 is expressed by mucin-producing cells

and is secreted into the mucus lining of the respiratory epithelial in all aforementioned species

(Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002;

Plog et al. 2009).

1.3.2 CLCA2 – A Common Expression Pattern in Respiratory SMGs 

Similar to cluster 1, cluster 2 also consists of only one CLCA family member in all of the 

aforementioned species (Patel et al. 2009), of which the expression of CLCA2 has not been 

investigated in the horse to date. CLCA2 is primarily expressed in the respiratory tract and 

squamous epithelia (Braun et al. 2010a; Dietert et al. 2015; Gruber et al. 1999; Plog et al. 

2012b). The cellular expression pattern in these tissues, however, differs species-specifically. 

In the human and porcine respiratory tract, the CLCA2 protein is exclusively expressed in few 

SMGs whilst bronchial epithelial cells are devoid of CLCA2 expression (Dietert et al. 2015) 

(also see 2.2, Figure 7). In the mouse, CLCA2 expression was also localized to SMGs – but 

to a larger number of these cells than in humans and pigs – and occasionally co-localized with 

CLCA1 in mucus cells (Dietert et al. 2015). Of note, the expression of CLCA2 in airway 

epithelial cells may be enhanced by interleukin (IL)-13-induced airway inflammation 

(Mundhenk et al. 2012) similarly to CLCA1. Murine CLCA2 was furthermore uniquely localized 

to epithelial cells at the bronchial bifurcation (Dietert et al. 2015), consistent with locations of 

progenitor cell niches and, hence, indicative of fundamental anatomical species-specific 

differences (Dietert et al. 2015).  

Outside the respiratory tract, human CLCA2 was detected in basement membranes of basal 

epithelial cells (Carter et al. 1990; Connon et al. 2004; 2005), whereas the porcine CLCA2 

protein was expressed in mature keratinocytes of the epidermis and in the inner root sheath of 

hair follicles (Plog et al. 2012b). Similar to the pig, murine CLCA2 was solely expressed in 

differentiated keratinocytes, i.e. keratohyalin granules of all stratified squamous epithelia 

(Braun et al. 2010a).  

Concluding, the respiratory tract expression pattern of CLCA2 is restricted to SMGs in humans, 

pigs, and mice (Dietert et al. 2015). Exclusively in latter species, it is expanded to a distinct 
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niche of airway epithelial cells at the bronchial bifurcation with its cellular expression partially 

overlapping with that of CLCA1 (Dietert et al. 2015). 

1.3.3 CLCA3 – Functionally Relevant Respiratory Expression in the Mouse  
The CLCA3 gene locus of humans and pigs consists of only one member each, CLCA3, which 

represents a silenced pseudogene with no functional protein being expressed (Gruber and 

Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009) whilst in horses, its expression has not been investigated to date. 

In the mouse, Clca3 underwent multiple duplication events, giving rise to three homologs (Patel 

et al. 2009), Clca3a1, -3a2, and -3b, all of which are seemingly functional proteins (Elble et al. 

2002; Gandhi et al. 1998; Gruber et al. 1998b; Patel et al. 2009). CLCA3a1 is expressed in 

tracheal and bronchial epithelial cells and also in SMGs (Gandhi et al. 1998) (also see 2.2, 

Figure 7). It is furthermore expressed in the intestinal tract, i.e. basal crypt epithelia of the small 

and large intestine (Bothe et al. 2008; Gruber et al. 1998b; Leverkoehne et al. 2006) and other 

secretory tissues such as gall bladder, pancreas, kidney (Gandhi et al. 1998), and mammary 

gland (Gruber et al. 1998b).  

Surprisingly, CLCA3a1 is also expressed in endothelial cells of lymphatic vessels as well as 

pleural and subpleural blood vessels (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2002; Furuya et al. 2010; Gruber et 

al. 1998b), in latter of which CLCA3b is also expressed (Elble et al. 2002). Of note, CLCA3b 

is furthermore expressed in smooth muscle cells (Elble et al. 2002; Patel et al. 2009). Strikingly, 

this expression of CLCA3a1 or -3b in mesenchymal cells – endothelial cells or both endothelial 

and smooth muscle cells, respectively – seems to be unique to this cluster since members of 

other clusters are exclusively expressed in cells of epithelial origin (Patel et al. 2009).  

Concerning the expression pattern of CLCA3a2, it is of special mention that CLCA3a1 and -

3a2 share high nucleic and aa sequence identity (Gandhi et al. 1998; Lee et al. 1999) and, 

hence, cross-reactivity of probes and antibodies cannot be fully excluded in literature data 

(Roussa et al. 2010) (see 2.1). Reliable discrimination between the duplication products is only 

possible via Reverse Transcriptase-quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-qPCR), 

which, however, does not aid in elucidating the cellular expression pattern due to the common 

use of whole tissue lysate in the aforementioned literature. Nevertheless, RT-qPCR analyses 

showed that both Clca3a1 and -3a2 are expressed to similar levels in the respiratory tract and 

the intestine (Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002).  

In more detail, RT-qPCR analyses revealed that Clca3a1 is predominantly expressed in spleen 

and bone marrow, Clca3a2 in mammary gland (Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002), and Clca3b 

in smooth muscle cells of blood vessels in various organs such as the heart, gastrointestinal 
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tract, bronchioles, and in aortic and pulmonary endothelial cells (Elble et al. 2002). Due to the 

expression of the three murine Clca3 homologs each in specific cell types, it is possible that 

these occupy distinct functional niches (Bothe et al. 2008). The functions of these proteins are, 

however, entirely unknown to date and caution is warranted in extrapolating results to other 

species due to the aforementioned duplications.  

Summing up, CLCA3 represents a pseudogene with no known protein expression in man and 

pigs (Gruber and Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009), whereas in the mouse, all three homologs seem 

to be expressed in endothelial cells of blood vessels of the respiratory tract (Abdel-Ghany et 

al. 2002; Elble et al. 2002; Furuya et al. 2010; Gruber et al. 1998b). CLCA3a1 and -3a2 are 

furthermore expressed in respiratory epithelial cells and SMGs (Gandhi et al. 1998; Gruber et 

al. 1998b), whilst CLCA3b is expressed in smooth muscle cells (Elble et al. 2002; Patel et al. 

2006) of blood vessels in the respiratory tract. 

1.3.4 CLCA4 – Functionally Relevant Respiratory Expression in Man and Pig  
Cluster 4 also consists of only one member in humans, whereas pigs and mice exhibit two or 

three homologs, respectively (Patel et al. 2009). Whilst the expression pattern of CLCA4 has 

not been investigated in the horse, its human ortholog is predominantly expressed in the 

intestinal tract (Agnel et al. 1999; Mall et al. 2003), in various secretory glands, and several 

other epithelial tissues (Agnel et al. 1999). In the human respiratory tract, CLCA4 expression 

has only been found on messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) level in nasal mucosa and 

trachea, however, of unknown cellular localization (Agnel et al. 1999; Mall et al. 2003) (also 

see 2.2, Figure 7). 

In the pig, in which CLCA4 is duplicated into CLCA4a and -4b (Plog et al. 2012a; 2015), 

exclusively CLCA4a was immunohistochemically located to the respiratory tract. More 

specifically, it was localized to apical membranes of virtually all tracheal and bronchial epithelial 

cells whilst the distal lung parenchyma and SMGs remained devoid (Plog et al. 2012a). Porcine 

CLCA4a was also expressed in the intestinal tract, i.e. at the apical membranes of the small 

intestinal villous epithelial cells (Plog et al. 2012a). Interestingly, its porcine-specific duplication 

product, CLCA4b, was selectively expressed in intestinal crypt epithelial cells and has thus 

adopted a novel cellular expression pattern unlike any other known CLCA protein in other 

species (Plog et al. 2015).  

In the mouse, in which the Clca4 gene underwent several duplication events resulting in three 

homologous members, Clca4a, -4b, and -4c (Patel et al. 2009), the respiratory tract does not 

show any expression of these homologs. Clca4a and -4b are exclusively expressed in non-
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mucus cell enterocytes (Bothe et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2004; Teske et al. 2020), similar to their 

porcine ortholog CLCA4a (Plog et al. 2012a). Here, Clca4a was localized to the jejunal villi and 

apical colonic epithelium, whilst Clca4b was also found in intestinal crypts, pointing towards 

different functional roles of these homologs (Teske et al. 2020). The intestine remained devoid 

of CLCA4c expression (Teske et al. 2020) as did any other organ analyzed as described before 

(Al-Jumaily et al. 2007).  

Hence, the only species for which CLCA4 protein expression has been shown in the respiratory 

tract is the pig, in which only one of the two duplication products, CLCA4a, is expressed in 

respiratory ciliated epithelial cells (Plog et al. 2012a).  

In summary, regarding the expression in the airways, CLCA1 is predominantly expressed in 

mucus cells and SMGs of all aforementioned species (Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; 

Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009), whereas CLCA2 is 

exclusively expressed in SMGs of man, pig, and mouse, and in latter also in distinct bronchial 

epithelial cell niches (Dietert et al. 2015). For CLCA3, the mouse is the only species to express 

functional proteins, duplications of which – Clca3a1 and -3a2 – are expressed in secretory 

epithelial and endothelial cells (Gruber et al. 1998b), whilst Clca3b is expressed in endothelial 

and smooth muscle cells of the respiratory tract (Elble et al. 2002). In contrast, the murine 

CLCA4 homologs Clca4a, -4b, and -4c are not present in the respiratory tract, whereas one of 

the two porcine duplication products, CLCA4a, is expressed in the respiratory tract, i.e. in 

airway epithelial cells (Plog et al. 2012a), in which the human ortholog is expressed at least on 

mRNA level (Agnel et al. 1999; Mall et al. 2003).  

Apart from this partially identical, but also partially diverse expression pattern of the CLCA 

family members, they show a common, systematic, and highly conserved protein structure and 

biochemistry. 

1.4 Protein Structure and Biochemistry of CLCA Proteins 

A common feature of all CLCA proteins biochemically analyzed to date is the posttranslational 

cleavage of the primary glycosylated translation product of ~ 120 kilo Dalton (kDa) into a larger 

~ 80 kDa amino- and a smaller ~ 40 kDa carboxy-terminal subunit (Gruber et al. 1998a; 1999; 

2000; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Patel et al. 2009). The aa motif of the posttranslational cleavage 

site has been shown to be present in all CLCA proteins investigated to date and is located in 

the carboxy-terminal region (Bothe et al. 2011; Elble et al. 1997), e.g. between aa 695 and 696 
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for murine CLCA1 as shown by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization-Time of Flight 

(MALDI-TOF) and Edman-degradation analysis (Bothe et al. 2011). 

The amino-terminal subunit of all CLCA proteins initially consists of a signal sequence which 

directs the proteins to the secretory pathway (Bendtsen et al. 2004; Patel et al. 2009). The 

signal sequence is followed by a uniquely conserved, cysteine-rich amino-terminal (n)-CLCA 

domain (Gruber et al. 2000) which contains a His-Glu-Xaa-Xaa-His (HEXXH) aa sequence 

discovered in silico (Pawlowski et al. 2006). This particular sequence is also known as zinc-

binding aa motif suggestive of metalloprotease function (Pawlowski et al. 2006) which typically 

confers zinc-dependent cleavage (Hooper 1994).  

Downstream to the HEXXH aa sequence, a central von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain 

is located, which is present in all CLCA proteins, except for CLCA3 pseudogenes (Berry and 

Brett 2020) (see 2.1). This domain contains a Metal Ion-Dependent Adhesion Site (MIDAS), 

generally known to mediate protein-protein interactions (Whittaker and Hynes 2002). In 

contrast to other known CLCAs, CLCA2 lacks an intact MIDAS motif due to one or two missing 

key residues (Berry and Brett 2020) and contains a β4-integrin binding motif instead (Abdel-

Ghany et al. 2001; 2002; 2003). This β4-integrin binding motif can be found additionally in 

other CLCA members. Since members of the CLCA2 family are known to potentiate calcium-

dependent chloride currents (Gruber et al. 1999) despite lacking an intact MIDAS, it has been 

assumed that residues neighboring the β4-integrin binding motif may create a non-standard 

MIDAS or that these proteins use a different mode of engagement (Berry and Brett 2020). The 

vWA domain itself has furthermore very recently been proposed to be the domain functionally 

sufficient for macrophage activation for human CLCA1 in vitro (Keith et al. 2019). 

The carboxy-terminal CLCA domain includes a Fibronectin type III (FnIII) domain which 

represents a protein-protein interaction module of the immunoglobulin (Ig) superfamily (Patel 

et al. 2009).  

For CLCA1, the cleavage site was furthermore shown to be recognized by its own 

metalloprotease domain, pointing toward a self-cleavage mechanism (Bothe et al. 2011) which 

was proven by cleavage abrogation after introduction of a E157Q mutation into the HEXXH 

motif of human, murine, and porcine CLCA1 (Bothe et al. 2011; Pawlowski et al. 2006). 

Furthermore, cross-proteolytic capability was demonstrated by maintained cleavage of this 

cleavage-deficient mutant after co-transfection with wild type (WT) CLCA1 protein in Human 

Embryonal Kidney (HEK) 293 cells (Bothe et al. 2011). The zinc-dependency of the cleavage 

event was shown by cleavage abrogation using cation-chelating metalloproteinase inhibitors 

(Bothe et al. 2011). Nevertheless, the functional relevance of autocatalytic self-cleavage is 

unclear to date. On the one hand, self-cleavage does not seem necessary for its secretion 
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(Bothe et al. 2011; Nystrom et al. 2019; Yurtsever et al. 2012) or proteolytic activity (Nystrom 

et al. 2018; 2019), as uncleaved CLCA1 is also secreted in vitro (Bothe et al. 2011; Nystrom 

et al. 2019; Yurtsever et al. 2012) and proteolytically active (Nystrom et al. 2018) (see 1.5.3). 

On the other hand, self-cleavage seems necessary for its activity as chloride channel regulator 

(Sala-Rabanal et al. 2015; 2017) (see 1.5.1). The underlying mechanisms of this seemingly 

function-specific relevance to self-cleavage needs to be investigated in future. 

Hence, the CLCA family can be biochemically subdivided into two groups. The cleaved 

subunits are either fully secreted as a soluble heterodimer – proteins of cluster 1 and 3 (Gibson 

et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998a; Gruber and Pauli 1999; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Patel et al. 

2009; Plog et al. 2009; Range et al. 2007) – or only the amino-terminal subunit is shed, whilst 

the single carboxy-terminal subunit remains anchored in the plasma membrane (Bothe et al. 

2008; Elble et al. 2006) – proteins of clusters 2 and 4 (Bothe et al. 2008; 2012; Braun et al. 

2010a; Elble et al. 2006; Plog et al. 2012a; 2012b). This anchoring region can be comprised 

of either a transmembrane α-helix or, as proposed for human CLCA4, a glycosylphosphatidyl-

inositol (GPI) anchor (Patel et al. 2009).  

As an exception, the CLCA members human CLCA3 and murine CLCA4c were shown to be 

merely truncated in silico due to premature stop codons and the protein may not be expressed 

in vivo, as they represent pseudogenes (Patel et al. 2009) (see also 1.2, 1.3.3, and 1.3.4). 

1.5 Alleged Functions of CLCA1 and its Homologs in the Respiratory Tract 

Upon their discovery, CLCA proteins were thought to act as chloride channels, since certain 

CLCA members mediated calcium-dependent chloride currents in vitro (Gruber et al. 1998a; 

Loewen and Forsyth 2005; Ran and Benos 1991; 1992; Winpenny et al. 2002; Yamazaki et al. 

2005; Zhu et al. 1991). Nonetheless, consecutive in silico analyses showed that CLCA proteins 

lack multiple transmembrane domains (Gibson et al. 2005) and are partially or fully secreted 

into the extracellular environment (Anton et al. 2005; Bothe et al. 2008; Braun et al. 2010b; 

Elble et al. 2006; Gibson et al. 2005; Huan et al. 2008; Mundhenk et al. 2006). Therefore, 

CLCA proteins cannot form anion channels per se but may possess various other functions 

hypothesized to date, including those of soluble signaling molecules (Gibson et al. 2005; 

Mundhenk et al. 2006) which activate macrophages (Ching et al. 2013; Dietert et al. 2014; 

Erickson et al. 2018; Keith et al. 2019) or modulate transepithelial anion conductance (Sala-

Rabanal et al. 2015), cell-cell adhesion (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2001; 2002; 2003), and cell 

differentiation (Yu et al. 2013), i.e. in terms of mucus metaplasia (Nakanishi et al. 2001).  
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These functional roles have mainly been investigated for CLCA1 in humans and murine 

models of mucus-based inflammatory airway conditions such as asthma, COPD, and CF (Patel 

et al. 2009) with partially contradictory results (Alevy et al. 2012; Dietert et al. 2014; Long et al. 

2006; Mundhenk et al. 2012; Nakanishi et al. 2001; Patel et al. 2006; Song et al. 2013; Young 

et al. 2007; Zhang and He 2010).  

1.5.1 Mucus-Modulating Function – Chloride Channel Regulator 

Chloride secretion is central to disease pathogenesis in mucus-based respiratory diseases 

(see 1.6), particularly to CF (see 1.6.5). Despite CLCA1 not being able to form a chloride 

channel per se (Gibson et al. 2005; Mundhenk et al. 2006), it had been postulated to act as 

chloride channel regulator, which would also be consistent with the original observation of 

evoking chloride secretion in vitro after transfection (Ran and Benos 1991).  

Recently, the Transmembrane protein 16A (TMEM16A, also known as Anoctamin1 or 

Discovered On Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors Protein-1, DOG1) was discovered as the first 

genuine CaCC in mammals (Caputo et al. 2008; Schroeder et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008) and 

the potentially first downstream target of CLCA1 (Sala-Rabanal et al. 2015). Self-cleavage of 

CLCA1 is thought to unmask its amino-terminal (Sala-Rabanal et al. 2015), which enables the 

vWA domain to bind to and potentiate TMEM16A surface expression (Berry and Brett 2020; 

Sala-Rabanal et al. 2015), thereby increasing calcium-activated chloride currents (Sala-

Rabanal et al. 2015; 2017). Furthermore, both CLCA1 and TMEM16A have been suggested 

to compensate for the dysfunctional Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator 

(CFTR) in CF or to stimulate secretion in asthma and COPD, thereby solubilizing the 

obstructive mucus (Mall et al. 2018). A similar role in transepithelial ion conduction had also 

been proposed for several other CLCA members (Evans et al. 2004; Hamann et al. 2009). 

Besides CLCA1, human CLCA4 is considered a potential modifier of disease severity in CF 

(Ritzka et al. 2004) in which it may upregulate the transmembrane potential and mediate 

secretion of electrolytes and water (Eggermont 2004). The porcine homolog CLCA4a is located 

to apical membranes of respiratory and intestinal epithelia (Plog et al. 2012a) and colocalizes 

with the porcine CFTR protein (Plog et al. 2010), which is also suggestive of such a modulatory 

role in respiratory tract diseases, particularly in CF (Plog et al. 2012a).  

Furthermore, not only human CLCA1 but also TMEM16A expression was significantly 

increased by IL-13 in vitro (Alevy et al. 2012; Caputo et al. 2008). In the mouse, however, 

these findings could not be mirrored (see also 1.5.2). In contrast to human airways (Alevy et 

al. 2012), IL-13-induced CLCA1 overexpression failed to induce CaCC activity in the murine 

respiratory tract in vivo and lack of murine CLCA1 did not reveal any bioelectric differences in 

naive or IL-13-challenged conditions (Mundhenk et al. 2012). Additionally, no changes 
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regarding IL-13-induced mucus cell metaplasia were observed in any of the two genotypes 

(Mundhenk et al. 2012). Furthermore, restoration of decreased CLCA1 protein in a mouse 

model of CF ameliorated intestinal mucus plugging, most likely by mucus property alteration 

and not by CaCC activation or rectification of the CF electrophysiology defect (Young et al. 

2007). Hence, in the mouse, CLCA1 may not contribute to CaCC-mediated chloride secretion 

or its lack may be compensated by other proteins. Interestingly, the mouse shows three 

seemingly functional homologous proteins of CLCA3 (Patel et al. 2009), which is a single 

pseudogene in humans and pigs (Gruber and Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009). Additionally, the 

CLCA2 protein is expressed in mucin-producing airway epithelial cells and co-localized with 

CLCA1 only in the mouse but not in humans (Dietert et al. 2015) 

Although a differential upregulation of these murine CLCA homologs was not observed in the 

Clca1-/- model (Mundhenk et al. 2012), it should be analyzed further if these homologs are 

candidates for putative compensation for the lack of CLCA1. 

However, numerous previous studies linking human CLCA1 to chloride transport had been 

performed exclusively in vitro (Hamann et al. 2009; Ran and Benos 1991; Sala-Rabanal et al. 

2015; 2017; Yurtsever et al. 2012). Therefore, it may be assumed that this allegedly species-

specific discrepancy – CLCA1 being capable of evoking a chloride current – could perhaps be 

observed exclusively in vitro.  

1.5.2 Mucus-Modulating Function – Mucus Cell Metaplasia 

Mucus cell metaplasia and consecutive mucus overproduction are key features of mucus-

based respiratory diseases, particularly of asthma which CLCA1 overexpression has been 

associated with not only in humans and mice (Hoshino et al. 2002; Mei et al. 2013; Nakanishi 

et al. 2001) (see 1.6.1) but also in horses (Patel et al. 2009) (see 1.6.2).  

CLCA1 is one of the most strongly upregulated proteins in respiratory challenged conditions 

(Fernandez-Blanco et al. 2018; Hauber et al. 2010; Zhou et al. 2001). In vitro and in vivo 

overexpression of human or murine CLCA1 (Nakanishi et al. 2001; Zhou et al. 2001) led to a 

significant increase in mucin expression (Nakanishi et al. 2001; Zhou et al. 2001) and 

aggravation of the asthma phenotype in vivo (Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013). This 

was exclusively associated with mucus cell metaplasia but not airway hyperreactivity 

(Nakanishi et al. 2001; Patel et al. 2006) and could be ameliorated by CLCA1 suppression 

(Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013). 

An alleged underlying pathomechanism was shown in vitro and ex vivo for human CLCA1 

which regulates IL-13-dependent mucus cell metaplasia (Alevy et al. 2012) in inflammatory 

airway disease by transforming mucus precursor to mature mucus cells (Patel et al. 2009). 
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Specifically, mucin gene induction in human airway epithelial cells may be initiated by a virus 

or, such as in asthma, an environmental stimulus. This triggers the production of IL-13 (Alevy 

et al. 2012), a member of the T helper (Th) 2 cytokine family. IL-13 then activates a Signal 

Transducer and Activator of Transcription 6 (STAT6) pathway (Nakano et al. 2006; Yasuo et 

al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2001; 2002) by which CLCA1 expression is increased. CLCA1, in turn, 

activates a Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) 13, leading to increased mucus 

production, particularly of human mucin protein (MUC) 5AC (Alevy et al. 2012), the main 

respiratory mucin protein (Hovenberg et al. 1996). Nevertheless, the receptor for CLCA1 is 

unknown to date.  

These findings for human CLCA1, specifically the IL-13-dependency of CLCA1-mediated 

airway mucus production (Alevy et al. 2012), could not be mirrored in the mouse. Murine in 

vivo models showed no difference in mucus cell metaplasia, neither in naive nor in IL-13-

challenged Clca1-deficient (Clca1-/-) versus (vs.) WT mice (Mundhenk et al. 2012; Patel et al. 

2006). Again, compensatory effects cannot be excluded in the mouse in which the homologs 

present in the murine respiratory tract, CLCA2 and -4a, are sufficient to produce mucus cell 

metaplasia (Patel et al. 2006), but not in humans (Alevy et al. 2012). 

More specifically, CLCA2, which is expressed in airway epithelial cells exclusively in the mouse 

(Dietert et al. 2015), is increased during mucus cell metaplasia and airway hyperreactivity after 

viral infection (Patel et al. 2006) or IL-13 stimulation (Mundhenk et al. 2012). Furthermore, 

Clca2 is sufficient to induce mucus cell metaplasia but not airway hyperreactivity (Patel et al. 

2006) and is considered, together with CLCA4a, a potential candidate in compensating for loss 

of CLCA1 (Patel et al. 2009). Hence, species-specific compensatory effects could perhaps 

explain this discrepancy observed and require further investigation.  

1.5.3 Mucus-Modulating Function – Metalloprotease 
Although it has been shown that CLCA1 does not seem to be an essential mucus structure-

associated component (Erickson et al. 2015), the protein is capable of enzymatically 

modulating mucus processing. 

Due to its colocalization with mucins in granules and its secretion into the mucus, it had been 

hypothesized that CLCA1 may change mucus properties in terms of viscosity or rheology by 

altering protein processing (Young et al. 2007). Very recently, CLCA1 was shown to increase 

mucus expansion and penetrability in colon biopsies ex vivo by mucus proteolysis whilst lack 

of CLCA1 led to increased oligomer density of the murine Muc2 protein, the main intestinal 

mucus protein (Nystrom et al. 2018). In addition to the known amino-terminal cleavage product 

of 80 kDa, further studies demonstrated the existence of a second, smaller and highly instable 
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amino-terminal cleavage product, both of which are capable of cleaving Muc2 – the smaller 

one with higher efficiency (Nystrom et al. 2019).  

Nonetheless, Clca1-/- mice did not show any phenotype, neither in homeostatic conditions 

(Erickson et al. 2015; Mundhenk et al. 2012; Patel et al. 2006) nor during dextran sodium 

sulfate (DSS)-induced mucus barrier disruption (Erickson et al. 2015). Compensatory 

mechanisms in terms of differential mucin or CLCA1 homolog expression or changes in 

microbiota had been ruled out. However, a compensation by CLCA homologs at physiologic 

levels or by other proteins could not be excluded (Erickson et al. 2015). Latter notion was later 

confirmed as compensation by a cysteine protease in the mouse (Nystrom et al. 2018).  

Therefore, CLCA1 may play a key role in mucus homeostasis and clearance by facilitating its 

processing and removal, at least in the intestine (Nystrom et al. 2018). However, the exact 

regulatory mechanisms of these complex processes remain unknown to date, as do putative 

mucus processing-properties of CLCA1 in the airways. Of note, the major mucus component 

of the intestinal tract, MUC2, is not expressed in the respiratory tract (Hovenberg et al. 1996). 

It would therefore be interesting to investigate if MUC5AC, the main respiratory mucus 

component (Hovenberg et al. 1996), is also a substrate of CLCA1 similar to MUC2 in the 

intestinal tract. 

1.5.4 Functions as a Signaling Molecule in Innate Immunity 

Apart from a mucus-related function, CLCA1 has also been hypothesized to act as a signaling 

molecule in macrophage activation since several in vitro and in vivo studies showed a CLCA1-

dependent differential cytokine expression pattern (Ching et al. 2013; Dietert et al. 2014; 

Erickson et al. 2018; Long et al. 2006). 

First, ovalbumin (OVA)- or Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-challenge led to a significant increase of 

murine neutrophil chemoattractant, Chemokine (C-X-C motif) Ligand CXCL-1 (also termed 

Keratinocyte Chemoattractant, KC), and consecutive increase of neutrophilic bronchoalveolar 

lavage (BAL) inflammation in Clca1-/- vs. WT mice (Long et al. 2006). Moreover, in a mouse 

model of asthma, CLCA1-antibody or -antisense treatment showed a remarkable amelioration 

of airway inflammation (Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013). In contrast, acute 

Staphylococcus (S.) aureus pneumonia led to decreased CXCL-1 and IL-17 mRNA and protein 

expression and decreased neutrophil recruitment in Clca1-/- vs. WT mice (Dietert et al. 2014). 

These seemingly contradictory results may be due to CLCA1-mediated cytokine modulation 

being dependent on the stimulus – intact, Gram-positive bacteria vs. partial virulence factors 

of Gram-negative bacteria – or different mouse strains used in aforementioned studies (Dietert 

et al. 2014). 
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Isolated investigation of the CLCA1-mediated effect on macrophages in vitro showed that 

human CLCA1 induced an upregulation of IL-8, the human ortholog to the murine CXCL-1 and 

CXCL-2 (also termed macrophage inflammatory protein 2-alpha, MIP-2α) in primary porcine

alveolar macrophages and in a human monocyte-macrophage cell line (Ching et al. 2013).

Eliminating possible cross-species effects, an exclusively murine study also demonstrated the

CLCA1 capability of activating murine alveolar macrophages in vitro and ex vivo, furthermore

confirming the translatability of CLCA1-dependent macrophage activation (Erickson et al.

2018). Additionally, it was shown that CLCA1 may exert this effect by modulating the

expression of bacterial/permeability increasing fold-containing protein family A1 (BPIFA1, also

termed short palate, lung, and nasal epithelium clone 1 (SPLUNC1) in humans) protein

(Erickson et al. 2018), a known host-protective, immunomodulatory, and liquid homeostasis-

associated airway mucus component (Britto and Cohn 2015). Further analysis of

recombinantly expressed human CLCA1 protein fragments, each containing a potentially

active domain, pinpointed to the vWA domain being responsible for macrophage activation

which was further associated with the MAPK and NF-κB (Nuclear Factor 'κ-light-chain-

enhancer' of activated B-cells) (Sen and Baltimore 2006) pathway (Keith et al. 2019).

These findings suggest that CLCA1 may directly act on macrophages as a signaling molecule 

to induce a pro-inflammatory cytokine response and also expand the role of CLCA1 in airway 

disease to even more complex downstream pathways, including liquid homeostasis, airway 

protection, and antimicrobial defense (Erickson et al. 2018), which still need to be further 

elucidated.  

1.6 CLCA Proteins in Respiratory Diseases 

In numerous respiratory diseases, such as asthma, CF and COPD, mucus stagnates and 

accumulates in the airways, leading to bacterial colonization, airway inflammation, tissue 

destruction, and ultimately respiratory failure (Anthonisen 1988; Boucher 2007; Brouillard et 

al. 2005; Daser et al. 2001; Ratjen and Döring 2003; Rouze et al. 2014; Vankeerberghen et al. 

2002; Vestbo et al. 2013; Yoon et al. 2002). Certain members of the CLCA family, especially 

CLCA1, have been linked to these particular inflammatory mucus-based airway diseases 

(Gibson et al. 2005; Hauber et al. 2003; 2004; Hoshino et al. 2002; Patel et al. 2006; Patel et 

al. 2009; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007). These share numerous 

hallmark characteristics such as mucus cell meta- and hyperplasia, mucus overproduction, 

disturbed clearance, and, interestingly, strong expressional regulation of CLCA1 in human 

patients (Brouillard et al. 2005; Hauber et al. 2010; Hegab et al. 2004; Kamada et al. 2004; 

Patel et al. 2009; Zhou et al. 2001) and the corresponding murine disease models (Hauber et 
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al. 2004; Hegab et al. 2004; Patel et al. 2009; Toda et al. 2002). Furthermore, single nucleotide 

polymorphisms with certain haplotypes in the human CLCA1 gene were found to be associated 

with increased susceptibility to these diseases (Hegab et al. 2004; Kamada et al. 2004; van 

der Doef et al. 2010). Therefore, CLCA1 was thought to act as a biomarker and potential 

therapeutic target (Patel et al. 2009). 

1.6.1 Asthma in Humans 
The Expert Panel Report 3 (EPR-3), coordinated by the US National Heart Lung and Blood 

Institute, defines asthma as a chronic, variable, and recurring airway disorder characterized by 

airflow obstruction, bronchial hyperresponsiveness, and underlying inflammation (EPR-3 

2007). More specifically, further features particularly include bronchial eosinophilic airway 

inflammation, mucus overproduction or airway remodeling (Daser et al. 2001; McFadden and 

Gilbert 1992). According to the World Health Organization (WHO), asthma has a high 

prevalence with about 339 million people affected worldwide (WHO 2020).  

In humans, asthma arises from multiple genetic and environmental factors (Barnes and Marsh 

1998; Steinke et al. 2003). Latter may include but are not limited to pharmacological products 

(e.g. aspirin), environmental substances or air pollutants (e.g. ozone, tobacco smoke), 

infectious agents (in particular certain viruses) or allergens (Cockcroft 2018). Although several 

types of asthma have been recognized clinically, allergic asthma is the most common form of 

the disease (Kim et al. 2010), i.e. the inherited predisposition to form immunoglobulin (Ig) E 

(EPR-3 2007).  

As generally accepted pathogenesis, sensitization occurs when inhaled environmental 

allergens are taken up by dendritic cells at the mucosal surface, processed, and presented to 

naive cluster of differentiation 4-positive (CD4+) Th cells and B lymphocytes. Th2 cells secrete 

numerous cytokines (IL-4, -5, -10, -13), which promote the differentiation of B lymphocytes to 

plasma cells which, in turn, synthesize allergen-specific IgE (Barnes 2008; Mukherjee and 

Zhang 2011). IgE then binds to its corresponding receptors on mast cells and basophil 

granulocytes. The effector phase occurs upon re-exposure to the allergen, which binds to IgE 

and leads to cross-linking and mast cell degranulation, liberation of numerous cytokines (IL-3, 

-5) and mediators such as histamine or phospholipids, which, in turn, promote eosinophilic

granulocyte attraction, smooth muscle cell contraction and consecutive bronchoconstriction,

as well as mucus production, vasodilation, and extravasation of neutrophilic granulocytes

(Janeway 2001; Stone et al. 2010).

In recent years, human asthma has been divided into four phenotypes based on the 

predominant inflammatory cell type: eosinophilic, neutrophilic, mixed granulocytic, and 
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paucigranulocytic asthma (PGA) (Gao et al. 2017). Whilst eosinophilic asthma correlates with 

Th2-associated inflammation (Gao et al. 2017), neutrophilic asthma is more strongly 

associated with the presence of one of the other subtypes of CD4+ T lymphocytes, Th17 cells 

(Newcomb and Peebles 2013). In contrast, PGA shows no evidence of increased eosinophil 

or neutrophil numbers (Tliba and Panettieri 2019).  

Beside the numerous factors mentioned above, CLCA1 had also been identified as an 

important modulatory factor in the pathogenesis of asthma. Firstly, several genetic studies 

have linked gene variations of the human CLCA1 gene to severity modulation in human asthma 

(Kamada et al. 2004). More specifically, as in COPD, certain single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

were linked to asthma susceptibility in a Japanese population (Hegab et al. 2004; Kamada et 

al. 2004).  

On protein level, human CLCA1 and its murine ortholog are strongly upregulated in mucin-

producing cells and secreted into the BAL fluid (BALF) of human asthma patients (Hoshino et 

al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007) and murine asthma models 

(Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2001). Furthermore, IL-

9 antibody or glucocorticoid treatment suppressed CLCA1 mRNA expression (Woodruff et al. 

2007; Zhou et al. 2001) whilst the asthma phenotype was ameliorated by CLCA1-antisense- 

(Nakanishi et al. 2001) or -antibody-treatment (Song et al. 2013). Experimental overexpression 

of human (Hoshino et al. 2002) and murine CLCA1 (Mei et al. 2013; Nakanishi et al. 2001) 

resulted in asthmatic phenotype exacerbation in terms of mucus cell metaplasia, mucin 

overproduction, and airway inflammation (Hoshino et al. 2002; Mei et al. 2013; Nakanishi et al. 

2001) independent of an allergen exposure (Mei et al. 2013).  

In veterinary medicine, asthma is known as a highly relevant naturally occurring disease in 

horses and cats, in latter of which it shares striking similarities with the human disease 

concerning etiology, clinical presentation, lung histology, and response to therapy (see 1.6.3). 

1.6.2 Equine Asthma 
Since a variety of terms has been used synonymously for the medical term "equine asthma", 

which led to great confusion in scientific and lay communities (Lavoie 2020), it was recently 

defined more precisely. According to the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine 

(ACVIM) Consensus Statement (Couetil et al. 2016) and based on the degree of severity, 

“severe equine asthma” (SEA) sums up all conditions previously known as RAO, “heaves”, 

equine COPD, chronic obstructive bronchitis or equine emphysema, whilst "mild or moderate 

equine asthma" is used to describe what was previously termed "inflammatory airway disease" 

(IAD) (Lavoie 2020).  
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Equine asthma occurs naturally in response to inhaled antigens such as hay, mold, dust 

(Couetil et al. 2016; Lowell 1964) and may also be induced experimentally by environmental 

challenge under standardized conditions (Gerber et al. 2003). It is mainly characterized by 

acute inflammation of the respiratory mucosa with neutrophilic granulocytes, sharing marked 

similarities with human neutrophilic asthma (Leclere et al. 2011). Specifically, airways of 

severely asthmatic horses show remodeling, i.e. increased collagen and elastic fiber 

deposition (Setlakwe et al. 2014) and hyperplasia of airway smooth muscle cells, which is 

clinically mirrored by the degree of bronchospasm severity (Herszberg et al. 2006; Vargas et 

al. 2016). SEA, to which milder forms may progress to based on inflammation-induced airway 

remodeling, is incurable to date (Couetil et al. 2016). 

Furthermore, equine asthma shows similarities to human asthma and COPD (Bice et al. 2000; 

Patel et al. 2009; Snapper 1986), especially concerning the hallmark features of airway 

hyperreactivity and mucus cell metaplasia (Davis and Rush 2002; Leguillette 2003; Lowell 

1964; Patel et al. 2009) with consecutive massive mucus overproduction (Davis and Rush 

2002; Leguillette 2003; Patel et al. 2009). 

Identical to human asthma patients and murine models of asthma (Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda 

et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2001), CLCA1 mRNA and protein expression were highly upregulated 

in tracheal and lung tissue of SEA-affected horses, primarily in the bronchioles, which were 

devoid of CLCA1 expression during homeostatic conditions (Anton et al. 2005). This 

overexpression was, however, exclusively linked to increased mucus cell numbers due to 

hyper- and metaplasia and not due to a cellular transcriptional CLCA1 upregulation (Range et 

al. 2007). Hence, CLCA1 expression in horses is identical to man and mouse not only during 

steady-state (Anton et al. 2005) – as described in chapter 1.3.1 – but also during chronic 

inflammatory airway conditions (Range et al. 2007). 

Thus, spontaneous or experimentally induced SEA may serve as a valuable model for human 

asthma and COPD as it shares characteristic features not only concerning clinicopathological 

findings but also concerning differential CLCA1 expression (Anton et al. 2005; Bice et al. 2000; 

Snapper 1986). 

1.6.3 Feline Asthma 
Similar to equine asthma, the nomenclature of the feline condition includes approximately 15 

different terms used synonymously (Reinero 2011), ranging from clinical terminology such as 

“feline lower airway disease” (Adamama-Moraitou et al. 2004), “feline asthma syndrome” 

(Corcoran et al. 1995), “feline bronchial disease” (Foster et al. 2004) or “idiopathic small-airway 

disease” (Moriello et al. 2007) to pathologically-descriptive terms such as “chronic non-allergic 

bronchitis” or “chronic bronchitis with emphysema” (Reinero 2011). Hence, its true prevalence 
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is not readily assessable, which warrants precise distinction from other respiratory diseases, 

particularly from non-allergic inflammatory lower airway diseases (Reinero 2011). 

Feline asthma is, beside chronic bronchitis, the most common lower airway disorder in cats 

(Reinero 2011) and shares numerous key aspects with human asthma. First, due to the close 

and frequent proximity of cats to humans, environmental factors causative of human asthma 

possibly also contribute to disease initiation and progression of the feline disease (Schäfer et 

al. 2008). These shared epidemiological factors have furthermore been discussed to be 

causative also of an increasing prevalence, incidence, and severity not only in humans but 

also in cats (Ranivand and Otto 2008; Redd 2002; Reinero et al. 2009).  

Second, as in humans, the condition emerges naturally in the cat (Norris Reinero et al. 2004) 

and is most likely induced by allergens (Reinero 2011) similar to those causative of the human 

condition (Schäfer et al. 2008). Specifically, the house dust mite or Bermuda grass allergen 

were shown to evoke an asthmatic airway response (Adler et al. 1985; EPR-3 2007; Kurata et 

al. 2002; Norris Reinero et al. 2004) and may also be used to induce this condition 

experimentally under standardized conditions (Norris Reinero et al. 2004). In contrast, chronic 

bronchitis etiologically occurs secondary to an insult (Reinero 2011), leading to permanent 

airway damage and clinicopathological findings similar or even non-differentiable to those of 

asthma (Grotheer et al. 2020; Reinero 2011).  

The feline condition seems to be mainly allergen-induced in cats, whereas in humans, 

numerous other factors possibly contributing to disease initiation and progression have been 

identified. Beside allergens, human asthma arises from genetic, environmental or other factors 

as discussed above (see 1.6.1). In contrast, no clear evidence points towards factors other 

than allergens inducing asthma in cats which, however, may be due to lack of respective 

studies clearly segregating these (Reinero 2011). Furthermore, an inverse correlation of viral 

infection – particularly of the upper respiratory tract in early development – with asthma has 

been suggested for humans (Illi et al. 2001; von Mutius 2007). This virally induced 

enhancement of the Th1 response may be considered protective against Th2-mediated 

inflammation of asthma in children (Björkstén 2009; Illi et al. 2001). This correlation concerning 

a possible protective effect has not been investigated comprehensively in cats, although early 

upper respiratory infections with feline calici- and herpesviruses are common (Reinero 2011). 

Hence, the differentiation regarding other possibly contributing factors warrants further studies 

in cats. 

Third, numerous characteristics of human asthma, such as recurrent and variable clinical 

features – bronchial hyperresponsiveness and consecutive airflow obstruction, the hallmark 

features of human asthma (EPR-3 2007), as well as a Th2 cell cytokine profile in blood and 
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BALF and induction of allergen-specific IgE – and pathological features – bronchial 

eosinophilic airway inflammation, mucus overproduction or airway remodeling (Daser et al. 

2001; McFadden and Gilbert 1992) – are identically present in the feline condition (Reinero 

2011). Cats with feline asthma show intermittent spontaneous expiratory distress due to 

bronchoconstriction, which is permanent in cats affected by chronic bronchitis (Reinero 2011). 

Therefore, latter will not show a positive response to bronchodilators in contrast to asthmatic 

cats (Reinero 2011). 

Fourth, feline asthma also shares several important pathohistological features with the human 

disease, including mucus plugging of small airways, epithelial hyperplasia, eosinophilic 

inflammation, smooth muscle hypertrophy, and Th2-mediated airway remodeling (Cohn et al. 

2010; Corcoran et al. 1995; Dye et al. 1996; Trzil and Reinero 2014). The pathohistological 

diagnostic criteria of spontaneous feline asthma were determined by literature, as also in this 

study, as perivascular and peribronchiolar inflammation with eosinophils, chronic emphysema, 

smooth muscle hypertrophy of the arteries and bronchioles, and excessive mucus secretion 

and accumulation in the airways (Shibly et al. 2014; Williams and Roman 2016). BALF cytology 

is still considered the diagnostic gold standard for asthma diagnosis in cats and a crucial 

diagnostic tool in differentiating asthma from chronic bronchitis (Reinero 2011). Whilst 

eosinophils are increased in asthma, feline chronic bronchitis shows predominantly 

neutrophilic instead of eosinophilic inflammation, particularly with increased non-degenerate 

neutrophils in BALF (Reinero 2011; 2019). However, it must be considered that chronic airway 

inflammation resulting from feline asthma may lead to mixed eosinophilic and neutrophilic 

inflammation known as “chronic asthmatic bronchitis” (Moise et al. 1989). 

Due to these numerous parallels to human asthma, the feline condition has been discussed 

as a valuable model in studying and understanding the human disease (Williams and Roman 

2016). Since CLCA1 not only exhibits a highly conserved expression pattern in the respiratory 

tract of various species (see 1.3.1), but also differential expression and various putatively 

functional roles in diseased airways (see 1.6) alongside several other, perhaps compensatory 

orthologs, a detailed assessment of CLCA family in the cat is warranted. 

1.6.4 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

According to the WHO, COPD prevalence was estimated to be at 251 million cases globally 

with 3.17 million COPD-associated deaths for 2016 and 2015, respectively (WHO 2017), and 

was predicted to become the third leading cause of death worldwide by 2030 (WHO 2008). 

COPD is clinically characterized by airflow limitation, mucus overproduction, and enhanced 
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chronic inflammation in response to irritants such as noxious particles or gases (Anthonisen 

1988; Rouze et al. 2014; Vestbo et al. 2013), mainly originating from tobacco smoke and air 

pollution (WHO 2017). In short, activated epithelial cells and macrophages, which are present 

in a much larger number than in asthma (Barnes 2008), secrete cytokines such as IL-6 and 

tumor-necrosis factor and chemokines such as CXCL1 and -8. Latter attract neutrophilic 

granulocytes and, together with CC-chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2), also monocytes, whilst 

CXCL9-11 recruit Th1 and type 1 cytotoxic T cells (Barnes 2008). All abovementioned cell 

types release proteases – leading to emphysema by elastin degradation in the alveolar walls 

(Barnes 2008; Majo et al. 2001; Taraseviciene-Stewart et al. 2006) – and transforming growth 

factor-β (TGFβ), which stimulates fibroblast proliferation (Barnes 2008), and hence, fibrosis, 

causing the characteristic irreversibility of this disease (Hogg et al. 2004). 

In contrast to the proximal inflammation pattern in asthma (Barnes 2008), inflammation in 

COPD occurs predominantly in peripheral airways and lung parenchyma (Barnes 2000; Jeffery 

2000), whilst mucus cell hyperplasia and increased mucin gene expression are present in both 

(Caramori et al. 2004). Chronic airway pathology includes massive mucus overproduction 

(Davis and Rush 2002; Leguillette 2003) due to mucus cell metaplasia in small bronchioles in 

which MUC5AC is the predominant airway mucin (Hovenberg et al. 1996).  

Several studies have associated CLCA family members with the modulation of COPD disease 

severity. Genome analyses of COPD patients linked the degree of airflow obstruction to 

alterations in the CLCA family-containing region of human chromosome 1 (Silverman et al. 

2002). More specifically, in the Japanese population, susceptibility to COPD was associated 

with CLCA1 gene single-nucleotide polymorphisms (Hegab et al. 2004; Kamada et al. 2004). 

Furthermore, human CLCA1, beside CLCA2 and -4, was predominantly overexpressed in 

COPD lung samples (Patel et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2007). In order to segregate the influence 

of CLCA proteins on mucus cell metaplasia and airway hyperreactivity, the main disease 

characteristics COPD and asthma, a mouse model of Sendai virus-induced bronchiolitis was 

established (Patel et al. 2006) which linked CLCA1 exclusively to mucus cell metaplasia but 

not to airway hyperreactivity (Patel et al. 2006).  

1.6.5 Cystic Fibrosis 
In contrast to the other diseases, CF is an autosomal recessive disorder in which genetic 

mutations of the CFTR render its gene product, the cyclic Adenosine Monophosphate (cAMP)-

activated chloride and bicarbonate channel (Choi et al. 2001; Quinton 1999; Welsh 2001), 

defective.  
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It is considered the most common lethal genetic disease (Dodge et al. 1997) with more than 

2000 CF-causing mutations known to date (De Boeck 2020) and a disease carrier rate of ~ 5 

% in Caucasians (Rogers et al. 2008c). Clinical manifestations are primarily due to lack of 

bicarbonate secretion leading to mucus dehydration and attachment (Ambort et al. 2012; 

Gustafsson et al. 2012; Johansson et al. 2008; Schütte et al. 2014) and range from meconium 

ileus and intestinal obstruction shortly after birth (Oppenheimer and Esterly 1975; Quinton 

1999; Welsh 2001; Wilschanski and Durie 1998) to pancreatic insufficiency, Distal Intestinal 

Obstruction Syndrome (DIOS), liver disease, and infertility later in life (Oppenheimer and 

Esterly 1975; Quinton 1999; Wilschanski and Durie 1998). Respiratory disease, the hallmark 

feature and leading cause of CF morbidity and mortality, may occur months to years after birth 

(McAuley and Elborn 2000; Quinton 1999; Rowe et al. 2005; Schwiebert et al. 1998; Stoltz et 

al. 2015; Vankeerberghen et al. 2002; Welsh 2001). Mucus plugging leads to impaired 

clearance and secondary bacterial infection with consecutive chronic airway inflammation 

(Brouillard et al. 2005; McAuley and Elborn 2000; Quinton 1999; Rowe et al. 2005; Schwiebert 

et al. 1998; Vankeerberghen et al. 2002; Welsh 2001).  

Besides the CFTR genotype and environmental factors, modifier genes are known 

determinants of the CF phenotype (Clarke et al. 1994; Collaco et al. 2008; Gray et al. 1994; 

Rozmahel et al. 1996; Wilschanski et al. 1996). Certain CLCA gene family members, CLCA1 

and CLCA4, seem to modulate the basic intestinal chloride secretory defect in CF (Ritzka et 

al. 2004). Specifically, certain CLCA1 and CLCA4 allelic variants had been associated with 

meconium ileus in CF patients (van der Doef et al. 2010) and discussed to modulate residual 

colonic chloride secretion (Kolbe et al. 2013), respectively. In detail, the S357N mutation of 

CLCA1 had been shown to decrease its expression levels and, consecutively, its ability to 

potentiate TMEM16A (Berry and Brett 2020). A murine ortholog of CLCA4 was 

immunohistochemically colocalized with the CFTR protein in non–mucus cell enterocytes, 

which is suggestive of common pathways in transepithelial electrolyte secretion and/or 

absorption (Bothe et al. 2008; Leverkoehne et al. 2006; Loewen and Forsyth 2005; Ritzka et 

al. 2004). 

On the one hand, bronchial mucosa and BALF of CF patients showed high amounts of CLCA1 

(Hauber et al. 2003; 2004; Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff 

et al. 2007) associated with mucus overproduction (Hauber et al. 2003; 2004). On the other 

hand, severe CF-associated mucus overproduction and accumulation was associated with 

strongly reduced CLCA1 protein expression in the intestine of a CF-mouse model (Brouillard 

et al. 2005), whilst restoration of murine CLCA1 protein led to phenotype amelioration (Young 

et al. 2007). Taken together, these findings suggest that a physiological level of CLCA activity 

is necessary for normal mucus cell function and homeostasis (Patel et al. 2006).  
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The pig has recently emerged as a more suitable animal model for human CF than the mouse. 

Humans and pigs not only share many anatomic and genomic organizational aspects (Rogers 

et al. 2008a). Systematic characterization of recently generated porcine CF models (Meyerholz 

et al. 2010; Rogers et al. 2008a; 2008b; 2008c; Welsh et al. 2009) show hallmark features of 

human CF, including lung disease (Meyerholz et al. 2010; Stoltz et al. 2010). In the light of 

these findings, systematic characterization of naive pigs concerning CLCA expression showed 

that porcine CLCA4a is expressed in tracheal and bronchial epithelial cells virtually identical to 

humans (Agnel et al. 1999; Mall et al. 2003; Plog et al. 2012a) and is furthermore co-expressed 

with porcine CFTR (Plog et al. 2010). Therefore, a modulatory role of porcine CLCA4a in CF 

pathogenesis may be likely (Plog et al. 2012a) and the porcine CF model may also be 

considered more suitable to study CLCA molecules in CF pathogenesis than the mouse (Plog 

et al. 2012a).  

1.7 Hypotheses and Study Setup 

Hypothesis 1: The cat possesses CLCA orthologs which are grouped into four clusters.  

Each of the species investigated to date possesses members of the CLCA family which cluster 

in four distinct groups (Patel et al. 2009). Hence, the first aim was to investigate if CLCAs are 

also present in the cat and if these are also grouped into these four clusters. Therefore, the 

presence of feline CLCAs was analyzed in silico. Feline CLCA protein sequences were derived 

from the NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) or Ensembl database (www.ensembl.org). The 

aa sequences of feline CLCA1 and CLCA2 (see 2.2, 2.3, and Supplemental Material S1 and 

S2, respectively), feline CLCA3 (see 2.1, 2.3, and Supplemental Material S3), and feline 

CLCA4 (see 2.2, 2.3, and Supplemental Material S4) were investigated using several 

databases and online prediction softwares to uncover potential structural and expressional 

species-specific homologies or differences to orthologs of other well-investigated species, i.e. 

humans, mice, and pigs.  

Hypothesis 2. Feline CLCA1 shows a similar, the other feline CLCA members a species-

specific respiratory expression pattern in comparison to other species.  

CLCA1 shows a similar expression pattern (see 1.3.1), whilst the other family members are 

prone to species-specific evolvements and show overlapping or distinct expression patterns 

(see 1.3.2 to 1.3.4). Hence, this study secondly aimed at elucidating the mRNA and protein 

expression profile of the feline CLCA family members, particularly in the respiratory tract, 

tissues of which showed no signs of gross or histological changes as reference value for 

subsequent studies.  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.ensembl.org/
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Hypothesis 3. CLCA1 expression is increased during asthmatic vs. homeostatic conditions, 

suggestive of a role in feline asthma. 

CLCA1 has been implicated in chronic inflammatory, mucus-based respiratory conditions, i.e. 

asthma, CF and COPD, across different species. Beside the horse, the cat is one of the 

relevant species in veterinary medicine in which asthma occurs naturally and, moreover, 

shares many characteristics with the human disease. In accordance with previous findings in 

other species (see 1.6.1 and 1.6.2), CLCA1 may also be differentially expressed in feline 

asthma. Therefore, this study thirdly aimed at elucidating first evidence of differential 

expressional regulation of CLCA1 in feline asthma by immunohistochemistry (IHC) of 

respiratory tract tissues with histological patterns suggestive of asthma, perhaps pointing 

toward a role of CLCA1 in the feline condition.  
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Abstract

Members of the chloride channel regulators, calcium-activated (CLCA) family, have been

implicated in diverse biomedical conditions, including chronic inflammatory airway diseases

such as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and cystic fibrosis, the activation of

macrophages, and the growth and metastatic spread of tumor cells. Several observations,

however, could not be repeated across species boundaries and increasing evidence sug-

gests that select CLCA genes are particularly prone to dynamic species-specific evolve-

ments. Here, we systematically characterized structural and expressional differences of the

CLCA3 gene across mammalian species, revealing a spectrum of gene duplications, e.g., in

mice and cows, and of gene silencing via diverse chromosomal modifications in pigs and

many primates, including humans. In contrast, expression of a canonical CLCA3 protein

from a single functional gene seems to be evolutionarily retained in carnivores, rabbits,

guinea pigs, and horses. As an accepted asthma model, we chose the cat to establish the

tissue and cellular expression pattern of the CLCA3 protein which was primarily found in

mucin-producing cells of the respiratory tract and in stratified epithelia of the esophagus.

Our results suggest that, among developmental differences in other CLCA genes, the

CLCA3 gene possesses a particularly high dynamic evolutionary diversity with pivotal con-

sequences for humans and other primates that seem to lack a CLCA3 protein. Our data also

help to explain previous contradictory results on CLCA3 obtained from different species and

warrant caution in extrapolating data from animal models in conditions where CLCA3 may

be involved.

Introduction

Members of the family of chloride channel regulators, calcium-activated (CLCA) have been

implicated in diverse physiological and pathophysiological cellular functions, including the

modulation of transepithelial anion conductance [1], activation of macrophages [2, 3], cell-cell

adhesion [4], and cell differentiation [5], including mucus metaplasia [6]. Strong expressional

regulations of CLCA proteins have been reported in distinct disease conditions, including
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chronic airway disease such as asthma and cystic fibrosis (CF) [7] as well as tumor progression

and metastasis [4, 5]. Moreover, select CLCA molecules have been suggested as diagnostic

markers [5, 8] or even targets in novel therapeutic approaches, particularly in chronic respira-

tory diseases with mucus overproduction, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

(COPD) asthma, and CF [7]. The previous historically-based and partially confusing nomen-

clature of CLCA genes and proteins was recently harmonized to eventually allow for systematic

comparisons of orthologs between humans and mice [9]. For example, the originally termed

gob-5 mouse protein, later termed mCLCA3, is now designated CLCA1 in the mouse due to

its direct orthology to the human CLCA1. Similarly, the previous murine mCLCA1, mCLCA2,

and mCLCA4 are now referred to as CLCA3a1, CLCA3a2, and CLCA3b, respectively, in

accordance to their orthology to CLCA3 in man. Still, the nomenclature currently used in the

databases is complex, in part inconsistent and mostly historically based, especially for dupli-

cated CLCA3 genes in different species (S1 Table).

One of the most intriguing properties of the CLCA family appears to be its genetic diversity

between different mammalian species. First, different numbers of CLCA genes have seemingly

evolved, for example, with only four CLCA genes in man but eight in mice [7]. Second, pseu-

dogene formation and silencing of expression has occurred in some species for members that

are fully expressed in other species [10, 11]. Third, contradictory data on alleged functions and

regulatory pathways have been found between the human and mouse CLCA1 proteins [12].

Fourth, different cellular expression patterns have been established for the CLCA2 protein

between humans, mice, and the pig [13–16] as well as for the CLCA4 protein between humans

and mice [17]. We hypothesize that at least some of these differences may result from species-

specific evolution of separate CLCA genes which would imply restrictions on the translatability

of data between different species. In particular, the value of animal models in studying the role

of CLCA molecules in disease would be limited and depend on a comprehensive understand-

ing of all relevant differences.

For example, we have recently identified a duplication of the CLCA4 gene that appears to be

unique to the pig [11] as a model for CF research. In contrast to the human CLCA4 protein

which is designated CLCA4a in the pig and expressed at the apical membrane of enterocytes at

the villus tips and respiratory epithelial cells [17], the porcine-specific duplication product

CLCA4b is selectively expressed in intestinal crypt epithelial cells and has thus adopted a novel

cellular expression pattern unlike any other known CLCA protein in other species [18].

Among the four CLCA gene clusters in mammals [7, 11], the most striking interspecies dif-

ferences are evident in the CLCA3 cluster. In humans and pigs, this cluster contains only a sin-

gle gene, CLCA3, which is thought to be a pseudogene with no functional protein being

expressed [10, 11]. In contrast, the murine Clca3 cluster comprises three closely related genes

that appear to be the product of two subsequent duplication events. All three mouse genes,

Clca3a1, Clca3a2, and Clca3b are thought to express fully functional proteins [7]. For the

CLCA3a1 protein, a strong expression was reported in bronchial and tracheal epithelia as well

as in submucosal airway glands and in other tissues with secretory functions, including the

mammary gland, intestinal tract, gall bladder, pancreas, and kidney [19]. In addition, germinal

centers of lymphatic tissues, spermatids, and keratinocytes of the skin, esophagus, and cornea

were found to express the Clca3a1 transcript [20]. Moreover, the CLCA3a1 protein was also

detected in endothelial cells of pleural and subpleural blood vessels and in lymphatic endothe-

lium [21, 22]. Of note, CLCA3a1 and CLCA3a2 share 96% nucleic acid sequence identity on

the cDNA level and 92% on the amino acid level [19, 23], raising the question of whether some

of the expression data may have resulted from unintended cross-reactivity of the probes used.

Not surprisingly, available antibodies failed to discriminate between these two homologs [24].

Only a real–time RT-PCR approach using taqman-probes reliably discriminated between
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CLCA3a1 which is predominantly expressed in spleen and bone marrow and CLCA3a2 which

was found in the lactating and involuting mammary gland [25]. Intestine and trachea

expressed similar levels of both homologues [25]. Transcripts of the third murine CLCA3

homolog, CLCA3b, formerly known as mCLCA4, were detected in smooth muscle cells of

major blood vessels in the heart, gastrointestinal tract, bronchioles, and in aortic and pulmo-

nary endothelial cells [26]. It therefore seems as if the two gene duplications in the mouse have

resulted in three separate murine CLCA3 homologs which are expressed in quite distinct cell

types, including epithelial, endothelial, and smooth muscle cells, possibly occupying distinct

functional niches that are almost entirely unknown [27]. Clearly, this scenario would widely

limit the value of mouse models for studies on CLCA3.

Further unique peculiarities have been identified for the bovine CLCA3 gene products.

CLCA3, originally termed lung-endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1, Lu-ECAM-1, was the

first CLCA family member to be discovered on the molecular level [28]. It was cloned in 1997

from bovine aortic endothelial cells and found strongly expressed in endothelial cells of the

lung. Functional investigations had identified a role in mediating adhesion of metastatic mela-

noma cells to lung endothelium [29, 30]. In contrast, its closely related bovine homolog

CLCAx, originally termed calcium activated chloride channel, CaCC, with 88% amino acid

identity to CLCA3, was isolated from tracheal respiratory epithelium with no expression in the

lung [31]. Furthermore, CLCAx had been cloned as putative anion channel with no known

link to cell-cell adhesion. Thus, all data available on the two bovine CLCA3 homologs show

major discrepancies to their relatives in humans, mice, and pigs, suggesting another unique

picture in bos taurus.
The origin and evolutionary background of this striking diversity among mammals in the

CLCA3 gene cluster have not yet been addressed and data on CLCA3 variations in other mam-

mals are lacking. Here, we aimed at a systematic genomic comparison of the CLCA3 gene clus-

ter among mammals. We hypothesized that a more comprehensive understanding of the

evolutionary divergences may help to tackle the widely contradictory data available to date and

aid in the interpretation of animal models for relevant human diseases. As we identified the

cat as one of the few mammalian species with only a single genuine and apparently fully

expressed and functional CLCA3 gene, the tissue and cellular expression patterns as well as the

predicted protein structure of the feline CLCA3 were established in detail and compared to the

scenarios in other mammals, including man.

Materials and methods

In silico analyses of mammalian CLCA genes and proteins

A total of 85 CLCA protein sequences was extracted from the GenBank (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov) or ensembl (www.ensembl.org) databases or translated in silico from pseudogene

sequences. The phylogenetic analyses were performed according to Plog et al. [11] by calculat-

ing genetic distance and most parsimony trees upon an alignment which comprise the amino

acid sequences of all CLCA variants. Cryptic splice acceptor and donor sites within intron 8

were identified using the human splicing finder (http://www.umd.be/HSF3/) and confirmed

with the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html).

The structures of the feline CLCA genes were confirmed manually by comparing the entire

locus between feline outer dense fiber of sperm tails 2-like, ODF2L, and SH3-domain

GRB2-like endophilin B1, SH3GBL1 genes to the genomic organization in the orthologous

human locus and to the respective human cDNA sequences. The feline CLCA genes were clas-

sified as presumably intact if they revealed an open reading frame as well as intact splice sites.
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In silico amino acid sequence analyses and generation of antibodies

The amino acid sequences of the feline CLCA3 were analyzed in silico using the SignalP 4.1

[32], Kyte–Doolittle [33], SOSUI [34], HMMtop [35], DAS [36], PSORT II [37] and NetNGlyc

(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc) software. Putative proteolytic cleavage sites were

identified by interspecies comparison of the amino acid sequences. The location of the protein

domains was depicted from the Genbank database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). For the genera-

tion of antibodies against feline CLCA3, two oligopeptides were synthesized based on immu-

nogenicity prediction, named fe3-1, corresponding to amino acids (aa) 224 to 238 (AFIPEKS

QTAKDSI) and fe3-2, corresponding to aa 531 to 545 (LLQDPKGTRYETSD). The only

immunogenic epitopes which were not found in other CLCA homologs were located in

the predicted amino-terminal cleavage product of CLCA3. Oligopeptides were coupled to

keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and used for standard immunization of two rabbits each

as described earlier [11]. The immune sera were designated feCLCA3-1a, feCLCA3-1b,

feCLCA3-2a, and feCLCA3-2b. The antiserum feCLCA3-2b was affinity immunopurified as

described [11]. The resulting immunopurified polyclonal antibodies were named feCLCA3-

2b-ap.

Animals and tissue processing

The following tissues (n = 3 to 5, except for the respiratory bifurcation n = 2) from a total of 11

adult European shorthair cats, Felis catus, were shock-frozen on dry ice or immersion-fixed in

4% neutral-buffered formalin: nasal cavity, trachea (dissected into cranial, medial, and caudal

parts), respiratory bifurcation, main tracheal bronchus, lung parenchyma, esophagus, stom-

ach, small intestine, caecum, large intestine, skin, mammary gland, heart, femoral skeletal

muscle, cerebellum, cerebrum, liver, gall bladder, pancreas, spleen, bone marrow, cornea, ova-

ries, uterus, heart base aorta, dorsal root ganglion, mandibular glands, parotid salivary gland,

mandibular lymph node, thymus, kidney, adrenal gland, urinary bladder, prostate, and vesicu-

lar gland. The animals had been autopsied in routine pathological diagnostics or were origi-

nally used in a separate study for other purposes (State Office of Health and Social Affairs

Berlin, approval number A0274/14). All tissues included here had no histopathological evi-

dence of disease.

All animal studies were conducted in strict accordance with the Federation of European

Laboratory Animal Science Associations (FELASA) guidelines and recommendations for the

care and use of laboratory animals, and all efforts were made to minimize animal discomfort

and suffering. The cats were anesthetized and euthanized by an intravenous overdose of pento-

barbital (Narcoren1).

Tissue expression pattern of feline CLCA3 on mRNA level

Total RNA from tissues listed above was isolated using the NucleoSpin1 RNA isolation Kit

(Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) according to manufacturer´s instructions. RNA was

reversely transcribed as described [3]. Specific primers and probes were designed for feline

CLCA3 and the reference gene ß-2 microglobulin (ß2M) using Primer3 software (primertool,

Whitehead Institute of Biomedical Research; Table 1), encompassing an intron to exclude

amplification of contaminating genomic DNA. Quantitative RT-PCR was performed as

described [3]. Tissues were defined to express CLCA3 when at least two samples out of 3 to 5

showed cycle threshold (Ct)-values substantially lower than 40 (n = 3 to 5, respiratory bifurca-

tion n = 2).
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Immunohistochemistry

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues of trachea and esophagus (n = 3 to 5) were cut at

3 μm thickness, mounted on adhesive glass slides, and dewaxed in xylene, followed by rehydra-

tion in decreasing ethanol concentrations and blocking of endogenous peroxidase. Each anti-

CLCA3 antibody was tested using the following procedural variations: (a) without antigen

retrieval, (b) 12 min microwave heating (600 W) in 200 ml 10 mM citric acid, pH 6.0, or (c) 10

min protease treatment at 37˚C. Respective pre-immune sera served as controls. Only the

feCLCA3-2b antibody showed a specific staining pattern using procedure (a). To further test

for specificity, the feCLCA3-2b antibody was pre-absorbed for approximately 2 h with its pep-

tide (50 μg/ml) used for immunization or with an irrelevant peptide. Slides were blocked using

Roti-Immunoblock in goat normal serum at a dilution of 1:5 for 30 min at room temperature,

followed by incubation with feCLCA3-2b diluted at 1:2,000, with the pre-absorbed antibody or

with the pre-immune serum overnight at 4˚C. After washing, the slides were incubated with

secondary goat anti-rabbit antibodies diluted at 1:200 for 30 min at room temperature. ABC

solution (Vectastain Elite ABC Kit, Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA) was added for

30 min at room temperature. Diaminobenzidine (DAB) was used for color development. Sec-

tions were either counterstained with hematoxylin or treated with the periodic acid-Schiff

(PAS) reaction.

Immunoblot analyses

Tissue samples including cellular and extracellular proteins of trachea, esophagus, and stom-

ach were homogenized in standard lysis buffer, boiled, and immunoblotted as described [11].

Membranes were probed with anti-feCLCA3-2b-ap diluted at 1:1,000, an irrelevant immuno-

purified antibody diluted 1:1,000 or anti-beta-actin antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Munich, Ger-

many) diluted to 1:1,000 as loading control in blocking buffer. Membranes were incubated

with secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit diluted 1: 2,000 or anti-mouse

IgG diluted 1:10,000, respectively, for 1 hour and protein labelling was visualized using

enhanced chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL).

Results

High evolutionary dynamics in the mammalian CLCA3 gene cluster

The CLCA gene family can be separated into four distinct clusters in mammals, with designa-

tions recently renamed [9] according to the four human representatives, CLCA1 ,CLCA2 ,

Table 1. Primers, probes, and amplicon sizes of feline CLCA3 and the reference gene.

Gene GenBank accession no. Oligonucleotide Nucleotide Sequence (5‘-3‘) Amplicon size, bp

CLCA3 XM_003990321 upstream primer TCCCAGACTGCAAAGGACTC 179 bp

downstream primer TGTCATGGGAGGTGCATTCT

TaqMan Probe GCAGAAGCACATGGGATGTA

ß2M NM_001009876 Upstream primer CGTTTTGTGGTCTTGGTCCT 115 bp

downstream primer TTGGCTTTCCATTCTCTGCT

TaqMan Probe TCAGGTTTACTCCCGTCACC

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.t001
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CLCA3, and CLCA4 (Fig 1). In contrast to mammals, only two CLCA genes were identified in

chickens (Fig 1) which are organized identically to mammals in a single locus flanked by the

genes ODF2L and SH3GBL1 (Fig 2). A single copy of the CLCA2 gene was consistently found

throughout all mammals investigated as well as in chickens, pointing towards its evolutionary

conservation (Fig 2). In contrast, the clustering of chicken CLCA1 with all other mammalian

CLCA genes suggests that their common ancestor has apparently undergone independent

duplications in early mammalian evolution, resulting in the three mammalian genes now

termed CLCA1, CLCA3 and CLCA4 (Fig 2). Similar to CLCA2, the CLCA1 gene also appears to

be present as one single intact copy in all mammals investigated here (Fig 2).

In contrast, marked differences were observed for CLCA3 and CLCA4 between distinct

mammalian species. Gene duplications had obviously resulted in two or three distinct CLCA3
gene variants in cows and mice (Fig 2), respectively, and further distinct CLCA4 gene variants

in pigs and mice (Fig 2), supporting previous observations by others [7, 11]. In addition, sev-

eral kinds of gene inactivation were found in the CLCA3 cluster in different species (Fig 2).

Frame shift mutations and/or one or several premature stop codons are present in the CLCA3
gene of certain primates, pigs, and one ovine duplicate (Fig 3). CLCA3 of all dry-nosed pri-

mates investigated here, including chimpanzee, human, gorilla, orangutan, macaque, baboon,

marmoset, and tarsier, possess an additional exon resulting from an active cryptic splice site

within intron 8. This cryptic exon would not change the frame of the CLCA3 gene but it con-

tains one or two premature stop codons (Fig 3). The CLCA3 gene of hominids has several addi-

tional premature stop codons and frame-shift mutations with rather unique patterns in each

species (Fig 3). Among the primate species investigated, the bushbaby, belonging to the subor-

der of wet-nosed primates, appears to be the only one with an intact and likely functional

CLCA3 gene (Fig 3), as it does not contain an intact splice acceptor site of the cryptic exon.

The porcine CLCA3 also seems to be inactivated by several premature stop codons and frame-

shift mutations but, in contrast to primates, the inactivation does not result from the cryptic

exon, as there is no evidence of intact splice sites at this exon (Fig 3). As an additional variance,

a unique early frame shift mutation was identified in one ovine duplicate (Fig 3). Of note,

none of the species with premature stop codons or frame-shift mutations appears to possess a

CLCA3 gene structure that would suggest the expression of a functional protein. Thus, in con-

trast to carnivores, guinea pigs, rabbits, and horses which all possess a single and seemingly

functional CLCA3 gene (Fig 3), distinct and rather species- specific mechanisms of silencing of

the CLCA3 gene have evolved in most primates, including man, and in pigs and sheep.

Expression of feline CLCA3 in ciliated epithelial and submucosal cells of

airways and keratinocytes of esophagus

We chose the cat to characterize the expression of CLCA3 due to the potential medical rele-

vance of cats as a model for asthma, a condition to which several CLCA members have been

linked to in addition to other chronic respiratory diseases including COPD and CF [7]. Feline

asthma is a naturally occurring and common condition and can also be induced experimen-

tally, making the cat an accepted animal model that expands the spectrum of models for

chronic respiratory disorders [38].

Feline CLCA3 mRNA was detected in the upper respiratory tract from the nasal cavity

down to the bronchial bifurcation (Fig 4A) with the following Ct ranges: nasal cavity: 28.48 to

33.21, trachea–cranial part: 28.11 to 31.98,—medial part: 28.52 to 30.89,—caudal part: 29.26 to

35.94, bifurcation: 32.57 to 33.07 but not in main bronchi or lung parenchyma. It was also

found to be highly expressed in the esophagus with a Ct range between 26.30 and 31.13. No
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expression was detected in other tissues, including those in which CLCA3 variants had been

reported in other species, such as the mammary gland, spleen, lung, and aorta [10, 25, 26, 28].

To identify the expressing cell types in tissues where CLCA3 mRNA was found, these tis-

sues were analyzed by immunohistochemistry using specifically generated anti-feline CLCA3

antibodies. In the respiratory tract, the CLCA3 protein was localized to cells of submucosal

glands throughout the airways and in ciliated epithelial cells (Fig 4B, 4E and 4H). Here, the sig-

nals were most prominent adjacent to the nucleus, sometimes with a tendency to a more dif-

fuse cytoplasmic staining. In the esophagus, CLCA3 protein was identified in keratinocytes of

stratified epithelia, predominantly located in the stratum spinosum (Fig 4G) where the signals

appeared to be membrane-associated. In deeper layers, a more punctate, vesicular expression

Fig 1. Phylogenetic relationship of mammalian CLCA genes. In silico analysis revealed four distinct CLCA clusters in

mammals, named after their human representatives CLCA1, CLCA2, CLCA3, and CLCA4. In contrast to mammals,

only two CLCA genes were identified in chickens. A genetic distance tree was calculated upon the alignment of 77

CLCA protein sequences. Branch nodes that appeared more than 70 times in 100 bootstrapped genetic distance trees

are indicated by their bootstrap value and branches that were consistently abundant also in a most-parsimonious tree

are shown in bold lines.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g001

Fig 2. Diverse evolutionary dynamics of CLCA genes. In chicken and mammals, all CLCA genes are conserved in a single locus, flanked by the ODF2L and

SH3GBL1 genes (upper panel). In chickens, only two CLCA genes, CLCA1 and CLCA2, are found within this locus with no other CLCA-related genes throughout

the genome. According to the phylogenetic pattern, CLCA2 seems highly conserved, with a single intact representative in each mammal examined. In contrast, the

ancestor of another vertebrate CLCA gene has apparently undergone two independent duplications in early mammalian evolution, resulting in CLCA1, CLCA3, and

CLCA4, but it remained as a single copy in chicken. While CLCA1 is present as a single intact copy in all mammalian species examined and chicken, CLCA3 and

CLCA4 underwent further duplication or inactivation (�) events in select mammalian branches (lower panel). As the nomenclature of CLCA genes is still

inconsistent, in particular for duplicated genes, we followed the current designations used in the GenBank database with the exception of bovine unidentified gene

LOC784768which we here termed CLCAx for the ease of understanding (S1 Table).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g002
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Fig 3. Mechanism of CLCA3 inactivation in select mammalian species. Duplications of CLCA3 were found in rodents and ungulates, mutational inactivations in

ungulates and in primates (italics), and a single, apparently functional CLCA3 copy in other mammalian species (bold). The CLCA3 genes in dry-nosed primates possess

an additional exon resulting from cryptic splice sites within intron 8. This genomic segment is also found in other species, including pigs. Each of these species carries at

least one stop codon within the predicted exon (shaded within the boxed exon) but cryptic splice acceptor and donor functions are only predicted for dry-nosed primates

(gray background). The distinct CLCA3 gene variants in certain primates displayed further inactivating mutations that were apparently unique for each species. Similar

mutational events were found in the porcine CLCA3 gene and one ovine variant. The nomenclature of the CLCA3 variants is used according to the GenBank database,

except for the bovine unidentified gene LOC784768 which we termed cattle (x) as well as the ovine unidentified genes LOC101116002 and LOC101116267 which we

termed sheep (3) and sheep (x), respectively (S1 Table). Box = exons No. 1 to 14 of the CLCA3 gene, black lines = introns, cross = frame-shift mutations,

asterisk = nonsense mutation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g003
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pattern was identified. A colocalization using the PAS reaction clearly identified CLCA3-posi-

tive cells in the respiratory mucosa as mucin-producing cells of the acini and the duct system

of submucosal glands (Fig 4I and 4J). In addition the prominent perinuclear staining, a more

punctate intracellular pattern was also observed.

To characterize structural elements of the feline CLCA3 protein, its amino acid sequence

was analyzed in silico. It starts with a cleavable signal peptide sequence, suggestive of its early

translocation into the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig 5A). CLCA3 is predicted to be a fully

secreted and soluble protein by the transmembrane prediction softwares used. It contains a

hydrophobic region between amino acids 893 and 900 which seems, however, to be too short

to represent a transmembrane α-helix that usually contains about 20 amino acids. As reported

in the pig and mouse [11, 17, 39], sites of predicted N-linked glycosylation were also found in

feline CLCA3 at aa positions 39, 75, 364, 454, 505, 516, 633, 844, and 859 (Fig 5A). Also similar

to several previously described CLCA proteins in other species [7, 40], a cysteine-rich domain

was found downstream to the signal sequence, designated as n-CLCA (Fig 5A). Adjacent to

the n-CLCA domain, a von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain was identified (Fig 5A)

which is also present in several other CLCA proteins [7]. A unique feature of all known CLCA

proteins is their posttranslational cleavage of a 120-kDa precursor protein into a larger,

approximately 80-kDa amino terminal and a smaller, approximately 40-kDa carboxy terminal

subunit [7]. The exact cleavage site has been experimentally identified only in the murine

CLCA1 and the bovine CLCA3 (alias Lu-ECAM-1) [28, 41]. Here, our interspecies protein

sequence comparisons revealed a similar site of predicted protein cleavage in the feline CLCA3

protein between amino acids 702 and 703 (Fig 5A). Thus, the feline CLCA3 protein contains

several characteristic features that are highly conserved within the CLCA family and thought

to be of functional relevance which is still, however, largely elusive [7]. Moreover, it seems to

be a soluble protein, possibly secreted similarly to CLCA1 [42] which stands in contrast to

CLCA2 and CLCA4 which are thought to be membrane-bound [13, 27].

To characterize the size of the feline CLCA3 protein in tissues, immunoblot analyses were

performed on extracts from relevant organs using the immunopurified antibody feCLCA3-2b-

ap. An approximately 90 kDa CLCA3 protein was detected in the feline trachea (Fig 5B), con-

sistent with the data obtained by RT-qPCR and immunohistochemistry. The same protein size

was found in the esophagus, however, with stronger band intensity (Fig 5B). The size of 90

kDa corresponds well with the predicted size of the amino-glycosylated amino-terminal cleav-

age product, indicating that this feline variant is posttranslationally cleaved similarly to most

other CLCA members investigated so far [7].

Fig 4. Expression of feline CLCA3 in respiratory epithelial cells and esophageal stratified epithelia. (A) CLCA3

mRNA was detected in the upper respiratory tract. Very high expression levels were found in the esophagus. Data are

expressed as mean ± SEM and expression levels are given in ratios of CLCA mRNA copy numbers relative to the copy

number of the reference gene ß2M and calculated as 2Ctß2m-CtCLCA3 = 2ΔCt (n = 3 to 5, respiratory bifurcation n = 2)

(B) Immunohistochemically, the CLCA3 protein was localized to submucosal glands of the respiratory tract. (C) Slides

incubated with the pre-absorbed antibodies failed to show the specific staining, whereas (D) preincubation with an

irrelevant peptide failed to abolish the specific signal. (E) Single ciliated epithelial cells lining the airways were also

positive for CLCA3. The protein was localized in a perinuclear pattern, a vesicular pattern (arrow), or associated with

cilia. (F) Sections incubated with the pre-immune serum at the same dilution failed to yield any staining. (G) CLCA3

was also detected in the stratum spinosum of the esophagus where it seemed to be associated with the plasma

membrane. A punctate cytoplasmic pattern was observed in deeper cell layers (arrow). (H) The CLCA3 protein was

also detected in select cells of submucosal airway glands. PAS reaction counterstain revealed colocalization of CLCA3

(brown color, arrowheads) with (I) mucin-producing tubular and (J) acinar cells (pink color, PAS-positive). Color was

developed using DAB as substrate (brown) with hematoxylin (blue, B-H) or PAS (pink, I, J) as counterstain. Bars: B, C,

D = 50 μm; E, F = 30 μm; G = 40 μm; H = 60 μm; I, J = 15 μm.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g004
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Discussion

We identified a pronounced interspecies diversity of CLCA3 among mammals: some species,

including man and pig, appear to live without a CLCA3 protein, whereas others, including the

cat, seem to express a single apparently functional protein with several canonical elements of

other CLCA proteins. Furthermore, the CLCA3 gene is duplicated in other mammals, includ-

ing mice and cows.

Fig 5. Predicted protein structure of feline CLCA3 and detection of its amino-terminal cleavage product in the

respiratory tract and esophagus. (A) The amino acid sequence of feline CLCA3 contains a cleavable signal sequence

(black box), an amino-terminal CLCA domain (n-CLCA) followed by a von Willebrand factor type A domain (vWA).

No potential transmembrane domain was predicted. Several sites for N-linked glycosylation were predicted (asterisks).

The arrow denotes the putative proteolytic cleavage site at 702 aa. aa, amino acids. (B) A 90-kDa protein was detected

with the anti-feline CLCA3 antibodies by immunoblotting in the trachea. Much stronger CLCA3 expression was found

in the esophagus. The protein was undetectable in the stomach, here shown as tissue without CLCA3 protein

expression, as expected from mRNA results. The antibody also detected an approximately 40 kDa band in the tissue

lysate of trachea and esophagus, however, these bands were also detected by the irrelevant antibody (S1 Fig). An

antibody to beta-actin was used as a loading control (lower panel).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g005
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The CLCA3 Cluster possesses the highest evolutionary dynamics

The CLCA3 cluster seems to possess the highest evolutionary dynamics compared to clusters 1, 2,

and 4. This is reflected by 1) the obviously functional expression of a single CLCA3 protein in spe-

cies such as carnivores, the horse, rabbit, guinea pig, and bush baby, 2) the duplication of the

CLCA3 gene in ruminants and rodents resulting in two or even three apparently functional homo-

logs, and 3) the inactivation of this gene in several species including most primates, pigs, and sheep

(Fig 6). In contrast, the CLCA cluster 2 seemed to be highly conserved as only a single copy of this

gene is present in each of the mammalian species investigated and even in chickens without any evi-

dence of gene duplication or inactivation. Consistently, only a single, apparently functional CLCA1
gene exists in mammals. Similar to cluster 3, the CLCA cluster 4 seems quite diverse with gene

duplications in several species, however, mutational genetic inactivation seems to be uncommon.

Life without a CLCA3 protein

The pseudogene formation of CLCA3 in humans and pigs had already been described by our

group [10, 11]. Here, our extended analysis showed that this formation is not limited to

Fig 6. Diversity of CLCA3 protein expression among mammalian species. The CLCA3 protein is expressed as a single version (species colored in

green), in duplicated versions (black), or is putatively not expressed at all (red). The duplication events seem to broaden its cellular expression

pattern. In the cat, the single CLCA3 protein is found in ciliated epithelial and mucus-producing submucosal cells of the respiratory tract as well as in

certain stratified esophageal epithelia. Some orthologs had been detected in the same cell types but further variants had been found in other cell types

including endothelial and smooth muscle cells (numbers refer to cited references).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0191512.g006
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humans in the order of primates. Instead, CLCA3 inactivation was found in almost all pri-

mates investigated. Additionally, events of mutational inactivation in ungulates seemed not to

be limited to pigs but also occur in sheep.

Inactivation of CLCA3 in primates seems to be initiated by the insertion of a cryptic exon

containing premature stop codons due to an active splice acceptor and donor sites in intron 8.

In contrast, the gene was inactivated by an accumulation of premature stop codons and/or

frame shift mutations in the pig. This mechanistic difference clearly points towards indepen-

dent pseudogene formations in primates and ungulates. It will be interesting to explore the

evolutionary forces that drove the gene inactivation in these species in contrast to other spe-

cies, making life without a CLCA3 protein possible.

It still remains questionable whether the CLCA3 gene has no biological function in primates

and pigs at all. It is well established that transcripts of certain pseudogenes may play a role in

other cellular mechanisms such as the regulation of gene expression, generation of genetic

diversity, or have an impact on gene conversion and recombination [43]. Fragments of CLCA3
cDNA had previously been amplified from different tissues in humans [10] and further studies

need to clarify whether CLCA3 may be associated with functions other than the formation of a

functional protein in primates and pigs.

Interestingly, our in silico analyses failed to identify mutations leading to an inactivation of

CLCA3 in the bushbaby. In contrast to all other primates investigated here who are members

of dry-nosed primates, the bushbaby belongs to the wet-nosed primates. It thus seems plausi-

ble to assume that the pseudogene formation of CLCA3 had occurred in a common ancestor of

dry-nosed but not in wet-nosed primates.

Expression of a single putatively functional CLCA3 protein in the cat

In addition to the bushbaby, carnivores, horses, rabbits, and guinea pigs were identified as the

species with only a single and apparently functional CLCA3 gene. As an established model of

research on chronic airway inflammation [38], the cat was chosen as a candidate for first

detailed characterization of the CLCA3 expression pattern and protein structure.

The feline CLCA3 was identified as a protein with no transmembrane domain and several

canonical characteristics of other CLCA proteins including an n-CLCA and vWA domain as

well as putative posttranslational cleavage [7]. The expression pattern in respiratory ciliated

epithelial cells and mucus-producing submucosal gland cells would be in line with proposed

cellular functions of CLCA proteins such as activation of airway macrophages or driving

mucus metaplasia [2, 3, 12]. Selected CLCA members have also been linked to a functional

role in the maturation and differentiation of epithelial cells [5, 13]. The expression of feline

CLCA3 in subsets of keratinocytes of esophageal stratified epithelia might point towards such

a function. Although our in silico analyses predicted CLCA3 to be a soluble protein, an associa-

tion with the plasma membrane of esophageal keratinocytes and with cilia of respiratory epi-

thelial cells was observed. It remains to be shown whether CLCA3 may interact with integral

membrane proteins of these cells. Further studies are clearly needed to elucidate the functions

of the CLCA3 protein in the cat and other species in which this protein is evolutionarily

retained.

Species-specific developments and cellular expression patterns of CLCA3

The comparison of the expression pattern of CLCA3 in cats with its orthologs in other species

identified some similarities but also marked differences (Fig 6). In humans, no CLCA3 protein

expression had been reported, however, cDNA had been detected at low amounts in numerous

tissues including the lung, trachea, spleen, thymus, and mammary gland [10]. The murine
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orthologs CLCA3a1 and 3a2 had been found in tissues with secretory epithelia, including

mammary gland, respiratory, and intestinal tract, and other tissues, such as the spleen [20]. On

the cellular level, CLCA3a1 had been detected in murine respiratory epithelia of bronchi and

trachea as well as in submucosal epithelial cells [19] identical to feline CLCA3 in this study.

Additionally, this murine ortholog had been detected in vascular endothelial cells of the lung

and in lymphatic endothelial cells [21, 22]. The third murine CLCA3 ortholog, CLCA3b, had

been found to be primarily expressed in smooth muscle cells of the cardiac vessels but also gas-

trointestinal tract, bronchioles, and in aortic and lung endothelial cells [26]. In the cow, the cel-

lular expression pattern is still incompletely known, although the two bovine CLCA3 variants

had been one of the first CLCA members to be identified [28, 31]. The bovine CLCAx, previ-

ously termed CaCC, was found to be expressed in the trachea but not in the lung [31], whereas

CLCA3, the previous LuECAM-1, was clearly expressed in vascular endothelial cells of the

lung [28]. The expression of a CLCA variant in mesenchymal cells such as endothelial or

smooth muscle cells is unique since CLCA members of other clusters are generally expressed

in epithelial cells [7]. The expression pattern of murine and bovine CLCA3 variants in vascular

endothelial cells in the lung had originally led to the assumption of them playing a role in the

spread of metastatic tumor cells [30], whereas the members found in epithelial cells had been

linked to transepithelial anion conductance [31]. It appears likely that genetic duplications of

CLCA3 have broadened the expression to distinct microenvironments with likely even differ-

ent functions.

In contrast to CLCA3, the CLCA1 cluster is highly conserved with only a single functional

member in each species investigated. It is the best investigated cluster in terms of its cellular

expression pattern with localization of CLCA1 to goblet and other mucin-producing cells

throughout the body in all investigated species so far, including humans [44], pigs [11], mice

[45], and horses [46]. Thus, in contrast to the highly conserved CLCA1 cluster, CLCA3 has

undergone a species-specific development with a distinct cellular expression pattern in epithe-

lial cellular niches and, in select species, even in cells of mesenchymal origin (Fig 6).

Of note, the CLCA4 cluster also showed a high evolutionary dynamic with several events of

gene duplication in certain species. The tissue expression pattern showed similarities but also

marked differences between the species [17] with duplicates occupying different cellular niches

which had been shown for the porcine CLCA4a and 4b [18]. In contrast to CLCA3, pseudo-

gene formation seems not to be a common event in the cluster 4 as the murine CLCA4c is

described to be the only putative pseudogene in the mouse database. Interestingly, our group

had identified a naturally occurring deletion mutant of porcine CLCA4b among contemporary

and ancient pig breeds in high percentages of animals [18]. This protein silencing did not

result in any obvious phenotype. Thus, life without pCLCA4b seems possible and it is tempting

to speculate that the CLCA4 cluster will show similar evolutionary dynamics with gene inacti-

vation in the future as described here for CLCA3.

Interspecies diversity–an indicator for possible biological functions?

The tremendous variations of CLCA3 gene products between species may even add to specula-

tions in terms of their possible functions. For example, a similar interspecies diversity has been

established for the bactericidal/permeability-increasing fold-containing (BPIF) protein family,

also known as palate, lung and nasal epithelium clone, PLUNC, proteins [47, 48]. Here, 11

genes exist in humans and 14 in the mouse. Both human and mouse gene loci contain lineage-

restricted paralogues and pseudogenes [47, 48]. For example, BPIFA4 had been identified in

primates as well as cows and cats, however, it seems to be absent from rodents. Interestingly,

in contrast to chimpanzees, gorillas, and rhesus monkeys, a mutational deletion in exon 6 of
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the human BPIFA4 gene results in a frame shift with the introduction of a premature stop

codon. The human gene does not encode for a functional protein and it had been described as

a ‘dying gene’ [47, 48]. Also similar to the CLCA family, BPIF genes are encoded in a single,

conserved locus in all mammals, including man [47]. Again with strong similarities to several

CLCA proteins, BPIF proteins are predominantly expressed in the respiratory passage [49] but

may also occur in other tissues such as the thymus [50]. The conspicuous parallels between the

BPIF family and the CLCA family in terms of their striking interspecies diversities and their

expression in a similar microenvironment, in which innate defense is crucial, may give rise to

speculations on related or overlapping functions. Specifically, certain BPIF proteins are

thought to play a role in innate host defense and liquid homeostasis in the respiratory tract

[51]. The high interspecies diversity and rapid evolution of the BPIF family is comparable and

even higher than that of other proteins known to be involved in innate immunity [48], further

underscoring speculations on its role in innate host defense. Further work will have to address

whether a similar scenario may also be relevant for the CLCA family.

Consequences for the interpretation of animal models

Members of the CLCA family, especially CLCA1, are known to modulate inflammatory pul-

monary diseases such as asthma, COPD, and CF via an as yet unknown mechanism [7].

Mouse and other animal models are widely used to unravel the biomedical significance of

these proteins. However, in contrast to humans, certain members of CLCA clusters 2 and 4 in

the mouse seem to have a redundant function which compensates for the loss of function of

CLCA1 [12] and impedes straight interspecies translatability. The tremendous species-specific

differences identified here for the CLCA3 cluster with either no protein expression, expression

of a single CLCA3 protein or the expression of several duplicates will certainly have to be con-

sidered when interpreting data obtained from animal models. In particular, our data suggest

that species-specific variations of CLCA3 may be relevant for comparing different asthma

models in animals, including spontaneously asthmatic cats, horses with chronic obstructive

bronchitis, and experimental mouse models [38]. In that regard, it will be interesting to

explore the functional consequences of the lack of CLCA3 in humans, in contrast to its pres-

ence as a single copy gene in cats and horses and multiple duplications in mice.
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S1 Table: Nomenclature of duplicated CLCA3 genes in different species 

Species Nomenclature 
used in this 

report 

Nomenclature 
according to 

the Genbank 
database 

Genbank 
accession 

number 

Previously 
used names 

and 
references 

cattle CLCA3 or (3) CLCA3 NM_181018 Lu-ECAM-1 [1] 
bCLCA2 [2] 

CLCAx or (x) LOC784768 NM_001242583 CaCC [3] 
bCLCA1 [2] 

sheep CLCA3 or (3) LOC101116002 XM_004002159 - 
CLCAx or (x) LOC101116267 XM_012134623 - 

mouse CLCA3a1 or 
(3a1) 

Clca3a1 XM_006500968 mCLCA1 [2] 
mCaCC [4] 

CLCA3a2 or 
(3a2) 

Clca3a2 XM_006502346 mCLCA2 [5] 

CLCA3b or 
(3b) 

Clca3b NM_139148 mCLCA4 [6] 

rat CLCA4l or (4l) Clca4l NM_001077356 - 
CLCA2 or (2) Clca2 NM_001013202 - 

1. Elble RC, Widom J, Gruber AD, Abdel-Ghany M, Levine R, Goodwin A, et al. Cloning and
characterization of lung-endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 suggest it is an endothelial chloride
channel. J Biol Chem. 1997;272(44):27853-61. PubMed PMID: 9346932.
2. Gruber AD, Fuller CM, Elble RC, Benos DJ, Pauli BU. The CLCA gene family: a novel family of
putative chloride channels. Current Genomics. 2000;1(2):201-22.
3. Cunningham SA, Awayda MS, Bubien JK, Ismailov, II, Arrate MP, Berdiev BK, et al. Cloning of
an epithelial chloride channel from bovine trachea. J Biol Chem. 1995;270(52):31016-26. PubMed
PMID: 8537359.
4. Gandhi R, Elble RC, Gruber AD, Schreur KD, Ji HL, Fuller CM, et al. Molecular and functional
characterization of a calcium-sensitive chloride channel from mouse lung. J Biol Chem.
1998;273(48):32096-101. PubMed PMID: 9822685.
5. Lee D, Ha S, Kho Y, Kim J, Cho K, Baik M, et al. Induction of mouse Ca(2+)-sensitive chloride
channel 2 gene during involution of mammary gland. Biochem Biophys Res Commun.
1999;264(3):933-7. doi: 10.1006/bbrc.1999.1583. PubMed PMID: 10544033.
6. Elble RC, Ji G, Nehrke K, DeBiasio J, Kingsley PD, Kotlikoff MI, et al. Molecular and functional
characterization of a murine calcium-activated chloride channel expressed in smooth muscle. J Biol
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3 Concluding Discussion 

Members of the CLCA family have been systematically characterized in various species, 

particularly in humans and mice, but also in pigs and horses, in which species-specific 

homologies but also differences in ortholog numbers, expression patterns, and potential 

functions have been discovered. Particularly the respective CLCA1 orthologs have been 

shown to be differentially regulated in respiratory diseases such as in human and equine 

asthma.  

Since asthma is a significant and naturally occurring condition also in cats with many parallels 

to the human disease, this study aimed at characterizing the CLCA family in the cat for the first 

time with particular focus on the feline respiratory tract and CLCA1 expression regarding a 

potential role in feline asthma. More specifically, gene and protein structure, expression pattern 

in feline tissues and comparative analysis of CLCA expression in the respiratory tract of healthy 

and asthmatic cats were carried out. 

3.1 Comparative Interspecies Analysis of Feline CLCAs 

3.1.1 Comparative Genomic Organization 
The CLCA family members are located on one single locus in preserved order (Patel et al. 

2009) and grouped into four different clusters based on homology (Plog et al. 2009). Of these, 

clusters 1 and 2 seem to be highly conserved in every species with only one single and 

apparently functional member each, CLCA1 and -2, respectively (Patel et al. 2009). Also in the 

cat, the Clca1 and -2 genes appear to be present as one single intact copy as investigated by 

clustal analyses (see 2.1, 2.3, and Supplemental Material S1 and S2).  

In contrast, the number of CLCA members differs species-specifically in clusters 3 and 4, of 

which cluster 3 shows the highest interspecies diversity. It consists of either (1) multiple 

homologs due to gene duplications, such as in mice in which two subsequent duplication 

events led to the presence of three closely related and apparently functional homologs (Patel 

et al. 2009), (2) gene silencing, leading to pseudogene formation in humans and pigs (Gruber 

and Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009) by two distinct, also species-specific mechanisms (see 2.1) 

or (3) one single functional gene with several canonical elements of other CLCA proteins, such 

as in the horse (see 2.1). Interestingly, this study showed that the cat also exhibits a single 

and fully functional gene, CLCA3, in this cluster (see 2.1, 2.3, and Supplemental Material S3). 

It is therefore likely that feline CLCA3 may represent the archetype of this gene, while it is 

silenced or duplicated in other species.  
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Similar to cluster 3, cluster 4 also bears species-specific diversity. Gene duplication led to two 

or three homologous genes in the pig (Plog et al. 2012a; 2015) or the mouse (Bothe et al. 

2008), respectively, each with distinct expression pattern differences, except for Clca4c in the 

mouse which is considered a pseudogene (Patel et al. 2009). In contrast, the cat, like humans 

(Agnel et al. 1999), exhibits only one functional homolog of this cluster (see 2.2, 2.3, and 

Supplemental Material S4) 

Concluding, the cat also shows the typical conservation of CLCA1 and CLCA2 on genomic 

level (see 2.2) as seen in other species. In clusters 3 and 4, however, the cat is the only species 

investigated so far which shows one discrete and seemingly fully functional CLCA ortholog 

each (see 2.1, 2.3 and Supplemental Material S3 and S4).  

3.1.2 Comparative Protein Structure and Processing 
Concerning protein structure and processing, feline CLCA proteins bear great similarities, i.e. 

canonical structural elements, in comparison to their orthologs in other species (Gibson et al. 

2005; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Plog et al. 2009; Range et al. 2007) (see 2.1 to 2.3 and 

Supplemental Material S1 to S4).  

All feline CLCA proteins show an amino-terminal signal sequence which directs the proteins 

into the endoplasmic reticulum (Bendtsen et al. 2004; Patel et al. 2009), consistent with the 

protein entering the secretory pathway as already shown in detail, e.g. for murine CLCA1 

(Mundhenk et al. 2006). It is followed by the conserved n-CLCA and vWA domains (see 2.2 

for CLCA1 and 2, 2.1 for CLCA3, and 2.3 for CLCA4, and Supplemental Material S1 to S4), 

structural elements which have also been previously shown for other CLCA proteins and 

species (Patel et al. 2009). Hence, a similar function for CLCA proteins may be assumed 

across these species.  

The posttranslational cleavage site is also a common feature of all CLCA proteins analyzed to 

date (Bothe et al. 2011; Elble et al. 1997; Patel et al. 2009) (see 2.3 and Supplemental Material 

S1 to S4). It was identified between aa 694 and 695 for feline CLCA1, 708 and 709 for feline 

CLCA2 (see 2.2, 2.3 and Supplemental Material S1 and S2, respectively), 702 and 703 for 

feline CLCA3 (see 2.1, 2.3 and Supplemental Material S3), and 696 and 697 for feline CLCA4 

(see 2.3 and Supplemental Material S4), and, hence, at a similar position as in all other CLCA 

proteins as determined by comparative analysis. Furthermore, in accordance with the 

orthologs of all other species investigated, all feline CLCA members show asparagine-linked 

glycosylation sites, of which particularly CLCA2 but also CLCA3 and CLCA4 are more heavily 

glycosylated than CLCA1 (see Supplemental Material S1 to S4). 
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Transmembrane prediction analyses suggest that feline CLCA1 and 3 are soluble and fully 

secreted proteins (see 2.2 and 2.1 or Supplemental Material S1 and S3, respectively), identical 

to the corresponding CLCA1 orthologs in humans, mice, and pigs (Gibson et al. 2005; Gruber 

et al. 1998a; Gruber and Pauli 1999; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Patel et al. 2009; Plog et al. 2009; 

Range et al. 2007) or the three murine CLCA3 orthologs (Patel et al. 2009), respectively. On 

the contrary, feline CLCA2 bears a transmembrane domain in the carboxy-terminal region (see 

2.3 and Supplemental Material S2), also seen for CLCA2 in aforementioned species (Braun et 

al. 2010a; Elble et al. 2006; Patel et al. 2009; Plog et al. 2012b). Whilst HMMtop, Phobius, and 

SOSUI also predicted a carboxy-terminal transmembrane domain for feline CLCA4 (see 

Supplemental Material S4), the presence of a carboxy-terminal GPI anchor (see 2.3 and 

Supplemental Material S4), as had been assumed for its human counterpart (Patel et al. 2009), 

cannot be excluded. Further experimental data needs to clarify the nature of the assumed 

CLCA4 anchoring in the plasma membrane.  

Hence, feline CLCA proteins can also be biochemically subdivided into two groups of CLCAs 

– the fully secreted members of clusters 1 and 3 lacking a transmembrane domain (Anton et

al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998a; Gruber and Pauli 1999; Mundhenk et al.

2006; Patel et al. 2009; Plog et al. 2009) and the members of clusters 2 and 4 secreted only

amino-terminally with the carboxy-terminal remaining anchored to the plasma membrane

(Braun et al. 2010a; Elble et al. 2006; Gruber et al. 1998b; 1999; Patel et al. 2009; Plog et al.

2012a).

Further processing analyses – specifically of CLCA1 as the most intriguing potential target in 

respiratory conditions – support the notion of it being a soluble protein. It was expressed in 

feline mucus cells and partially secreted extracellularly into the mucus layer as seen by CLCA1 

immunohistochemical staining (see 2.2). Furthermore, lysate analysis of feline CLCA1-

transfected HEK 293 via Western Blot cells showed an approximately 75 kDa protein (see 2.2), 

identical to its porcine ortholog (Plog et al. 2009) whilst a slightly larger and more pronounced 

protein band was present in the supernatant, pointing toward abundant secretion of the 

posttranslationally glycosylated protein (see 2.2 and Supplemental Material S1).  

Nevertheless, two findings deviate between the respective orthologs of these two species. 

First, two proteins of 120 kDa and 130 kDa in size were identified in the cell lysate and 

supernatant for porcine CLCA1, respectively (see 2.2), likely representing the uncleaved 

primary translation products as had been found previously (Plog et al. 2009). However, both 

of these proteins were not found for feline CLCA1 (see 2.2), possibly due to a more effective 

post-translational cleavage of the feline CLCA1 primary translation product (see 2.2). 

Secondly, a weak protein band was additionally present at approximately 270 kDa not only in 
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the supernatant of feline but also of porcine CLCA1-transfected cells (see 2.2), latter of which, 

however, had not been reported previously (Plog et al. 2009). Here, it may be assumed that 

CLCA1 is bound to another protein but its nature and origin remain speculative and should be 

analyzed in further experiments (see 2.2).  

CLCA3 immunoblot analyses of feline trachea and oesophagus revealed an approximately 90 

kDa protein, which is in accordance with the predicted size of the amino-glycosylated amino-

terminal cleavage product (see 2.1), indicating that this feline variant may be posttranslationally 

cleaved similar to most other CLCA members investigated so far (Patel et al. 2009). 

In summary, feline CLCAs exclusively show strong homologies to their orthologs in other 

species on protein structure and processing level. Therefore, based on the in silico analyses, 

it may be assumed that the feline CLCAs possess similar functions as compared to their 

respective orthologs (see 1.5), which needs to be investigated in future. In this respect, as a 

further step, the tissue expression pattern of feline CLCAs was investigated in comparison to 

the other species (see 1.3), in order to more closely determine the tissue and cellular 

microenvironment in which feline CLCAs may act.  

3.1.3 Comparative CLCA Tissue Expression Profile 
In all species investigated so far, CLCA1 shares a virtually identical interspecies expression 

pattern – predominantly in mucus-producing cells of the gastrointestinal tract, i.e. the colon, 

and also of the respiratory and reproductive tract (Anton et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998b; 

Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009).  

CLCA1 is most strongly expressed on mRNA level in the healthy feline respiratory tract and, 

to a lesser degree, in the gastrointestinal tract (see 2.2). Of all further tissues investigated, 

exclusively the conjunctiva and dorsal root ganglion show traces of CLCA1 mRNA expression 

whilst all other tissues remained devoid (see 2.2). Interestingly, this also pertains to the 

reproductive tract which, in contrast, shows CLCA1 mRNA or protein expression in all other 

species analyzed to date (Anton et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998b; Hoshino et al. 2002; Komiya 

et al. 1999; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009). However, it cannot be excluded 

that the reproductive cycle may influence uterine CLCA1 expression which needs to be 

investigated. 

On protein level, feline CLCA1 was identified as the most abundantly expressed CLCA family 

member and was immunohistochemically localized exclusively to mucus cells from the nasal 

cavity down to the main bronchi (see 2.2). Specifically, CLCA1 was associated with multiple 

cytoplasmic mucus cell granules and occasionally with the PAS-positive mucus layer lining the 
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apical surface, which points towards a secretory mechanism (see 2.2). These findings are 

entirely identical to those of its human, murine, porcine, and equine orthologs (Anton et al. 

2005; Gruber et al. 1998b; Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 

2009). Hence, due to this coinciding microenvironment, a similar function may be speculated 

for feline CLCA1 as reported for CLCA1 of other species (see 1.5). In contrast to the expression 

of these CLCA1 orthologs of all aforementioned species (Anton et al. 2005; Leverkoehne and 

Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009), feline CLCA1 was not detected in SMGs (see 2.2). This niche 

seems to be occupied by a different feline CLCA member, CLCA3 (see below).  

In the respiratory tract, interspecies differences exist for CLCA2, which is expressed in few or 

numerous SMGs of humans and pigs or mice (Dietert et al. 2015), respectively. In latter 

species, CLCA2 is also uniquely expressed in distinct bronchial epithelial cells (Dietert et al. 

2015). In the cat, however, only RT-qPCR revealed low level expression of CLCA2 mRNA in 

whole tissue lysates of trachea and bronchi, whilst neither ISH nor IHC localized CLCA2 mRNA 

or protein, respectively, in the respiratory tract, possibly due to very minute mRNA expression 

levels only detectable with this highly sensitive method (see 2.2). Therefore, surprisingly and 

in contrast to all aforementioned species, feline CLCA2 – like feline CLCA1 – was not found in 

SMGs and, moreover, in any other cell type of the feline respiratory tract (see 2.2.). Hence, a 

possible function, e.g. in terms of compensatory or synergistic effects regarding CLCA1 in the 

respiratory tract, as had been proposed for CLCA2 in the mouse (Patel et al. 2006; 2009), 

seems very unlikely in the cat, at least during homeostatic conditions. 

The most striking differences were present in cluster 3, which seemingly underwent species-

specific evolvements. Whilst CLCA3 is a silenced pseudogene in humans and pigs (Gruber 

and Pauli 1999; Plog et al. 2009), the mouse bears three closely related homologs due to 

duplication events (Bothe et al. 2008). These are not only located to epithelial cells of the 

respiratory tract (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2002; Elble et al. 2002; Furuya et al. 2010; Gandhi et al. 

1998; Gruber et al. 1998b) but also to cells of mesenchymal origin (Elble et al. 2002; Patel et 

al. 2006). In contrast, the cat is the only species in which a single CLCA3 ortholog has been 

shown to be expressed on protein level to date (see 2.1) and may therefore become particularly 

valuable to discretely study this particular CLCA member.  

Identical to CLCA1, feline CLCA3 was predicted to be a soluble protein and detected on mRNA 

level in the upper respiratory tract from the nasal cavity down to the bronchial bifurcation but 

not in main bronchi or lung parenchyma (see 2.1). Feline CLCA3 protein was expressed in 

respiratory ciliated epithelial cells and in mucus-producing SMG cells (see 2.1), similar to its 

murine orthologs CLCA3a1 and 3a2 (Gruber et al. 1998b). Whilst murine CLCA1 had been 

proposed to function in airway macrophage activation (Ching et al. 2013; Dietert et al. 2014; 
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Erickson et al. 2018) or mucus cell metaplasia (Alevy et al. 2012), feline CLCA3 shows certain 

similarities with CLCA1 in terms of structure and processing as a soluble protein (see 2.1 to 

2.3 and Supplemental Material S1 and S3, respectively) and is shed into the extracellular 

environment (see 2.1). It therefore appears that CLCA3 may functionally substitute for the lack 

of CLCA1 specifically in SMGs, with possible compensatory functions in that 

microenvironment, at least in cats.  

Nonetheless, unlike CLCA1, feline CLCA3 is not expressed in mucus cells of the airway 

epithelial lining (see 2.1). Furthermore, other tissues, except for the oesophagus, were devoid 

of CLCA3 mRNA expression (see 2.1), including those in which its orthologs are known to be 

expressed in other species, e.g. mammary gland, spleen, lung, and aorta (Elble et al. 1997; 

Elble et al. 2002; Gruber and Pauli 1999; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002).  

Interestingly, feline CLCA3 is also expressed in certain subsets of keratinocytes of esophageal 

stratified epithelia (see 2.1), similar to CLCA2, which may point toward a putative function in 

epithelial maturation and differentiation (Braun et al. 2010a; Yu et al. 2013). More specifically, 

despite it being a soluble protein, it was shown to be associated with the plasma membrane of 

esophageal keratinocytes and cilia of respiratory epithelial cells (see 2.1), in which it may 

interact with integral membrane proteins of these cells (see 2.1). However, the exact nature 

and function of CLCA3 and its association needs yet to be elucidated and comparatively 

analyzed in other species in which this protein is also evolutionarily retained and singularly 

present, such as perhaps in the horse (Patel et al. 2009).  

Similar to cluster 3, cluster 4 also shows several gene duplication events, at least in mice and 

pigs, as well as similarities and differences in the interspecies expression pattern. Regarding 

the respiratory tract, porcine CLCA4a protein is expressed in respiratory epithelial cells from 

the nasal cavity to the small bronchi (Plog et al. 2012a) whilst human CLCA4 is expressed in 

nasal mucosa and trachea only on mRNA level (Agnel et al. 1999; Mall et al. 2003). In contrast 

to its human and porcine orthologs but identical to the mouse (Bothe et al. 2008), the healthy 

feline respiratory tract is completely devoid of CLCA4 (see 2.2). In this respect, the cat and 

mouse appear to contrast with pig and man.  

Feline CLCA4 mRNA was exclusively identified in the intestinal tract (see 2.2), consistent with 

its orthologs in other species, i.e. humans (Agnel et al. 1999), mice (Bothe et al. 2008), and 

pigs (Plog et al. 2012a; 2015). Unfortunately, the intestinal cell type expressing feline CLCA4 

protein could not be identified in this study since no antibody was available for feline CLCA4 

(see 2.3). Nonetheless, it is tempting to speculate that CLCA4 is also expressed by non-mucus 

cell enterocytes as had been shown for the murine and porcine orthologs (Bothe et al. 2008; 

Evans et al. 2004; Plog et al. 2012a; 2015; Teske et al. 2020). The cat is the only species 
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investigated to date with a single CLCA4 which, thus, may represent the ortholog archetype. 

Therefore, the cat seems to be a suitable species in studying this protein. Other species, such 

as mice and pigs, possess CLCA4 duplications. In the mouse, Clca4a and -b were localized 

to the jejunal villi and apical colonic epithelium, whilst Clca4b was also found in intestinal 

crypts, which may be indicative of different functions (Teske et al. 2020). A distinct cellular 

expression pattern had also been reported for the duplicated CLCA4 genes in pigs. The 

porcine CLCA4a was expressed in apical membranes of villous epithelial cells (Plog et al. 

2012a), whereas the porcine CLCA4b was expressed in crypt epithelial cells (Plog et al. 2015). 

Hence, further studies need to show if feline CLCA4 is expressed in one distinct compartment 

or in both of these compartments. 

Taken together, feline CLCA1 shows a similar expression pattern in the respiratory tract 

compared to all species previously investigated (Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino 

et al. 2002; Leverkoehne and Gruber 2002; Mundhenk et al. 2006; Plog et al. 2009) (also see 

2.2, Figure 7). However, fundamental species-specific differences of the other CLCA family 

members on genomic and expressional level may also imply functional diversity in homeostatic 

and challenged airways. Consequentially, the CLCA orthologs of respective species may 

modulate the respiratory conditions differently, thereby impeding the translatability of animal 

models. Therefore, an in-depth understanding of the heterogeneity of this gene family is 

required, especially concerning the respiratory tract. 

3.2 Role in Feline Asthma 

Due to the consistent protein structure and expression pattern of CLCA1 in respiratory mucus 

cells across mammalian species (Anton et al. 2005; Gruber et al. 1998b; Leverkoehne and 

Gruber 2002; Plog et al. 2009) (see 2.2) as well as its differential regulation in asthma patients 

(Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007) and 

corresponding animal models (Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Mei 

et al. 2013; Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013; Toda et al. 2002; Woodruff et al. 2007; 

Zhou et al. 2001), a similar regulation of CLCA1 in the airways can be suggested in cats. 

However, caution is warranted concerning fundamental species-specific differences seen in 

the other CLCA family members which may have modulatory functions impeding translatability 

(see 3.1). The only other CLCA member expressed in the feline respiratory tract beside CLCA1 

is CLCA3 (see 2.1), for which IHC revealed an identical staining pattern in asthmatic as 

compared to healthy cats (see 2.1). Hence, a functional relevance may be speculative and 

needs further investigation. 
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In detail, CLCA1 had been shown to be strongly upregulated in mucus cells and BALF in 

asthma patients (Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007) 

and murine models of asthma (Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Zhou 

et al. 2001). Coinciding, CLCA1 expression in murine asthma models decreased after 

glucocorticoid (Woodruff et al. 2007) or Il-9 (Zhou et al. 2001) treatment whilst the asthma 

phenotype was ameliorated or aggravated by CLCA1-antisense and -antibody treatment 

(Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013) or experimental CLCA1 overexpression (Hoshino et 

al. 2002; Mei et al. 2013; Nakanishi et al. 2001), respectively. Similarly, in horses affected by 

SEA, CLCA1 expression is also highly increased due to mucus cell metaplasia primarily in the 

bronchioles (Range et al. 2007), which were devoid of CLCA1 expression during homeostatic 

conditions (Anton et al. 2005). Due to these similarities across numerous species, a similarly 

differential expression of CLCA1 could also be speculated for feline asthmatic airways. 

In healthy cats, the mucus covering the respiratory epithelial lining only occasionally stained 

positively for CLCA1 in IHC (see 2.2). In the airways of asthmatic cats, however, excessive 

mucus secretion and accumulation in the airways became evident by PAS reaction and the 

entire bronchial mucus layer labelled intensely positive for CLCA1 (see 2.2). Hence, CLCA1 

seems to be strongly secreted together with the PAS-positive mucus during asthmatic 

conditions, identical to all species analyzed to date (Anton et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2005; 

Hoshino et al. 2002; Leverkoehne et al. 2006; Nakanishi et al. 2001; Range et al. 2007; Song 

et al. 2013; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007; Zhou et al. 2001). These 

coinciding results also suggest a similar function of CLCA1 in the pathogenesis of feline 

asthma as in the corresponding disease of other animal species (see 1.5 and below). 

Several modes of action have been hypothesized for CLCA1 under various challenged 

conditions of acute or chronic, inflammatory mucus-based diseases, either as a modulator of 

mucus expression and structure (see 1.5.1 to 1.5.3) or as a signaling molecule of innate 

immunity (see 1.5.4). The human and murine CLCA1 orthologs appear to modulate pathways 

of innate immunity in the respiratory tract by regulating airway macrophage cytokine 

expression (Ching et al. 2013; Dietert et al. 2014; Erickson et al. 2018; Keith et al. 2019). 

Additionally, murine CLCA1 was recently associated with mucus-processing or -altering 

properties (Nystrom et al. 2018; Nystrom et al. 2019), i.e. with the enzymatic control of 

intestinal mucus expansion (Nystrom et al. 2018) which could also be relevant to the 

respiratory tract. Hence, due to its identical protein structure and cellular expression pattern in 

healthy and diseased tissues, a similar function could also be hypothesized for cats. In this 

context, it would be interesting to investigate if feline CLCA1 may also serve as a biomarker 

particularly in asthmatic conditions, during which its ortholog is increased in humans (Hoshino 

et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; Woodruff et al. 2007), horses (Anton et al. 
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2005), and murine models (Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Toda et al. 2002; Zhou et 

al. 2001). 

Nonetheless, despite absence of apparent differential regulation of CLCA3 in the asthmatic 

cat, the species-specific CLCA3 variations – single gene copy in cats and multiple duplications 

in mice – and their potential functional consequences need to be considered regarding future 

studies of naturally or experimentally induced asthma models in animals with respect to its lack 

in humans (see 2.2).  

Taken together, this first and still limited data on differential regulation and, hence, regarding 

possible role of CLCA1 in feline asthma may indicate a similar function as considered for 

human asthma patients and respective animal models, which yet needs to be investigated in 

detail. 

3.3 Conclusions and Outlook 

Members of the CLCA family have been systematically characterized in various species and 

show species-specific homologies but also differences on genetic, expressional, and functional 

levels. Particularly CLCA1 seems to be, on the one hand, highly conserved on genetic and 

expressional levels, also concerning its increased expression in respiratory diseases of 

humans and respective animal models. On the other hand, functional discrepancies may lead 

to limited translatability of data between species.  

Since feline asthma shows many parallels to the human disease, this study aimed at 

characterizing the expression profile of the CLCA family in the cat with particular focus on the 

healthy feline respiratory tract and CLCA1 regarding a potential role in feline asthma.  

Here, it could be shown for the first time that the cat possesses CLCA orthologs which are 

grouped into four clusters, identical to all other species investigated to date. Furthermore, but 

in contrast to all other species, the cat possesses a single and fully functional CLCA member 

in each cluster which, hence, makes the cat particularly relevant in studying individual CLCA 

members. This pertains particularly to CLCA4 as an alleged archetype of the orthologs of other 

species which are exclusively present as duplication products with distinct expression patterns 

(Bothe et al. 2008; Evans et al. 2004; Plog et al. 2012a; 2015; Teske et al. 2020). 

In the naive respiratory tract, CLCA1 shows a similar expression pattern as compared to all 

other species analyzed to date. Furthermore, feline CLCA1 expression and its secretion into 

the mucus of the respiratory tract seems to be highly increased during asthmatic conditions, 

identical to all other species exhibiting chronic respiratory conditions with increased mucus 

production, which is suggestive of a role in feline asthma. Furthermore, particularly in the feline 

respiratory tract, compensatory or synergistic effects, as had been proposed for CLCA2 in 
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other species (Patel et al. 2006; 2009), seem unlikely, at least during homeostatic conditions 

(see 2.2). This also relates to feline CLCA4, which the healthy feline respiratory tract is also 

completely devoid of (see 2.2). Hence, putative compensatory or synergistic effects may be 

exclusively exerted by CLCA3 which, however, did not show any obvious differential regulation 

during asthmatic conditions (see 2.2). Nevertheless, a function on physiologic levels or de novo 

upregulation of other CLCA members cannot be excluded, which warrants further 

investigation.  

In this regard, it will be interesting to explore a larger number of cats, which will perhaps also 

offer the possibility of investigating CLCA1 expression at different stages or conditions of the 

disease and potential effects of age, breed, and genetic variations, as well as comorbidities 

and patient environments (see 2.2).  

One drawback of the present study was the limited number of asthmatic cats included as well 

as the lack of additional RT-qPCR-based expression level quantification of all CLCA members 

from FFPE archival tissues. However, lack of standardization of tissue processing, fixation, 

and storage of archival tissue was highly likely of hampering the accuracy in any mRNA data 

obtained (see 2.2).  

In humans, mice, and horses, CLCA1 protein content is increased in BALF (Anton et al. 2005; 

Gibson et al. 2005; Hoshino et al. 2002; Range et al. 2007; Toda et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2007; 

Woodruff et al. 2007; Zhou et al. 2001) and had therefore been discussed as potential 

biomarker (Patel et al. 2009). Hence, the preliminary findings of increased CLCA1 expression 

and secretion also in feline asthmatics may point towards a potential diagnostic value 

regarding feline asthma or at least regarding diseases generally associated with increased 

mucus production such as feline chronic bronchitis. Hence, additional techniques, e.g. 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) could be used on BALF collected from healthy 

cats, asthmatic cats, and cats with other respiratory diseases with a subsequent comparative 

analysis of CLCA1 protein content.  

Last but not least, feline CLCA1 could also be considered a therapeutic target. Since CLCA1-

antisense or -antibody treatment (Nakanishi et al. 2001; Song et al. 2013) led to a striking 

amelioration of the asthma phenotype in the mouse, it would be interesting to investigate if 

such a procedure performed analogously in the asthmatic cat would also lead to phenotype 

amelioration. 
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4 Summary 

Expression Analyses of CLCA Members in the Feline Respiratory Tract – Biomolecules 
in Feline Asthma? 

Nancy Ann Erickson, PhD 

Certain members of the highly conserved chloride channel regulator, calcium-activated (CLCA) 

family have been implicated in inflammatory mucus-based respiratory conditions such as 

asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or cystic fibrosis which may either occur 

naturally or may be experimentally induced in animal species to model the respective human 

disease. CLCA1, the most intensively investigated member of this family to date, was shown 

to be highly expressed in these respiratory diseases and had been discussed as a therapeutic 

target. 

The CLCA family has been systematically characterized in naive and diseased conditions in 

humans and mice, and, to a lesser extent, in horses and naive pigs. It has not only revealed 

strong similarities but also distinct species-specific differences in genetic organization or 

protein structure and expression pattern, with partially functional contradictory results, 

particularly between human and murine CLCA orthologs. These interspecies differences are 

further complicated by possible redundancies or compensatory effects of homologous CLCA 

members and may limit the value of mouse models. Hence, caution is warranted in translating 

results from one species to another. 

Asthma is a highly relevant and naturally occurring disease not only in horses but also in cats, 

in which it shares many characteristics with the human disease. The feline CLCA family is, 

however, unknown to date. Hence, this study aimed at characterizing the gene and protein 

structure of the CLCA family in comparison to the orthologs of other well-investigated species, 

i.e. humans, mice, and pigs. Furthermore, it aspired at elucidating the mRNA and protein

expression profile of feline CLCA members in healthy cats for the first time, particularly in the

respiratory tract. Last but not least, it aimed gathering first evidence of allegedly differential

expressional regulation of CLCA1 in feline asthma.

It could be shown that the feline CLCA orthologs are grouped into four clusters, identical to all 

other species investigated to date with typical conservation of CLCA1 and CLCA2 on the 

genomic level. However, the cat possesses single and fully functional CLCA members not only 

in clusters 1 and 2 but, in contrast to all other species, both in clusters 3 and 4, which, hence, 

makes the cat particularly relevant in studying these individual CLCA members. 
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Regarding CLCA1, the feline ortholog not only shows an identical genetic and protein structure 

as compared to the other species investigated, but also concerning its tissue expression 

pattern.  

In the naive respiratory tract, CLCA1 immunohistochemically localized to virtually all mucus 

cells and was found to be secreted extracellularly mucus. This expression pattern identical to 

all other species analyzed to date may point toward a conserved function of CLCA1 in this 

microenvironment. However, feline CLCAA1 was not detected in submucosal glands in which 

it is expressed in all aforementioned species. This niche seems to be occupied by a different 

CLCA member, CLCA3, in the cat. Surprisingly and in contrast to all aforementioned species, 

feline CLCA2 was neither found in SMGs nor in any other cell type of the feline respiratory 

tract, hence, excluding any possible compensatory or synergistic effect of CLCA2 in the cat, 

as had been proposed for CLCA2 in other species, at least during homeostatic conditions. The 

allegedly soluble protein CLCA3 was primarily found in ciliated respiratory epithelial cells and, 

importantly, also in mucus-producing SMG cells of the upper respiratory tract, similar to its 

murine orthologs CLCA3a1 and -3a2. It therefore appears that in cats, CLCA3 may substitute 

for the lack of CLCA1 and CLCA2 specifically in SMGs, with possible overlapping functions in 

that microenvironment. Similar to mice, but in contrast to man and pigs, the feline respiratory 

tract was devoid of CLCA4 expression.  

In the airways of asthmatic cats, CLCA1 intensely labelled the entire bronchial mucus layer, 

identical to all other species exhibiting chronic respiratory conditions with increased mucus 

production. This seemingly increased CLCA1 secretion cat may indicate a similar function as 

considered for human asthma patients and respective animal models. It is suggestive of a role 

in feline asthma in which it may serve as a biomarker and/or therapeutic target and needs to 

be investigated in future studies in detail. 

However, fundamental species-specific differences of other CLCA family members on the 

genomic and protein level may also imply functional diversity in homeostatic and challenged 

airways and, hence, may modulate the respiratory conditions differently and thereby impede 

the translatability of animal models. Therefore, an in-depth understanding of the heterogeneity 

of this gene family is required, especially concerning the respiratory tract. 
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5 Zusammenfassung 

Expressionsanalyse der CLCA Familie im Felinen Respirationstrakt – Biomoleküle bei 
Felinem Asthma? 

Nancy Ann Erickson, PhD 

Mitglieder der hochkonservierten Chloridkanal-Regulator, Calcium-aktiviert (CLCA)-Familie 

werden mit entzündlichen, Mukus-basierten Atemwegserkrankungen wie Asthma, chronisch 

obstruktiver Lungenerkrankung oder zystischer Fibrose assoziiert, die in verschiedenen 

Tierspezies entweder natürlicherweise vorkommen oder experimentell induziert werden 

können, um die humane Erkrankung zu modellieren. CLCA1, das bislang am intensivsten 

untersuchte Mitglied dieser Familie, ist bei diesen Atemwegserkrankungen stark exprimiert 

und wurde daher als therapeutisches Target diskutiert. 

Die CLCA-Familie wurde bereits systematisch in gesunden und erkrankten Menschen und 

Mäusen, und in geringerem Umfang auch in Pferden und gesunden Schweinen charakterisiert. 

Dabei wurden nicht nur deutliche Ähnlichkeiten, sondern auch speziesspezifische 

Unterschiede in genetischer Organisation, Proteinstruktur und Expressionsmuster festgestellt, 

teils mit funktionell widersprüchlichen Ergebnissen, insbesondere zwischen menschlichen und 

murinen CLCA-Orthologen. Diese speziesspezifischen Unterschiede werden vermutlich durch 

Redundanzen oder kompensatorische Effekte homologer CLCA-Vertreter weiter erschwert 

und können die Aussagekraft von Mausmodellen einschränken. Daher ist bei der Übertragung 

von Ergebnissen von einer Spezies auf eine andere Vorsicht geboten. 

Asthma ist eine hochrelevante und natürlicherweise vorkommende Erkrankung nicht nur bei 

Pferden, sondern auch bei Katzen, die viele Merkmale mit der humanen Erkrankung teilt. Die 

feline CLCA-Familie ist jedoch bislang unbekannt. Ziel dieser Arbeit war daher die 

Charakterisierung der Gen- und Proteinstruktur im Vergleich zu den Orthologen anderer gut 

untersuchter Spezies Mensch, Maus und Schwein. Darüber hinaus sollte erstmals das mRNA- 

und Proteinexpressionsprofil der felinen CLCA-Mitglieder in gesunden Katzen, insbesondere 

im Respirationstrakt, untersucht werden. Zudem wurde angestrebt, erste Hinweise auf eine 

mögliche differentielle Expressionsregulation von CLCA1 bei felinem Asthma zu sammeln. 

Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass sich die felinen CLCA-Orthologe, wie in allen anderen bisher 

untersuchten Spezies, mit typischer genomischer Konservierung von CLCA1 und CLCA2 in 

vier Cluster gruppieren. Allerdings besitzt die Katze jeweils ein einzelnes und voll 

funktionsfähiges CLCA-Mitglied nicht nur in den Clustern 1 und 2, sondern, im Gegensatz zu 
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allen anderen bislang untersuchten Spezies, auch in den beiden anderen Clustern, wodurch 

die Katze besonders relevant für die Untersuchung einzelner CLCA-Mitglieder erscheint. 

Bezüglich CLCA1 zeigt das feline Ortholog nicht nur eine nahezu identische Gen- und Protein-

Struktur im Vergleich zu den anderen untersuchten Spezies, sondern auch bezüglich seines 

Gewebeexpressionsmusters.  

Im gesunden Respirationstrakt ist CLCA1 immunhistochemisch in nahezu allen Becherzellen 

lokalisiert und wird extrazellulär in den Schleim sezerniert. Dieses zu allen anderen bisher 

untersuchten Spezies identische Expressionsmuster weist auf eine Konservierung auch der 

Funktion von CLCA1 in dieser Mikroumgebung hin. Felines CLCA1 wurde jedoch nicht in den 

submukösen Drüsen, in denen der jeweilige Orthologe der vorgenannten Spezies exprimiert 

wird, nachgewiesen. Diese Nische scheint von einem anderen felinen CLCA-Mitglied, CLCA3, 

besetzt. Darüber hinaus wurde überraschenderweise und im Gegensatz zu allen genannten 

Spezies felines CLCA2 weder in submukösen Drüsen noch in einem anderen Zelltyp des 

felinen Respirationstraktes gefunden, was einen kompensatorischen oder synergistischen 

Effekt von CLCA2, wie bereits für andere Spezies vermutet, bei der Katze zumindest unter 

homöostatischen Bedingungen ausschließt. Das vermutlich lösliche Protein CLCA3 wurde 

vorwiegend in respiratorischen Flimmerepithelzellen und schleimproduzierenden submukösen 

Drüsen des oberen Respirationstraktes nachgewiesen, ähnlich seiner murinen Orthologen 

CLCA3a1 und 3a2. Somit scheint CLCA3 das Fehlen von CLCA1 und CLCA2 speziell in sub-

mukösen Drüsen der Katze zu kompensieren, mit entsprechend denkbaren, überlappenden 

Funktionen in dieser Mikroumgebung. Ähnlich wie bei Mäusen, aber im Gegensatz zu 

Menschen und Schweinen, ist CLCA4 im felinen Respirationstrakt nicht exprimiert.  

In den Atemwegen asthmatischer Katzen war CLCA1 in der extrazellulären Mukusschicht stark 

exprimiert, wie bei allen anderen Spezies mit chronischen Atemwegserkrankungen mit 

erhöhter Schleimproduktion. Diese scheinbar erhöhte CLCA1-Sekretion bei asthmatischen 

Katzen könnte auf eine ähnliche Funktion bei felinem Asthma wie für Asthmapatienten und 

entsprechende Tiermodelle bereits vermutet hindeuten, die als Biomarker und/oder 

therapeutisches Target genutzt werden könnte und in zukünftigen Studien en détail untersucht 

werden muss. 

Es ist jedoch zu beachten, dass grundlegende speziesspezifische Unterschiede anderer 

Mitglieder der CLCA-Familie auf Genom- und Proteinebene eine funktionelle Diversität und 

somit Modulation in gesunden und erkrankten Atemwegen hervorrufen und dadurch die 

Übertragbarkeit von Tiermodellen erschweren können. Daher ist ein tieferes Verständnis der 

Heterogenität dieser Genfamilie, insbesondere in Bezug auf den Respirationstrakt, 

erforderlich.
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Supplemental Material S1. Protein structure analysis and interspecies comparison of CLCA1 

A) Multiple Sequence Alignment

mouse CLCA1 MESLKSPVFLLILHLLEGVLSESLIQLNNNGYEGIVIAIDHDVPEDEALIQHIKDMVTQA 60 
pig   CLCA1 MRSFRSSLFILVLHLLEGARSNSLIQLNGNGYEGIVIAIDPNVPEDETLIQNIKDMVTKA 60 
human CLCA1 MGPFKSSVFILILHLLEGALSNSLIQLNNNGYEGIVVAIDPNVPEDETLIQQIKDMVTQA 60 
cat   CLCA1 MGSFKCSVFILVLHLLEGAVSKSLIQLNNNGYEGIVIAIDPNVPEDETLIQQIKDMVTQA 60 

* ::. :*:*:******. *:******.*******:*** :*****:***:******:*

mouse CLCA1 SPYLFEATGKRFYFKNVAILIPESWKAKPEYTRPKLETFKNADVLVSTTSPLGNDEPYTE 120 
pig   CLCA1 SPYLFEATEKRFYFKNVAILIPASWKAKPEYVKPKLETYKNADVVVTEPNPPENDGPYTE 120 
human CLCA1 SLYLLEATGKRFYFKNVAILIPETWKTKADYVRPKLETYKNADVLVAESTPPGNDEPYTE 120 
cat   CLCA1 SPYLFEATERRFYFKKVAILIPEKWKTKPEYVRPKLETYKNADVLVAEPTAPGNDEPYTE 120 

* **:*** :*****:****** .**:* :*.:*****:*****:*:  .   ** ****

mouse CLCA1 HIGACGEKGIRIHLTPDFLAGKKLTQYGPQDRTFVHEWAHFRWGVFNEYNNDEKFYLSKG 180 
pig   CLCA1 QMGNCGEKGEKIYFTPDFVAGKKVLQYGPQGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFNEYNNEQKFYLSNK 180 
human CLCA1 QMGNCGEKGERIHLTPDFIAGKKLAEYGPQGRAFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNNDEKFYLSNG 180 
cat   CLCA1 QMGNCGEKGERIHFTPDFLAGKKLAQYGPQGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVYDEYNNNQKFYFSNG 180 

::* ***** :*::****:****: :****.*.*******:****::****::***:*:  

mouse CLCA1 KPQAVRCSAAITGKNQVRRCQGGSCITNGKCVIDRVTGLYKDNCVFVPDPHQNEKASIMF 240 
pig   CLCA1 KNKPVICSAAIRGTNVLPQCQGGSCVTK-PCRADRVTGLFQKECEFIPDPQQSEKASIMY 239 
human CLCA1 RIQAVRCSAGITGTNVVKKCQGGSCYTK-RCTFNKVTGLYEKGCEFVLQSRQTEKASIMF 239 
cat   CLCA1 KRQAVRCSADITGKNVIKKCQGGSCVTK-SCKLDKVTGLYEEGCEFIPHGVQTVKASIMF 239 

: : * *** * *.* : :****** *:  *  ::****::. * *: .  *. *****: 

mouse CLCA1 NQNINSVVEFCTEKNHNQEAPNDQNQRCNLRSTWEVIQESEDFKQTTPMTAQPPAPTFSL 300 
pig   CLCA1 AQSIESVVEFCKEKNHNKEAPNDQNQKCNLRSTWEVIQDSEDFKKTTPMTTQPPAPTFSL 299 
human CLCA1 AQHVDSIVEFCTEQNHNKEAPNKQNQKCNLRSTWEVIRDSEDFKKTTPMTTQPPNPTFSL 299 
cat   CLCA1 AQSIDSVVEFCTEKNHNKEAPNLQNQKCNLRSTWEVISDSEDFKKTTPMTTQPPTPTFSL 299 

* ::*:****.*:***:**** ***:********** :*****:*****:*** *****

mouse CLCA1 LQIGQRIVCLVLDKSGSMLNDDRLNRMNQASRLFLLQTVEQGSWVGMVTFDSAAYVQSEL 360 
pig   CLCA1 LQIGQRIVCLVLDKSGSMTVGGRLKRLNQAGKLFLLQTVEQGAWVGMVAFDSAAYVKSEL 359 
human CLCA1 LQIGQRIVCLVLDKSGSMATGNRLNRLNQAGQLFLLQTVELGSWVGMVTFDSAAHVQNEL 359 
cat   CLCA1 LQIGQRIVCLVLDKSGSMANGDRLNRLNQAGKLFLLQTVEQGSWVGMVTFDSVAHVQSEL 359 

******************  ..**:*:***.:******** *:*****:***.*:*:.** 

mouse CLCA1 KQLNSGADRDLLIKHLPTVSAGGTSICSGLRTAFTVIKKKYPTDGSEIVLLTDGEDNTIS 420 
pig   CLCA1 VQINSAAERDALARSLPTAASGGTSICSGLRSAFTVIKKKYPTDGSEIVLLTDGEDNTIS 419 
human CLCA1 IQINSGSDRDTLAKRLPAAASGGTSICSGLRSAFTVIRKKYPTDGSEIVLLTDGEDNTIS 419 
cat   CLCA1 IQINSDVERNALTRSLPTVAAGGTSICSGLRSAFAVIRKKYSTDGSEIVLLTDGEDNTIS 419 

*:**  :*: * : **:.::**********:**:**:*** ****************** 

mouse CLCA1 SCFDLVKQSGAIIHTVALGPAAAKELEQLSKMTGGLQTYSSDQVQNNGLVDAFAALSSGN 480 
pig   CLCA1 ACFAEVKQSGAIIHTVALGPSAAKELEELSQMTGGLQTYASDQAENNGLIDAFGALSSGN 479 
human CLCA1 GCFNEVKQSGAIIHTVALGPSAAQELEELSKMTGGLQTYASDQVQNNGLIDAFGALSSGN 479 
cat SCFNEVKQSGAIIHTVALGPSAAKELEELSKMTGGLQTYASDQAQNNGLIDAFGALSSGN 479 

.**  ***************:**:***:**:********:***.:****:***.****** 

mouse CLCA1 AAIAQHSIQLESRGVNLQNNQWMNGSVIVDSSVGKDTLFLITWTTHPPTIFIWDPSGVEQ 540 
pig   CLCA1 GAVSQRSIQLESRGLTLQNNEWMNGTVVVDSTVGKDTLFLITWTDVPPQILLWDPSGTKQ 539 
human CLCA1 GAVSQRSIQLESKGLTLQNSQWMNGTVIVDSTVGKDTLFLITWTMQPPQILLWDPSGQKQ 539 
cat   CLCA1 GADSQRSIQLESKGLTLQNNQWMNGTVLVDSTVGKDTLFLITWTKQPPKILLWDPSKKKQ 539 

.* :*:******:*:.***.:****:*:***:************  ** *::****  :* 

mouse CLCA1 NGFILDTTTKVAYLQVPGTAKVGFWKYSIQASSQTLTLTVTSRAASATLPPITVTPVVNK 600 
pig   CLCA1 DSFLVDTHNKMAYLQVPGTAKVGMWKYSLQASSQTLTLTVSSRASSATLPPVTVTSKMNK 599 
human CLCA1 GGFVVDKNTKMAYLQIPGIAKVGTWKYSLQASSQTLTLTVTSRASNATLPPITVTSKTNK 599 
cat   CLCA1 DGFVVDTNTKMAYLQIPGTAKVGIWSYSLQASSQTLTLTVTSRPSSATVPPITVTSKINK 599 

..*::*. .*:****:** **** *.**:***********:** :.**:**:***   ** 
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mouse CLCA1 NTGKFPSPVTVYASIRQGASPILRASVTALIESVNGKTVTLELLDNGAGADATKNDGVYS 660 
pig   CLCA1 DTGKFPSPMVVYAKIHQGTLPILRAKVTALIESENGKTVTLELLDNGAGADATKNDGIYS 659 
human CLCA1 DTSKFPSPLVVYANIRQGASPILRASVTALIESVNGKTVTLELLDNGAGADATKDDGVYS 659 
cat   CLCA1 NTGKFPSAMTVYAKIHQGASPILRATVTAIIESVNGKTVTLELLDNGAGADATKDDGVYS 659 

:*.**** :.***.*:**: *****.***:*** ********************:**:** 

mouse CLCA1 RFFTAFDANGRYSVKIWALGGVTSDRQRAAPPKNRAMYIDGWIEDGEVRMNPPRPETS-- 718 
pig   CLCA1 RYFTAYDANGRYSVKVWALGGVNTATQKATPPRSGAMYIRGWAENGEIKWNPPRPDINKD 719 
human CLCA1 RYFTTYDTNGRYSVKVRALGGVNAARRRVIPQQSGALYIPGWIENDEIQWNPPRPEINKD 719 
cat   CLCA1 RYFTAYNANGRYSVKVWALGGINAATQRLIPQQNGAMYIPGWIENGEVNWNPPRPEINKD 719 

*:**::::*******: ****:.:  ::  * :. *:** ** *:.*:. *****: .   

mouse CLCA1 YVQDKQLCFSRTSSGGSFVATNVPAAAPIPDLFPPCQITDLKASIQGQNLVNLTWTAPGD 778 
pig   CLCA1 DLQGKQVCFSRTASGGSFVASDVPK-SPVPDLFPPCKITDLKAGIQGDNLINLTWTAPGD 778 
human CLCA1 DVQHKQVCFSRTSSGGSFVASDVPN-APIPDLFPPGQITDLKAEIHGGSLINLTWTAPGD 778 
cat   CLCA1 DPQSKQVCFSRTSSGGSFVASGVPQ-APIPDLFPPCQITDLKAKIHGYKFINLTWTAPGD 778 

* **:*****:*******:.**  :*:****** :****** *:* .::*********

mouse CLCA1 DYDHGRASNYIIRMSTSIVDLRDHFNTSLQVNTTGLIPKEASSEEIFEFELGGNTFGNGT 838 
pig   CLCA1 DYDHGRADRYIIRISTNILDLRDKFNDSVQVNTTDLIPKEANSEEVFVFKPEGIPFTNGT 838 
human CLCA1 DYDHGTAHKYIIRISTSILDLRDKFNESLQVNTTALIPKEANSEEVFLFKPENITFENGT 838 
cat   CLCA1 DYDHGRAHKYIIRISANILDLRDKFNDSIQVNTSDLIPKEANSEEVFVFTPENITFENGT 838 

***** * .****:*:.*:****:** *:****: ******.***:* *   .  * *** 

mouse CLCA1 DIFIAIQAVDKSNLKSEISNIARVSVFIPAQEPPIPE----DSTPPCPDISINSTIPGIH 894 
pig   CLCA1 DLFIAVQAVDKTNLKSEISNIAQVSLFLPPEAPPETPPETPAPSLPCPEIQVNSTIPGIH 898 
human CLCA1 DLFIAIQAVDKVDLKSEISNIARVSLFIPPQTPPETPSP-DETSAPCPNIHINSTIPGIH 897 
cat   CLCA1 DLFIAVQAVDKANLKSEISNIARVSLFIPPEIPPEVPSP----SLPCPEINVNSTIPGLH 894 

*:***:***** :*********:**:*:* : **         : ***:* :******:* 

mouse CLCA1 VLKIMWKWLGEMQVTLGLH 913 
pig   CLCA1 ILKIMWKWLGELQLSIA-- 915 
human CLCA1 ILKIMWKWIGELQLSIA-- 914 
cat   CLCA1 ILKIMWKWLGELQLSVALG 913 

:*******:**:*:::.   

Figure S1A. Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) and interspecies comparison of the human, murine, 

porcine, and feline CLCA1 orthologs via Clustal Omega (1.2.4) (Chojnacki et al. 2017) (03.03.2019). 

Asterisks indicate perfect alignment, colons or semicolons indicate a site belonging to a group exhibiting 

strong or weak similarity, respectively (DDBJ 2015). For signal sequence (blue), conserved amino-

terminal CLCA domain (n-CLCA, yellow), von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain (green), putative 

proteolytic cleavage site (red), and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites (bold, 

grey), also refer to S1B. Binding site of the porcine CLCA1 antibody p1-N-1ab-p, corresponding to aa 

CKEKNHNKEAPNDQN (green lettering) (Plog et al. 2009) and cross-reacting with the feline epitope 

CTEKNHNKEAPNLQN (green lettering, aa mismatches in red) (see 2.2). 



 

Table S1B. The respective sequence lengths were determined using NCBI Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (17.03.2019), the signal 
sequence according to SignalP 5.0 (Almagro Armenteros et al. 2019; Nielsen et al. 1997), the n-CLCA and vWA domains according to Ensembl 
(Pfam) (www.ensembl.org) (19.04.2020). The putative proteolytic cleavage site was identified by interspecies comparison of the aa sequences 
and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites were predicted via NetNglyc 1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/) 
(17.03.2019). *Proline occurs just after the asparagine residue which makes it highly unlikely that the Asparagine is glycosylated, presumably 
due to conformational constraints (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/output.php). Potential transmembrane domains were excluded via 
1HMMtop (Tusnady and Simon 1998; 2001) (18.03.2019), 2Phobius (Käll et al. 2004; 2007) (03.05.2020), and 3SOSUI (Hirokawa et al. 1998; 
Mitaku and Hirokawa 1999; Mitaku et al. 2002) (03.05.2020) in silico tools. 
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Supplemental Figure S2. Protein structure analysis and interspecies comparison of CLCA2 

A) Multiple Sequence Alignment

mouse CLCA2 MTHRDSTGPVIGLKLVTLLFTLSPELLFLGAGLKLKENGYDGLLVAINPRVPEDLKLITN 60 
pig   CLCA2 MTPRDSAGPVRSLKFVTLLVALSPDLLRWGAGLQLRDNGYEELLVALHPQVSEDPSLIPH 60 
human CLCA2 MTQRSIAGPICNLKFVTLLVALSSELPFLGAGVQLQDNGYNGLLIAINPQVPENQNLISN 60 
cat   CLCA2 MTRRDNVGPVCSLKFVTLLVALIPELLFLGAGVQLQDNGYDGLLIAINPQVSEDQNLIPN 60 

** *. .**: .**:****.:*  :*   ***::*::***: **:*::*:* *: .** : 

mouse CLCA2 IKEMITEASFYLFNATKRRVFFRNVQILVPATWTDHNYSRVRQESYDKANVIVAEQSEEH 120 
pig   CLCA2 IKEMITEASFYLFNATKRRVFFRSIKILIPATWTANNYSKVKQESYEKAQVLVTDWHAAP 120 
human CLCA2 IKEMITEASFYLFNATKRRVFFRNIKILIPATWKANNNSKIKQESYEKANVIVTDWYGAH 120 
cat   CLCA2 IKEMITEASFYLFNATKRRVFFRNIKILIPTTWKANNYSKVKQELYEKANVIVTDWYGAH 120 

***********************.::**:*:**. :* *:::** *:**:*:*::     

mouse CLCA2 GDDPYTLQHRGCGQEGRYIHFTPSFLLNDELAAGYGARGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNND 180 
pig   CLCA2 GDSPHTLQYRGCGKEGKYIHFTPDFLLNDALTAGYGSRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNRE 180 
human CLCA2 GDDPYTLQYRGCGKEGKYIHFTPNFLLNDNLTAGYGSRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNND 180 
cat   CLCA2 GDDPYTLQYRGCGKEGKYIHFTSNFLLNDDLTAGYGPRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNNE 180 

**.*:***:****:**:***** .***** *:**** *********************.: 

mouse CLCA2 KPFYVNGRNEIQVTRCSSDITGVFVCEKGLCPHEDCIISKIFREGCTFLYNSTQNATGSI 240 
pig   CLCA2 KPFYINGQNQVKVTRCSSDITGIFVCEKGPCPQENCIISKLFKEGCMFLFNSTQHATASI 240 
human CLCA2 KPFYINGQNQIKVTRCSSDITGIFVCEKGPCPQENCIISKLFKEGCTFIYNSTQNATASI 240 
cat   CLCA2 KPFYINGQNQIKVTRCSSDITGIFVCEKGPCPQENCIISKLFKEGCMFIYNSTQNATASI 240 

****:**:*:::**********:****** **:*:*****:*:*** *::****:**.** 

mouse CLCA2 MFMPSLPSVVEFCNESTHNQEAPNLQNQVCSLRSTWDVITASSDLNHSLPVHGVGLPAPP 300 
pig   CLCA2 MFMQSLPSVVEFCNASTHNQEAPNLQNQLCSLRSAWDVIRASGDFQHSEPMKGTELPPPP 300 
human CLCA2 MFMQSLSSVVEFCNASTHNQEAPNLQNQMCSLRSAWDVITDSADFHHSFPMNGTELPPPP 300 
cat   CLCA2 MFMQSLSSVVEFCNARTHNQEAPNLQNQMCSLRSAWDVITDSADFNHSFPMNRTGLPPPP 300 

*** ** *******  ************:*****:****  *.*::** *:: . ** ** 

mouse CLCA2 TFSLLQAGDRVVCLVIDVSRKMAEGDRLLRLQQAAELYLMQVVEAHTFVGIVTFDSKGEI 360 
pig   CLCA2 TFTLLQAGDRVVCLVLDVSSRMAEADRLLRLQQAAAFYLTHMVESHTFVGIASFNGQGEI 360 
human CLCA2 TFSLVQAGDKVVCLVLDVSSKMAEADRLLQLQQAAEFYLMQIVEIHTFVGIASFDSKGEI 360 
cat   CLCA2 VFSLIQAGDKVVCLVMDVSSKMEEADRLLRLKQAAEFYLMQIVEIHTFVGIVSFNSKGEI 360 

.*:*:****:*****:*** :* *.****:*:*** :** ::** ******.:*:.:*** 

mouse CLCA2 RASLQQIYSDDDRKLLVSYLPTAVSTDAETNICAGVKKGFEVVEERNGRADGSVLILVTS 420 
pig   CLCA2 RAQLHQINSDDDRKLLVSYLPAAVSAEAEASVCSGLKKGFEVVEKLKGKAFGSVMILAAS 420 
human CLCA2 RAQLHQINSNDDRKLLVSYLPTTVSAKTDISICSGLKKGFEVVEKLNGKAYGSVMILVTS 420 
cat   CLCA2 RAQLHQINSDDDRKLLVSHLPLTVSAEAQTSVCSGLKKGFEVVEKLNGKAHGSVMILVTS 420 

**.*:** *:********:** :**:.:: .:*:*:********: :*:* ***:**.:* 

mouse CLCA2 GADEHIANCLLTSMNSGSTIHSMALGSSAARKVGELSRLTGGLKFFIPDKFTSNGMTEAF 480 
pig   CLCA2 GGDQRISDCFLAALSSGSTVHTLALGSSAVDSLEELARLTGGLKFFVPDKSDSTSMIDAF 480 
human CLCA2 GDDKLLGNCLPTVLSSGSTIHSIALGSSAAPNLEELSRLTGGLKFFVPDISNSNSMIDAF 480 
cat   CLCA2 GGDEHIGNCLLTVLSSGSTIHSIALGSSVVENLEELSHHTGGVKFFVPDKSNSNSMIDAF 480 

* *: :.:*: : :.****:*::*****.. .: **:: ***:***:**   *..* :**

mouse CLCA2 VRISSGTGDIFQQSLQVESVCETVQPQHQLADTMTVDSAVGNDTLFLVTWQTGGPPEIAL 540 
pig   CLCA2 SRISSGTGDVFQQHIQLESTGETVKPHHQLTNSVTVDDGVGNDTTFLVTWQTGGPPEMVL 540 
human CLCA2 SRISSGTGDIFQQHIQLESTGENVKPHHQLKNTVTVDNTVGNDTMFLVTWQASGPPEIIL 540 
cat   CLCA2 SRIPSGTGDIFQQRIQLESTGENVKPHHQLKNTVTVDNSVGNDTTFLVTWQTSGPPEIAL 540 

** *****:*** :*:**. *.*:*:*** :::***. ***** ******:.****: * 

mouse CLCA2 LDPSGRKYNTGDFIINLAFRTASLKIPGTAKHGHWTYTLNNTHHSPQALKVTVASRASSL 600 
pig   CLCA2 RDPNGRKYHTDDFVTSLALQTARLWIPGTAQPGLWTYTLNNSHHSPQALKVTVTSRASLP 600 
human CLCA2 FDPDGRKYYTNNFITNLTFRTASLWIPGTAKPGHWTYTLNNTHHSLQALKVTVTSRASNS 600 
cat   CLCA2 VDPNGRKYYTSDFITNPALRTARLCIPGTAEPGLWTYTLNNTHHSLQALKVTVTSRASSS 600 

**.**** *.:*: . :::** * *****: * *******:*** *******:****   
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mouse CLCA2 AMSPATLEAFVERDSTYFPQPVIIYANVRKGLHPILNATVVATVEPEAGDPVVLQLLDGG 660 
pig   CLCA2 AVPPATVEAFVERDSTRFPHPMMIYAIVRRGFYPILNATVTATVEPEAADPVTLRLLDDG 660 
human CLCA2 AVPPATVEAFVERDSLHFPHPVMIYANVKQGFYPILNATVTATVEPETGDPVTLRLLDDG 660 
cat   CLCA2 AMPPATVEVFVERDSPRFPHPVMIYANVRKGIYPILNATVTATIEPEAADPVVLKLFDDG 660 

*: ***:*.******  **:*::*** *::*::*******.**:***:.***.*:*:*.* 

mouse CLCA2 AGADVIRNDGIYSRYFSSFAVSGSYSLTVHVRHSPSTSTLALPVPGNHAMYVPGYITNDN 720 
pig   CLCA2 AGADVIKNDGIYSRYFFSFAGNGRYSLKVHVSHPPSVSAATRSGPGSHAMYVPGYITNGN 720 
human CLCA2 AGADVIKNDGIYSRYFFSFAANGRYSLKVHVNHSPSISTPAHSIPGSHAMYVPGYTANGN 720 
cat   CLCA2 AGADIIKNDGIYSRYFFSFAVNGSYSLKVHVSYPSSISGLAHSVPGNRAVYVPGYIVNGN 720 

****:*:********* *** .* ***.*** :  * *  :   **.:*:***** .*.* 

mouse CLCA2 IQMNAPKN-LGHRPVKERWGFSRVSSGGSFSVLGVPDGPHPDMFPPCKITDLEAMKVEDD 779 
pig   CLCA2 IQMNAPRKPVGRSEEEQKWGLSRATSGGSFSVLGVPAGPHPDMFPPCKIIDLEAMKVEEE 780 
human CLCA2 IQMNAPRKSVGRNEEERKWGFSRVSSGGSFSVLGVPAGPHPDVFPPCKIIDLEAVKVEEE 780 
cat   CLCA2 IQMNAPRKSAGRHEEEQKWGFSRVSSGGSFSVLGVPAGPHPDVFPPCKIIDLEAVKVEEE 780 

******::  *:   :.:**:**.:*********** *****:****** ****:***:: 

mouse CLCA2 VVLSWTAPGEDFDQGQTTSYEIRMSRSLWNIRDDFDNAILVNSSE-LVPQHAGTRETFTF 838 
pig   CLCA2 VALSWTAPGEDFDQGPAKSYEIRISKSLQNIQDDFNSAILVNSSK-LKPQQAGTKETFTF 839 
human CLCA2 LTLSWTAPGEDFDQGQATSYEIRMSKSLQNIQDDFNNAILVNTSK-RNPQQAGIREIFTF 839 
cat   CLCA2 VTLSWTAPGEDYDQGQANSYEIRMSQSLQKIQDDFNNAILVNISKLLSPQQAGTKEIFTF 840 

:.*********:*** :.*****:*:** :*:***:.***** *:   **:** :* *** 

mouse CLCA2 SPKLVTHELDHELAEDAQEPYIVYVALRAMDRSSLRSAVSNIALVSMSLPPNSSPVVSRD 898 
pig   CLCA2 SPELFTNGPEHQADGETQRSHRIYVAIRAVDRNSLRSAVSNVAQASLSVPPNSTPVLARD 899 
human CLCA2 SPQISTNGPEHQPNGETHESHRIYVAIRAMDRNSLQSAVSNIAQAPLFIPPNSDPVPARD 899 
cat   CLCA2 SPKLFTNGPDHQPDGETQESHRIYVAIRAIDKNSLKSAVSNIAQVSLFIPPNSAPVLARD 900 

**:: *:  :*:   :::. : :***:**:*:.**:*****:* . : :**** ** :** 

mouse CLCA2 DLILKGVLTTVGLIAILCLIMVVAHCIFNRKKRPSRKENETKFL 942 
pig   CLCA2 DLILKGVLTAISFIGVICLTIVIIHCTLNRKKRADKRGNETKLL 943 
human CLCA2 YLILKGVLTAMGLIGIICLIIVVTHHTLSRKKRADKKENGTKLL 943 
cat   CLCA2 HLILKGVLTAVSSIGIICLTIAVTHYTLNRKKKADKKENGTKLI 944 

********::. *.::** :.: *  :.***: .:: * **:: 

Figure S2A. Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) and interspecies comparison of the human, murine, 

porcine, and feline CLCA2 orthologs via Clustal Omega (1.2.4) (Chojnacki et al. 2017) (03.03.2019). 

Asterisks indicate perfect alignment, colons or semicolons indicate a site belonging to a group exhibiting 

strong or weak similarity, respectively (DDBJ 2015). For signal sequence (blue), conserved amino-

terminal CLCA domain (n-CLCA, yellow), von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain (green), putative 

proteolytic cleavage site (red), and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites (bold, 

grey), also refer to S2B. The primary carboxy-terminal transmembrane domains (purple) are annotated 

according to SOSUI which rendered identical values as HMMtop for human, porcine, and feline CLCA2 

(see Table S2B). Binding site of the murine CLCA2 antibody αm5-C1-a, corresponding to aa 

WTAPGEDFDQGQTT (green lettering) (Braun et al. 2010a) and cross-reacting with the feline epitope 

WTAPGEDYDQGQAN (green lettering, aa mismatches in red) (see 2.2). 



 

Table S2B. The respective sequence lengths were determined using NCBI Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (17.03.2019), the signal 
sequence according to SignalP 3.0 (Bendtsen et al. 2004; Nielsen et al. 1997), the n-CLCA and vWA domains according to Ensembl (Pfam) 
(www.ensembl.org) (21.03.2019). The putative proteolytic cleavage site was identified by interspecies comparison of the aa sequences and 
homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites were predicted via NetNglyc 1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/) 
(17.03.2019). Potential transmembrane domains were identified via 1HMMtop (Tusnady and Simon 1998; 2001) (18.03.2019), 2Phobius (Käll 
et al. 2004; 2007) (03.05.2020), and 3SOSUI (Hirokawa et al. 1998; Mitaku and Hirokawa 1999; Mitaku et al. 2002) (03.05.2020) in silico tools. 
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Supplemental Material S3. Protein structure analysis and interspecies comparison of CLCA3 

A) Multiple Sequence Alignment

mouse CLCA3a1 MESLKSPVFLLILHLLEGVLSESLIQLNNNGYEGIVIAIDHDVPEDEALIQHIKDMVTQA 60 
cat   CLCA3 MVLSLYAILFLALHLLPGM-KSSMVHLNKNGYDGVVIAINPSVPEDEKLIQNIKEMVTEA 59 
mouse CLCA3a2 MVPGLQVLLFLTLHLLQNT-ESSMVHLNSNGYEGVVIAINPSVPEDERLIPSIKEMVTQA 59 
mouse CLCA3b MVPGLQVLLFLTLHLLQNT-ESSMVHLNSNGYEGVVIAINPSVPEDERLIPSIKEMVTQA 59 

* :::* **** .  ..*:::**.***:*:****: .***** **  **:***:*

mouse CLCA3a1 SPYLFEATGKRFYFKNVAILIPESWKAKPEYTRPKLETFKNADVLVSTTSPLGNDEPYTE 120 
cat   CLCA3 STYLFHATKRRVYFRNVSILIPMTWKSKSEYLMPKQESYDQADVIVANPYLKYGDDPYTL 119 
mouse CLCA3a2 STYLFEASQGRVYFRNISILVPMTWKSKSEYLMPKRESYDKADVIVADPHLQHGDDPYTL 119 
mouse CLCA3b STYLFEATERRFYFRNVSILVPITWKSKTEYLTPKQESYDQADVIVADPHLQHGDDPYTL 119 

* ***.*:  *.**:*::**:* :**:* **  ** *::.:***:*:      .*:*** 

mouse CLCA3a1 HIGACGEKGIRIHLTPDFLAGKKLTQYGPQDRTFVHEWAHFRWGVFNEYNNDEKFYLSKG 180 
cat   CLCA3 QYGQCGEKGKYIHFTPNFLLTNNLPIYGSRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGIFDEYNVDQPFYISRR 179 
mouse CLCA3a2 QYGQCGDRGQYIHFTPNFLLTDNLRIYGPRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNVDRPFYISRK 179 
mouse CLCA3b QYGQCGDRGQYIHFTPNFLLTDNLGIYGPRGRVFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNMDRPFYMSRK 179 

: * **::*  **:**:**  .:*  ** :.*.*******:***:*:*** *. **:*:  

mouse CLCA3a1 -KPQAVRCSAAITGKNQ-VRRCQGGSCITNGKCVIDRVTGLYKDNCVFVPDPHQNEKASI 238
cat   CLCA3 NTIEATRCSTHITGINVVFKECQGGSCITR-PCRRDSLTGLYEAKCAFIPEKSQTAKDSI 238 
mouse CLCA3a2 NTIEATRCSASITGKKV-VHECQRGSCVTR-ACRRDSKTRLYEPKCTFIPDKIQTAGASI 237 
mouse CLCA3b NTVEATRCSTDITGTSV-VRECQGGSCVSR-RCRRDAKTGMQEAKCTFIPNKSQTARGSI 237 

. :*.***: *** .  .:.** ***::.  *  *  * : : :*.*:*:  *.   ** 

mouse CLCA3a1 MFNQNINSVVEFCTEKNHNQEAPNDQNQRCNLRSTWEVIQESEDFKQTTPMTA--QPPAP 296 
cat   CLCA3 MFMQSLSSVTEFCTAETHNMEAPNLQNKMCNCRSTWDVIKDSDDFQNAPPMTGTDSPPRP 298 
mouse CLCA3a2 MFMQNLNSVVEFCTENNHNAEAPNLQNKMCNRRSTWDVIKASADFQNSPPMRGTEAPPPP 297 
mouse CLCA3b MFMQSLDSVVEFCTEKTHNVEAPNLQNKMCNLRSTWDVIKASADFQNASPMTGTEAPPLP 297 

** *.:.**.**** :.** **** **: ** ****:**: * **::: ** .   ** * 

mouse CLCA3a1 TFSLLQIGQRIVCLVLDKSGSMLNDD---RLNRMNQASRLFLLQTVEQGSWVGMVTFDSA 353 
cat   CLCA3 TFSLLKAKQRVVCLVLDKSGSMDSED---RLFRMNQAVELYLIQIIEKGSLVGMVTFESY 355 
mouse CLCA3a2 TFSLLKSRRRVVCLVLDKSGSMDKED---RLIRMNQAAELYLTQIVEKESMVGLVTFDSA 354 
mouse CLCA3b TFSLLKSRQRVVCLVLDKSGSMRLGSPITRLTLMNQAAELYLIQIIEKESLVGLVTFDST 357 

*****:  :*:***********   .   **  **** .*:* * :*: * **:***:*  

mouse CLCA3a1 AYVQSELKQLNSGADRDLLIKHLPTVSAGGTSICSGLRTAFTVIK-KKYPTDGSEIVLLT 412 
cat   CLCA3 ATIQNYLTNITDENAYEKITANLPQAADGGTSICSGLSAGFQAIIQSNQSTSGSEIVLLT 415 
mouse CLCA3a2 AHIQNYLIKITSSSDYQKITANLPQQATGGTSICHGLQAGFQAITSSDQSTSGSEIVLLT 414 
mouse CLCA3b ATIQTNLIRIINDSSYLAISTKLPQYPNGGTSICNGLKKGFEAITSSDQSTSGSEIVLLT 417 

* :*. * .: .      :  :**    ****** **  .* .*  ..  *.******** 

mouse CLCA3a1 DGEDNTISSCFDLVKQSGAIIHTVALGPAAAKELEQLSKMTGGLQTYSSDQVQNNGLVDA 472 
cat   CLCA3 DGEDNQISLCFEEVKQSGSIIHTIALGPAAAKELETLSNMTGGHRFYANKDI--NGLTDA 473 
mouse CLCA3a2 DGEDNGISSCFEAVSRSGAIIHTIALGPSAARELETLSDMTGGLRFYANKHV--SSLIDA 472 
mouse CLCA3b DGEDNRISSCFQEVKHSGAIIHTIALGPSAARELETLSDMTGGLRFYAKEDV--NGLIDA 475 

***** ** **: *.:**:****:****:**:*** **.**** : *:...:  ..* ** 

mouse CLCA3a1 FAALSSGNAAIAQHSIQLESRGVNLQNNQWMNGSVIVDSSVGKDTLFLITWTTHPPTIFI 532 
cat   CLCA3 FSRISSRSGSITQQAIQLESKSLTITGKKWINGTVPVDSTIGNDTFFVVTWTIQKPEILL 533 
mouse CLCA3a2 FSRISSTSGSVSQQALQLESKAFNVRAGAWINSTVPVDSTVGNDTFFVITWTVQKPEIIL 532 
mouse CLCA3b FSGISSKSGSISQQALQLESKAFNVGAGAWINSTVPVDSTVGNDTFFVITWTVRKPEIIL 535 

*: :** ..:::*:::****:...:    *:*.:* ***::*:**:*::*** : * *:: 

mouse CLCA3a1 WDPSGVEQNGFIL--D-TTTKVAYLQVPGTAKVGFWKYSIQ---ASSQTLTLTVTSRAAS 586 
cat   CLCA3 QDPKGTRYETSDFKEDKLNIRSARLRIPGIAETGTWTYHLLNKQAKSQVLTVTMTTRARS 593 
mouse CLCA3a2 QDPKGKKYITSDFQDDELNIRSARLQIPGTAETGTWTYSIT--GTKSQLITMTVTTRARS 590 
mouse CLCA3b QDPKGKNYTTSDFQEDKLNIFSVRLRIPGIAETGTWTYSLLNKGATSQLLTVTVTTRARS 595 

**.* .     :  *  .   . *::** *:.* *.* :    :.** :*:*:*:** * 
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mouse CLCA3a1 ATLPPITVTPVVNKNTGKFPSPVTVYASIRQGASPILRASVTALIESVNGKTVTLELLDN 646 
cat   CLCA3 PTTLPVIATAHMSQSTTRYPSPMIVYAQVSQGFLPVLGINVTAIIESEDGHQVILELWDN 653 
mouse CLCA3a2 PTMEPLLATAHMSQSTAQYPSRMIVYVRVSQGFLPVLGANVTAIIEAEHGHQVTLELWDN 650 
mouse CLCA3b PTTLPVIATAHMSQSTAQYPSRMIVYARVSQGFLPVLGANVTAVIEAESGNQVTLELWDN 655 

* *: .*  :.:.* ::** : **. : **  *:*  .***:**:  *: * *** **

mouse CLCA3a1 GAGADATKNDGVYSRFFTAFDANGRYSVKIWALGGVTSDRQRAAPPKNRAMYIDGWIEDG 706 
cat   CLCA3 GAGADTVKNDGIYSRYFTDFHGNGRYSLKVHAQARKNTARLSLRQKQNRALYMPGYLENG 713 
mouse CLCA3a2 GAGADTVKNDGIYTRYFTDYHGNGRYSLKVRVQARKNKARLSLRQK-NKSLYIPGYVENG 709 
mouse CLCA3b GAGADTLKNDGIYSRYFTDFHGNGRYSLKVNAQARKNMAKLNLKQK-NKSLYIPGYVEND 714 

*****: ****:*:*:** :..*****:*: . .  .  :       *:::*: *::*:. 

mouse CLCA3a1 EVRMNPPRPETSY--VQDKQLCFSRTSSGGSFVATNVPAAAPIPDLFPPCQITDLKASIQ 764 
cat   CLCA3 KIVLNPPRPDVNDDMAEAEVEDFSRLSSGGSFIVSGAPPAGSHTHVFPPGKITDLEAKFK 773 
mouse CLCA3a2 KIVLNPPRPDVQEEAIEATVEDFNRVTSGGSFTVSGAPPDGDHARVFPPSKVTDLEAEFI 769 
mouse CLCA3b QIVLNPPRPEIPE-ATEATVEDFSRLTSGGSFTVSGAPPDGDHARVFPPSKVTDLEAEFI 773 

:: :*****:      :     *.* :***** .:..*  .    :*** ::***:*.: 

mouse CLCA3a1 GQNLVNLTWTAPGDDYDHGRASNYIIRMSTSIVDLRDHFNTSLQVNTTGLIPKEASSEEI 824 
cat   CLCA3 GDQ-IQLSWTAPGNVLDKGKANSYIIRISEHFQDLQEDFDNAALVNTSSLTPKEAGSIEV 832 
mouse CLCA3a2 GDY-IQLTWTAPGKVLDKGRAHRYIIRVSQHPLGLQEDFNNATLVNASSLIPKEAGSKET 828 
mouse CLCA3b GDH-IHLTWTAPGKVLDKGRAYRYVIRMSGHSLALQEDFSNSTLVNTSSVMPKEAGSKET 832 

*:  ::*:*****.  *:*:*  *:**:*     *::.*..:  **::.: ****.* * 

mouse CLCA3a1 FEFELGGNTFGNGTDIFIAIQAVDKSNLKSEISNIARVSVFIPAQEPPIPEDSTPPCPDI 884 
cat   CLCA3 FEFKPEPFKIENGTKIYFAIQAIHEANLTSEVSNIAQAIKFIPPQESSVPALGTKT---S 889 
mouse CLCA3a2 FKFKPETFKIANDTQLYIAIQAYNEAGLTSEVSNIAQAVKFTSLEDSISA-LGADI---S 884 
mouse CLCA3b FKFKPETFKIENGTQVYIAIQADNEARLSSEVSNIAQAVKFIPPQVYLTP-STPPG---L 888 

*:*:    .: *.*.:::**** .:: *.**:****:.  *   :

mouse CLCA3a1 SINSTIPGIHVLKIMWKWLGEMQVTLGLH------------------------------- 913 
cat   CLCA3 ATSLAILGLAVVLSIF-------------------------------------------- 905 
mouse CLCA3a2 AISMTVWGLAVIFN-SI-LN---------------------------------------- 902 
mouse CLCA3b STPSTPPGLSTPSTPPG-LSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPST 947 

:   :  *: .                                                 

mouse CLCA3a1 ------------------------------------------------------------ 913 
cat   CLCA3 ------------------------------------------------------------ 905 
mouse CLCA3a2 ------------------------------------------------------------ 902 
mouse CLCA3b PPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLST 1007 

mouse CLCA3a1 ------------------------------------- 913 
cat   CLCA3 ------------------------------------- 905 
mouse CLCA3a2 ------------------------------------- 902 
mouse CLCA3b PSTPPGLSTPSTPPGLGTKVSVPSLTVFVLVATLFIF 1044 

Figure S3A. Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) and interspecies comparison of the murine and feline 

CLCA3 orthologs via Clustal Omega (1.2.4) (Chojnacki et al. 2017) (26.03.2020). Asterisks indicate 

perfect alignment, colons or semicolons indicate a site belonging to a group exhibiting strong or weak 

similarity, respectively (DDBJ 2015). For signal sequence (blue), conserved amino-terminal CLCA 

domain (n-CLCA, yellow), von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain (green), putative proteolytic 

cleavage site (red), and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites (bold, grey), also refer 

to S3B. Binding site of the feCLCA3-2b-specific antibody, LLQDPKGTRYETSD (green lettering) (see 

2.1). 



 

Table S3B. The respective sequence lengths were determined using NCBI Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (17.032019), the signal 
sequence according to SignalP 5.0 (Almagro Armenteros et al. 2019; Nielsen et al. 1997), the n-CLCA and vWA domains according to Ensembl 
(Pfam) (www.ensembl.org) (19.04.2020). The putative proteolytic cleavage site was identified by interspecies comparison of the aa sequences 
and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites were predicted via NetNglyc 1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/) 
(27.03., 22.06.2020). *Proline occurs just after the asparagine residue which makes it highly unlikely that the Asparagine is glycosylated, 
presumably due to conformational constraints (www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/output.php). Potential transmembrane domains were 
excluded via 1HMMtop (Tusnady and Simon 1998; 2001), 2Phobius (Käll et al. 2004; 2007), and 3SOSUI (Hirokawa et al. 1998; Mitaku and 
Hirokawa 1999; Mitaku et al. 2002)  (27.03., 22.06.2020) in  silico  tools.  
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Supplemental Material S4. Protein structure analysis and interspecies comparison of CLCA4 

A) Multiple Sequence Alignment

murine CLCA4a MMAFSRGPVFLLLLLYLLWGSDTSLIRLNENGYEDIIIAIDPAVPEDTTIIEHIKGMVTK 60 
murine CLCA4b MMAFSRGPVFLLFLLYLLWGSDTSLIKLNGNGYEDIIIAIDPAVPEDTTIIEHIKGMVTK 60 
porcine CLCA4a -MGFFS-SVL-LLVLHLLQGSRTSLVQLNANGYEGVLIAIDPAVPEDETLITEIKDMVTA 57
porcine CLCA4b -MGFFS-SVL-LLVLHLLQGSRTSLVQLNANGYEGVLIAIDPAVPEDETLITEIKDMVTT 57
human CLCA4 -MGLFRGFVF-LLVLCLLHQSNTSFIKLNNNGFEDIVIVIDPSVPEDEKIIEQIEDMVTT 58
cat4 CLCA4 -MGL-LDFVF-LLVLYLLQGSNTSLVQLNNNGYEGIIIAIDPHVPEDGKIIEEIKGMVTT 57

 *.:    *: *::* **  * **:::** **:*.::*.*** **** .:* .*:.*** 

murine CLCA4a ASTYLFEATEKRFFFKNVSILIPESWKDSPQYRRPKQESYKHADIKVAPPTVEGRDEPYT 120 
murine CLCA4b ASTYLFEATEKRFFFKNVSILIPESWKNSSQYRRPKQESYKHADIKVAPPAFEGRDEPYT 120 
porcine CLCA4a ASTYLFEATEKRFYFKNVSILIPESWKNITQYKRPKQESYKHADVIVAPPTVPGRDEPYT 117 
porcine CLCA4b ASTFLFEATEKRFFFKNVSILIPESWKN-TQYKRPKHESYKHADVIVAPPTVPGRDEPYT 116 
human CLCA4 ASTYLFEATEKRFFFKNVSILIPENWKENPQYKRPKHENHKHADVIVAPPTLPGRDEPYT 118 
cat4 CLCA4 ASTYLFEATEKRFFFKNVSILIPNSWKENSQYKRPKHESYKHADVLVAPPTLPGRDEPYT 117 

***:*********:*********:.**:  **:***:*.:****: ****:. ******* 

murine CLCA4a RQFTQCEEKAEYIHFTPDFVLGRKQDEYGDSGKVLVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNEDQPFYSAS 180 
murine CLCA4b RQFTQCEEKAEYIHFTPDFVLGRKQVEYGDSGKLLVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNEDQPFYSAS 180 
porcine CLCA4a KQFTECGEKAEYIHFTPDFVLGKKQNEFGPSGKALVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNDDEPFYSAK 177 
porcine CLCA4b KQFTECGEKAEYIHFTPDFVLGKKQNEFGPPGRALVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNDDEPFYIAK 176 
human CLCA4 KQFTECGEKGEYIHFTPDLLLGKKQNEYGPPGKLFVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNEDQPFYRAK 178 
cat4 CLCA4 KQFTACEEKGEYIHFTPDFVLGKKQNEYGPSDRLLVHEWAHLRWGVFDEYNEDEPFYSAK 177 

:*** * **.********::**:** *:*  .: :****************:*:*** *. 

murine CLCA4a SKKIEATRCSTGITGTNRVYACQGGSCAMRRCRTNSTTKLYEKDCQFFPDKVQSEKASIM 240 
murine CLCA4b SKKIEATRCSTGITGMNRVHTCQGGSCITRRCRTNSTTKLYEKDCQFFPDKVQSEKASIM 240 
porcine CLCA4a SKKIEATRCSTGITGINRVHKCQGGSCATRPCRTDANTKLYEKDCQFFPDKYQIEKTSIM 237 
porcine CLCA4b SKKIEATRCSIDITGINRVYKCQENNCVTRTCRVDANTKLYEKDCQFFPDKHQTEKTSIM 236 
human CLCA4 SKKIEATRCSAGISGRNRVYKCQGGSCLSRACRIDSTTKLYGKDCQFFPDKVQTEKASIM 238 
cat4 CLCA4 SKKIEATRCSTGITGINRVYKCQGNSCTTRGCRIDSKTKLYEKDCQFFPDKDQTEKASIM 237 

********** .*:* ***: ** ..*  * ** ::.**** ********* * **:*** 

murine CLCA4a FMQSIDSVTEFCKKENHNREAPTLHNKKCNYRSTWEVISTSEDFNSSTPMETSPSPPFFS 300 
murine CLCA4b FMQSIDSVTEFCKKENHNREAPTLHNEKCQWRSTWEVISSSEDFNSSTPMETPPAPPFFS 300 
porcine CLCA4a FMQGIDSVAEFCNEKNHNREAPSLQNKKCDSRSTWEVISSSEDFNITEVMVAPPPAPVFS 297 
porcine CLCA4b FMQGIDSITRFCNEKNHNREAPSLQNKKCDSRSTWEVISNSEDFKGTVPIAAPPPPPVFS 296 
human CLCA4 FMQSIDSVVEFCNEKTHNQEAPSLQNIKCNFRSTWEVISNSEDFKNTIPMVTPPPPPVFS 298 
cat4 CLCA4 FMQGINSVVEFCNKKNHNQEAPSLQNKMCNSRSTWEVISNSEDFKNTTSMEALPPPPVFS 297 

***.*:*:..**:::.**:***:*:*  *: ********.****: :  : : *  *.** 

murine CLCA4a LLRISERIMCLVLDVSGSMTSYDRLNRMNQAAKYFLSQIIENRSWVGMVHFSSQATIVHE 360 
murine CLCA4b LLRISERIVCLVLDVSGSMSSSDRLNRMNQAAKYFLSQIIENRSWVGMVHFSSQATIVHE 360 
porcine CLCA4a LLKISERIVCLVLDKSGSMSSSNRLNRMNQAAKYFLMQIVENGSWVGMVHFDGTASIRSD 357 
porcine CLCA4b LLKISERIVCLVLDKSESMGNHNRLNRMNQAVKYFLLQTIENGSWVGVVDFDTTAHIKSK 356 
human CLCA4 LLKISQRIVCLVLDKSGSMGGKDRLNRMNQAAKHFLLQTVENGSWVGMVHFDSTATIVNK 358 
cat4 CLCA4 LLKIRERIACLVLDKSGSMNSFNRLNRMNQAAKHFLLQTIENGSWVGMVHFDSTANVKSN 357 

**:* :** ***** * ** . :********.*:** * :** ****:*.*.  * :  . 

murine CLCA4a LIQINSDIERNQLLQTLPTSANGGTSICSGIKAAFQVFKNGEYQTDGTEILLLSDGEDST 420 
murine CLCA4b LIQMNSDIERNKLLQTLPTSAIGGTSICSGIKTAFQVFKNGEYQTDGTEILLLSDGEDST 420 
porcine CLCA4a LIQITGSNERDKLLGSLPTTANGGTSICSGIQTAFEVVRKLYSHTDGSEIVLLTDGEDNT 417 
porcine CLCA4b LIQIKSNNERRKLLESLPTEASGGISICSGIESAFQVIKEIYPQVDGSEIILVVAGEDKN 416 
human CLCA4 LIQIKSSDERNTLMAGLPTYPLGGTSICSGIKYAFQVIGELHSQLDGSEVLLLTDGEDNT 418 
cat4 CLCA4 LIQIISSKERNKLLESLPTAANGGTSICAGIKSAFQVVREIHPQIDGSEIVLLTDGEDNS 417 

***: .. **  *:  ***   ** ***:**: **:*. :   : **:*::*:  ***.. 

murine CLCA4a AKDCIDEVKDSGSIVHFIALGPSADLAVTNMSILTGGNHKLATDEAQNNGLIDAFGALAS 480 
murine CLCA4b AKDCIDEVKDSGSIVHFIALGPSADLAVTNMSILTGGNHKLATDEAQNNGLIDAFGALAS 480 
porcine CLCA4a AGACVNEVKQSGAIIHFIALGPSADKAVIEMSTATGGVHFYATDEAENNGLIDAFGALAS 477 
porcine CLCA4b IRNCMDRVKQSGAIIHSIALGPNADPAVTEMSAVTGGMHFYTTDQSESRGLTDALWTFGS 476 
human CLCA4 ASSCIDEVKQSGAIVHFIALGRAADEAVIEMSKITGGSHFYVSDEAQNNGLIDAFGALTS 478 
cat4 CLCA4 AKNCIDEVKQSGAIIHLIALGPSADQAVIEMSTLTGGNHFFASDEAQNNGLIDAFGALAS 477 

   *::.**:**:*:* ****  ** ** :**  *** *  .:*:::..** **: :: * 
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murine CLCA4a ENADITQKSLQLESKGAILNNSLWLNDTVVIDSTLGRDTFFLVTWSKQAPAIYLRDPKGT 540 
murine CLCA4b ENTDITQKSLQLESKGAILNNSLWLNDTVVIDSTVGRDTFFLVTWSKQAPAIYLRDPKGT 540 
porcine CLCA4a GNTDISQQSLQLESKGLKLNSNEWLNGTVIIDSTVGKDTFFLVTWVQQRPDISLLDPNGT 537 
porcine CLCA4b GNTNSSQHSLQLESKGLVLSSNPWMNGTVTIDSTVGKDTFCLVTWDKQPPGISLWDPSGT 536 
human CLCA4 GNTDLSQKSLQLESKGLTLNSNAWMNDTVIIDSTVGKDTFFLITWNSLPPSISLWDPSGT 538 
cat4 CLCA4 GNTDISQQPLQLESKGLTLNNNPWMNGTVIIDSTVGKDTFFLITWARQSPIISLWDPSGT 537 

 *:: :*: *******  *... *:*.** ****:*:*** *:**    * * * **.**

murine CLCA4a QTTNFTMDSASKMAYLSIPGTAQVGVWTYNLEAKENSEILTITVTSRAANSSVPPITVNA 600 
murine CLCA4b QTTNFTMDFVSKMAYLSIPGTAEVGVWTYNLEAKENSEILTITVTSRAANSSVPPISVNA 600 
porcine CLCA4a LMGSFTVDAVSKMAHLSIPGTAKVGVWTYSLQAKADAETLTITVNSQASNSAVPPITVNA 597 
porcine CLCA4b PRGNFTVDEDSKMAYLSIPGTAKVGVWTYSLQAKANPETLTITVNSRAANSAVPPITVNA 596 
human CLCA4 IMENFTVDATSKMAYLSIPGTAKVGTWAYNLQAKANPETLTITVTSRAANSSVPPITVNA 598 
cat4 CLCA4 PMRNFTVDTVSKMAYLSIPGTAKVGVWTYSLQAKANPETLTMTVNSQAANSSVPPITVNA 597 

   .**:*  ****:*******:**.*:*.*:** : * **:**.*:*:**:****:*** 

murine CLCA4a KVNTDTNTFPSPMIVYAEVLQGYTPIIGARVTATIESNSGKTEELVLLDNGAGADAFKDD 660 
murine CLCA4b KVNTDTNTFPSPMIVYAEVLQGYTPIIGARVTATIESNSGKTEELVLLDNGAGADAFKDD 660 
porcine CLCA4a KMNKDTSSFPSPMIVYAEILQGYIPILGAGVTAFIESNTGKREVLELLDNGAGADSIKND 657 
porcine CLCA4b KMNKDTSSFPSPMIVYAEILQGYIPILGASVTAFIESDNGKTEVLELLDNGAGADSFKND 656 
human CLCA4 KMNKDVNSFPSPMIVYAEILQGYVPVLGANVTAFIESQNGHTEVLELLDNGAGADSFKND 658 
cat4 CLCA4 KMNKDTNSFPSPMVVYAEVLQGHVPILGANVTAFIESSNGNIEVLELLDNGAGADSFKND 657 

*:*.*..:*****:****:***: *::** *** ***..*: * * *********::*:* 

murine CLCA4a GVYSRFFTAYSVNGRYSLKVRADGGRNSARRSLRHPSSRAAYIPGWVVDGEIQGNPPRPE 720 
murine CLCA4b GVYSRFFTAYSVNGRYSLKVRADGGTNSARRSLRHPSSRAAYIPGWVVDGEIQGNPPRPE 720 
porcine CLCA4a GVYSRYFTAYSENGRYSLKVRALGGASAVTRNLRHPLNRAAYIPGWVVNGEIEENPPRPE 717 
porcine CLCA4b GVYSRYFTTYQENGKYSLKVQAAGKAKTVMRSLRHLPNRGTYIPGWAVSGEIEGNPPRPE 716 
human CLCA4 GVYSRYFTAYTENGRYSLKVRAHGGANTARLKLRPPLNRAAYIPGWVVNGEIEANPPRPE 718 
cat4 CLCA4 GVYSRYFIAYSENGRYSLKVRAYRGANVTTQNLRRPPNRAAHIPGWVVDGKIEGNPPRVE 717 

*****:* :*  **:*****:*    . .  .**   .*.::****.*.*:*: **** * 

murine CLCA4a TTEATQPVLEDFSRTASGGAFVMSNVPIGPLPDVYPPNRITDLQATLDGEEISLTWTAPG 780 
murine CLCA4b MTEATQPVLENFSRTASGGAFVMSNVPIGPLPDQYPPNRITDLQATLDGEEISLTWTAPG 780 
porcine CLCA4a IDENTQTNLESFTRTAIGGAFVVSNVPNGPLPDLYPPSQITDLEATSDEDEIRITWTAPG 777 
porcine CLCA4b SDEDTQTDLESFTRIASGGAFVISNVSKLPLPDLYPPSQITDLEATSDEDEIKITWTAPG 776 
human CLCA4 IDEDTQTTLEDFSRTASGGAFVVSQVPSLPLPDQYPPSQITDLDATVHEDKIILTWTAPG 778 
cat4 CLCA4 IDEDTHTTLESFTRTASGGAFVVSNISKLPLPDLYPPSQITDLEATLNGDEINLTWTAPG 777 

* *:  **.*:* * *****:*::   **** ***.:****:** . ::* :******

murine CLCA4a DDYDVGRVQQYIIRTSKNIIELRDNFNNSPRVDTTNLTPKEANSEETFAFKPENITEENA 840 
murine CLCA4b DDYDVGRVQQYIIRTSENIIDLRDNFNNSLRVDTTKLTPKEANSKETFAFKPENISEENA 840 
porcine CLCA4a DDFDVGTVEQYIIRISGSLLDLRDNFDDALQINTSALLPSEANTKESFAFKPGNLSEENA 837 
porcine CLCA4b DDFDVGTVEQYIIRISGSLLDLRDNFDDALQINTSALLPSEANTKESFAFKPGNLSEENA 836 
human CLCA4 DNFDVGKVQRYIIRISASILDLRDSFDDALQVNTTDLSPKEANSKESFAFKPENISEENA 838 
cat4 CLCA4 DNFDVGKVQRYIIRISGSILDLRDNFDNALQVNTTDLLPNEANSKETFAFKQGNISEENA 837 

*::*** *::**** * .:::***.*::: :::*: * *.***::*:****  *::**** 

murine CLCA4a TYIFIAIESVDKSSLSSGPSNIAQVALFTPQAEPDPDESPS------------LSGVSVA 888 
murine CLCA4b TYIFIAIESVDKNNLSSGPSNIAQVAMFTPQAEPVPDESPR------------SSGVSIS 888 
porcine CLCA4a THIFIAIRSVDKSNLTSKVSNIAQVALFTPEADYTPDDSHPDPGPA-------KSGVSIS 890 
porcine CLCA4b THIFIAIQSVDKSNLTSKVSNIAQVALFTPEADPSPGKSHPNPR------------INIS 884 
human CLCA4 THIFIAIKSIDKSNLTSKVSNIAQVTLFIPQANPDDIDPTPTPTPTPTPDKSHNSGVNIS 898 
cat4 CLCA4 THIFIAIQSVDKSNLTSKLSNIAQVALFIPQAEPGPDESPPNPSPDE---NQPNSRVNIV 894 

*:*****.*:**..*:*  ******::* *:*:    . :.: 

murine CLCA4a TIVLSVLGAL-VVCIIVGTTICILKNKRSSSAAITKF 924 
murine CLCA4b TIVLSVVGSVVLVCIIVSTTICILKNKRSSSGAATTF 925 
porcine CLCA4a TLVLIVVGSVVIVSLILSVTICILNKNRNTRRPRTGF 927 
porcine CLCA4b ALVLLVVGSVAVVSAILSATICILKKKRNAIRSKTGF 921 
human CLCA4 TLVLSVIGSVVIVNFILSTTI---------------- 919 
cat4 CLCA4 ILVLLVVGSVAIVSTIIGATI---------------- 915 

 :** *:*:: :*  *:..**
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Figure S4A. Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) and interspecies comparison of the human, murine, 

porcine, and feline CLCA4 orthologs via Clustal Omega (1.2.4) (Chojnacki et al. 2017) (26.03.2020). 

Asterisks indicate perfect alignment, colons or semicolons indicate a site belonging to a group exhibiting 

strong or weak similarity, respectively (DDBJ 2015). For signal sequence (blue), conserved amino-

terminal CLCA domain (n-CLCA, yellow), von Willebrand factor type A (vWA) domain (green), putative 

proteolytic cleavage site (red), and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites (bold, 

grey), also refer to S4B. The primary carboxy-terminal transmembrane domains (purple) are annotated 

according to Phobius which rendered identical values as HMMtop for murine and porcine CLCA4 (see 

Table S4B). According to PredGPI, human and cat CLCA4 are highly likely of possessing a GPI anchor 

(dark purple, white lettering).  



 

Table S4B. The respective sequence lengths were determined using NCBI Genbank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) (17.03.2019), the signal 
sequence according to SignalP 5.0 (Almagro Armenteros et al. 2019; Nielsen et al. 1997), the n-CLCA and vWA domains according to Ensembl 
(Pfam) (www.ensembl.org) (19.04.2020). The putative proteolytic cleavage site was identified by interspecies comparison of the aa sequences 
and homologue-specific asparagine-linked glycosylation sites were predicted via NetNglyc 1.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetNGlyc/) 
(27.03., 22.06.2020). Potential transmembrane domains were identified via 1HMMtop (Tusnady and Simon 1998; 2001), 2Phobius (Käll et al. 
2004; 2007), and 3SOSUI (Hirokawa et al. 1998; Mitaku and Hirokawa 1999; Mitaku et al. 2002) (27.03., 22.06.2020) in silico tools. According 
to PredGPI (Pierleoni et al. 2008) (22.06.2020), human and cat CLCA4 are highly likely of possessing a GPI anchor. 
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